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Abstract 
The electronic configurations of molecular states of iodine are studied through 
the Optical- Optical Double Resonance excitation of the ion pair states in low 
vibrational levels. The two photon OODR excitation of ungerade IP states from 
the gerade ground state is rationalised and the strength of u/g coupling at the 
intermediate step interpreted in terms of a hyperfine interaction first described 
by Broyer et al. The potential function of the clg(ab) gerade coupling partner 
in the hyperfine Hamiltonian is derived, along with the lowest levels of a new IP 
state in the second cluster, the H1(2) state. An OODR excitation scheme for 
populating the O;(2) IP state is proposed and the dominant component of the 
clg(ab) state configuration is found for R : 5.5A. 
The radiative lifetimes of nine IP states in low vibrational levels are deter- 
mined and combined with the relative fluorescent intensities of the IP -+Valence 
charge transfer transitions to derive the Einstein A- coefficients for all the strong 
transitions from these IP states. A theoretical model is developed in terms of a 
separated atom description for the electronic configurations of these states and is 
used to predict the relative dipole strengths of the IP- Valence transitions. The 
Einstein A- coefficients are then interpreted to give the electronic configurations 
of the IP states around Rip and the relative strengths of the transition dipoles for 
po p, and p.,1. H p,,r electron transfer between ionic centres. A significant differ- 
ence from the free ion configurations is found with the lowest energy IP states of a 
given symmetry adopting as low a po occupancy at the cationic centre as the inter - 
electron repulsion and spin -orbit energies will allow. This stabilisation is driven 
by the field gradient due to the anionic charge. The model for the charge transfer 
transition accounts for the large difference in the summed dipole strengths that 
is observed for some u/g pairs, even though they have closely similar electronic 
configurations, and using this model the radiative intensities are shown to be 
consistent with results from other techniques that probe the electronic structure 
iv 
of IP states. The transition dipole function for the F0ú (2) ---> X 0g (aa) transi- 
tion is established over the range 3.13 < R < 4.12A and its form interpreted in 
terms of the same electron transfer model. The inferred changes in the electronic 
configuration of the F0ú (2) state with internuclear separation are shown to be 
consistent with experimental results for related transitions and with ab initio 
calculations from other research groups. 
A rationalisation for the observed energy ordering of the states within an ion 
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The first Part of this thesis discusses the experimental and theoretical background 
to this investigation into the electronic configurations of the ion pair states of 
iodine. 
Chapter 1 discusses the electronic states of I2, their spectroscopic properties 
where known, and the various descriptions of their electronic structure. The 
results of experiments that probe this structure are surveyed. The experimental 
techniques that have been used in the study of ion pair states are described, 
before concentrating on the multiphoton techniques used in this thesis. The 
development of the Optical -Optical Double Resonance technique as applied to 
the IP states of iodine is described and the leading experimental applications 
reviewed. 
Chapter 2 describes the experimental configurations used in the spectroscopic 
studies pursued in this thesis. The quantum mechanical simulation program used 
in the analysis of dispersed fluorescence spectra is detailed and a semi- classical 
model for the interpretation of fluorescence spectra is discussed; their application 
to sample results from later Chapters is demonstrated. 
Chapter 3 returns to the separated atom model for the molecular electronic 
wavefunction and develops a description for the configurations at the atomic cen- 
tres, in particular the cationic centre in the ion pair states. The Russell- Saunders 
scheme is used as the zero order description with the cationic configuration re- 
fined using the familiar spin -orbit coupling to reproduce the term values of the 
1 
2 
free cation. The effects of the intramolecular interactions on forming the diatomic 
are then discussed in terms of a charge- quadrupole interaction between the two 
ionic centres and a final description of the IP configurations is made assuming a 
point charge description at each ion, ie no orbital overlap between centres. 
Investigations 
The second Part of the thesis describes the various experimental investigations 
undertaken in trying to establish the electronic configurations of the ion pair 
states. 
Chapter 4 discusses the two photon Optical- Optical Double Resonance exci- 
tation of the ungerade IP states from the gerade ground state, X09 (aa). The 
excitation scheme employs a hyperfine facilitated u/g coupling in the intermediate 
step and the potential function of the cle(ab) state, the gerade coupling partner 
of the well known ungerade B0ú (ab) state, is determined. As a consequence of 
this analysis the first few vibrational levels of a previously unknown ion pair state 
are reported. Knowing the potential functions for the two states involved in the 
hyperfine interaction, the strength of coupling is predicted from the hyperfine 
coupling matrix derived by Broyer et al. A comparison of the theoretical predic- 
tions with the experimental absorption intensities allows the dominant electronic 
configuration of the cle(ab) state to be derived at large R. An OODR excitation 
scheme for the 0:(2) state is proposed. The various OODR excitation schemes 
used in the thesis are then reviewed and a final experiment performed confirming 
the Franck - Condon window established by the B N c coupled intermediate. 
Chapter 5 describes the experimental determination of the radiative lifetimes 
of nine of the IP states in low y and the results are combined with those for the 
relative fluorescence intensities for all strong transitions from these states to the 
valence states to derive the Einstein A- coefficients for the IP- Valence transitions 
(Chapter 6). A model for the charge transfer process is developed and used to 
interpret the transition dipole strengths summed over all available transitions 
3 
from a given upper state: the IP configurations can then be deduced around 
ReiP, along with the transition dipole moments for pc, 4-4 po and p,1 F-+ p,r electron 
transfer between the two centres. The model accounts for the large differences 
between the summed dipole moments observed for certain u/g pairs by showing 
that some charge transfer transitions are only allowed from the ungerade state. 
The predictions of the model are then shown to be consistent with results from 
other groups studying hyperfine interactions at the cationic centre and with the 
success of the pure precession model in describing the rotational coupling between 
ion pair states. These experimental IP configurations are compared with those 
of the simple picture developed in Chapter 3: significant deviations from the free 
ion configurations are found. 
Chapter 7 discusses the transition dipole moment as a function of R, and its 
use as a diagnostic for the changing electron configurations of states as the bond 
stretches. The dispersed fluorescence from the F0ú (2) -+ X0g (aa) transition 
originating from excited vibrational states is analysed to derive the F --* X 
transition dipole function over the range 3.13 < R < 4.12A. This is compared 
with a reported function for the only parallel transition of its gerade partner, 
the f0912) to B0ú (ab) transition. The comparison of the two functions shows a 
strong transition moment developing only for the F -; X transition, as predicted 




Chapter 1 Introduction 
All diatomic molecules have ion -pair (IP) states, that is electronic states that 
on diabatic dissociation give a pair of ions: those of the alkali, group IIA and 
IIIA halides have all been extensively studied [1, 2] but arguably the best known 
family is that of the halogen and interhalogen molecules. Recent interest in 
the IP states of these molecules has been driven in part by their use in rare 
gas -halide lasers and by their potential for supporting lasing systems themselves 
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The experimental study of diatomic ion -pair states has been 
aided by the timely development of multiphoton methods that have overcome 
a number of the drawbacks associated with single photon studies, namely the 
restrictions of one -photon selection rules, one electron excitations and limited 
Franck - Condon windows. The next section will introduce the halogen electronic 
states and their characteristic properties with particular reference to iodine. The 
implications for experimental methodology will be discussed in the final section 
where the techniques used to investigate the electronic structure of the IP states 
of iodine will be outlined. 
1.1 The electronic states of Iodine 
The lower energy electronic states of halogen diatomics can be placed in one of 
three groups according to their products on diabatic dissociation: valence states 
give ground state 2PJ atoms, Rydberg states give one excited and one ground 
state atom, X'X, and ion -pair states give an X +X- pair of oppositely charged 
ions. The energy of the products at dissociation also increases in the same order. 
5 



















Figure 1.1. Potential curves for the electronic states studied in this thesis. 
At smaller internuclear separations the strong Coulombic attraction characteristic 
of ion -pair states gives rise to avoided crossings with the Rydberg states, and the 
ion -pair states, having the lower Te, will thus dissociate adiabatically to X'X 
atoms. However these avoided crossings occur at large R (» l0A) in regions 
outside the interest of most spectroscopy, and for I2 these groups of electronic 
states are to a large extent independent of each other in the regions studied (with 
the notable exception of Rydberg /IP state interaction at small R). This is not in 
general true of the other members of the halogen and interhalogen family and I2 
is often used as a model system for the rest of the series. A schematic potential 
energy diagram for these low energy states of iodine is given in figure 1.1. 
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1.1.1 The Valence States 
Spectroscopic constants have been reported for at least 11 of the 23 valence 
states predicted for I2 (see Table 1.1). The two states with largest dissociation 
energies, the X08(aa) and the BOu(ab),1 have been particularly well charac- 
terised to within a few percent of dissociation. This is important for the Optical - 
Optical Double Resonance (OODR) technique, the experimental technique used 
in this thesis, since the BOu (ab) state is used as the intermediate when pump- 
ing molecules from the ground state, X08 (aa) , to the ion -pair states (Sections 
1.2 and 4.3). Throughout this thesis valence states will normally be referred to 
by their state symmetry in the (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme (discussed later) 
followed by their dissociation products; if available their spectroscopic label will 
also be used, as above. Occasionally it will be appropriate to refer to the valence 
states by their state symmetry derived from applying Hund's coupling case (a) 
to their dominant molecular orbital configuration, see below. 
Describing the electronic wavefunction 
At small R, typically around the equilibrium separation of the ground state (Rx 
= 2.67A), the electronic structure of the valence states is best described in terms 
of their dominant molecular orbital (MO) configuration, with possibly a small 
amount of mixing due to spin -orbit coupling and electron correlation. These MO 
configurations2 are of the type o ruievú where only the valence molecular or- 
bitals formed by the 5p atomic orbitals are included and m +n+p- Fq =10. The 
molecular orbitals are formed from the simplest LCAO approximation, thus the 
crg and lrg orbitals are for example {5pó + 5pB} and {5pA - 5pB} respectively. 
The o ,g(5s) and inner core orbitals are considered common to all valence states. 
Hund's coupling case (a) can then be applied to the dominant electronic config- 
uration to give the state symmetry [24, p.219]. In this way Mulliken was able 
to assign the dominant MO configurations of all 43 of iodine's "sub -Rydberg" 
la and b refer to ground 2P312 and excited state 2P112 atomic dissociation products. 
2conventionally the MO occupancy is written mnpq. 
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State Te (cm -1 ) De (cm -1 ) co, (cm -1 ) Re (A ) Refs. 
b'2u(ab) (19850) (300) (4.25) [11] 
c1g(ab) 19685 465 29.6 4.05 [12] 
0g (ab) 19286.4 864 64.4 3.645 [13, 14] 
B0ú (ab) 15769.05 4380.95 125.7 3.03 [15] 
a10-9E(aa) 12410.5 136.7 17.7 4.64 [16, 17] 
B "1(aa) (12367) (180) (19.8) (4.2) [18] 
a1g(aa) 12248.3 298.9 23.6 4.31 [16, 18] 
0; (aa) (12190) (360) (20.5) (4.2) [19] 
Alu(aa) 10907 1640.2 94.95 3.06 [20] 
A'2u(aa) 10042 2505 108.8 3.08 [21, 22] 
X0g (aa) 0.0 12547.2 214.55 2.67 [23] 
Table 1.1. Principal spectroscopic constants for the known valence states of I2 
states from their state symmetries [25]: for example the ground state, X, has 
1Ei symmetry and 2440 occupancy. However Mulliken's ordering of the MO 
configurations has since proved incorrect in a few cases [15] and a revision of his 
assignments is given in Table 1.2. 
Although appropriate for small internuclear separations the MO approach is 
no longer the most compact at large R. A series of experiments measuring the 
hyperfine constants of the X0(aa) [26, 27], a'0(aa) [16, 26], alg(aa) [26] and 
B0ú (ab) [26] valence states at large R has suggested that for R > 4A the sepa- 
rated atom method gives the simplest description of the molecular wavefunction. 
This approach implies separate strong spin -orbit coupling at each atom centre as 
found at the dissociation limit; the resulting electronic angular momentum for 
the atom i, Ji, is then coupled to the internuclear axis, giving M;; quantum num- 
bers. Only J and Ma of the two atoms separately are treated as good quantum 
numbers. The molecular wavefunction is then formed from a product of these 
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Table 1.2. Adiabatic correlation scheme for the "sub- Rydberg" states of I2 
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atomic wavefunctions, suitably symmetrised and normalised: 
I 7/0)u+9') = H.A {a Ji Mi)A I J2M2)a+ I J2M2)A I Ji. Wa) 
±(I JiM2)A I J2M1)Bf I J2Mi)A I J1M2)B)} 
The state symmetry is described by the molecular electronic angular momentum 
along the internuclear axis, SZ, where SZ =MJA + MJB, A and B labelling the two 
identical nuclei. The last pair of terms is only present for SZ = 0 states and 
then only if new configurations are generated. The +/- parity is defined for 
SZ = 0 states by the reflection of the space -spin coordinates through a nuclear 
plane, 0+ states taking the positive sign that leads the second line. The u/g 
parity is defined by the usual inversion of space coordinates through the centre 
of symmetry, gerade states taking the negative sign in the inversion terms of the 
wavefunction. J1Î is the normalisation term and A the partial antisymmetriser 
for electron exchange between the two atoms. n sequentially numbers states that 
have the same SZ value in ascending energy. The 23 molecular basis functions in 
this (JAMAJBMB) scheme are given in Table 1.3. 
In general at any given R (R > RAP) the molecular wavefunction for a given 
valence state will be dominated by one of the (JAMAJBMB) basis functions, zb). 
However long -range breakdown of this basis set arises from the r_5 quadrupole - 
quadrupole interaction and as the asymptote is approached states with the same 
symmetry and dissociation products will mix strongly leading to fully coupled 
wavefunctions; for example at large R the wavefunctions for the X09 (aa) and 















Notation: To avoid ambiguity when referring to the (JAMAJBMB) eigenfunc- 
tions, V, a convention will be adopted throughout this thesis. The superscript 
will give the states of the atoms on dissociation, while the subscript will indicate 
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0u+/g 
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ab dissociation products 
0g 2{I 2, 2/A I 
+ I 27 2)A 
0; 2{I 2 2)A I - I 2, -2)A 
ou 2{I 1,1)A I 
+ 2, 2)A 
Ou- 2{I 2, 2)A 11,-1)B 
1{ 3' 
1)A 
1g 3 )2 
19 *{ .1)A 
lu { 2, 2)A 
1u { 22)A 
28 { )A 1/2 2 
2u 
{ 2 2)A 
2, 2/B\ - I 2, 2)A I 2, 2/B 
2,\2/B - I 2, 2)1A 12, 2B} 
1 i,--013 - I 2, 2/A I L1)13 
I 
2, 2)B + I 2, 2)A I 2, -2)B} 
2, 2)B + 11, 2)A I 2, 2)B 
I 27 2/B + I 2, 2)A 2, 2)B} 
+ I Z, -2)A I 2, Z)B/\ 
J1 l'2 
2)B - I ' 2)Z)A /BI
2, 2)B - I 2, 2)A I 2, 2)B} 
2, -2)B + I 2, -2)A I 2, 2)B} 
272)B + I M)A I 2,2)B} 
I )A I 2)B1 2 2/B - 2 2 
2 2)B + I 2 2/A I , 2)B} 2 
bb dissociation products 
0 ) )9 I )I )} 2 2A 2,2B 
Uu {I 2, 2)A I 2, -1 2)B + I 2, -2)A I 2, 2)B} 
lu 
I 
Z)A I Z, DB 
Table 1.3. Valence wavefunctions in the (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme (after 
[28] ). 
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the atomic Mj values in the (JAMAJBMB) eigenfunction: z indicating that at 
least one of the atoms has MM = 2. Thus the eigenfunctions referred to above, 
%2 and 7/172 , are the first and second entries in table 1.3 respectively. Occa- 
sionally it will be necessary to give the SQ.) symmetry of the eigenfunction as 
well. 
This (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme has been called the J1J2 model by Herz- 
berg [24, p.319] and was used by Saute and Aubert- Frécon [28] when discussing 
the asymptotic behaviour of the valence state potentials. Most of the work in 
this thesis concerns fluorescence from low vibrational levels of the ion -pair states, 
with Re 3.6A, so in general the electronic structure of the valence states will 
be described using this model. The full adiabatic scheme for the correlation of 
(JAMAJBMB) valence states with MO configurations is shown in Table 1.2. 
Pe as a function of R 
A number of experimental studies have attempted to probe the transition from 
LCAO eigenfunctions to separated -atom eigenfunctions as the internuclear sepa- 
ration increases. Bacis et al [16, 26] measured the hyperfine charge- quadrupole 
coupling constant eQq as a function of vibrational level in the X08 (aa), alg(aa) 
and a'O8(aa) states and also interpreted data from the literature for the B0ú (ab) 
state. By comparing the experimental results with theoretical predictions for 
each basis, Bacis was able to show that a significant transition to essentially sin- 
gle separated -atom eigenfunctions had occurred by R 4A in the X09 (aa) and 
B0ú (ab) states. Similar conclusions could not be reached for the a'O9(aa) state 
as both bases give the same theoretical prediction, but its large Re value (4.6A) 
suggests that the separated -atom basis is appropriate. They did find [16] that 
the eQq constant was decreasing in this state as y increased, reflecting the mixing 
of the O32(0+) and «72(08) eigenfunctions in this basis as the dissociation limit 
is approached: the fully mixed state (equation (1.3)) is predicted a zero eQq in- 
teraction. Their results for the alg(aa) state were limited but in close agreement 
with predictions for a separated -atom basis, not surprisingly given the large Re 
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value of the state (4.3A). Experiments by the same group to quantify a' '- a [16] 
and X ' a' [17] perturbations in terms of the separated -atom eigenfunctions have 
proved unsuccessful as the effects were too weak, due to Franck- Condon factors, 
for the resolution used. However they have interpreted an earlier result with this 
basis set and successfully reproduced the X08 (aa) state hyperfine spin- rotation 
constant, Cv =83, that arises from an heterogeneous interaction with the aly(aa) 
state [27]. This perturbation has been quantified for higher vx by Martin et al 
[17] and used to calculate the degree of mixing of the 0372(08) and 112(08) eigen- 
functions near R = 5A. From their work and that of Saute and Aubert- Frécon 
[28] they concluded that the X08(aa) and a'08(aa) state wavefunctions are close 
to singular separated -atom eigenfunctions at intermediate and large separations: 
XOg (aa) : 0.450;72 - 0.90/472 
á 08 (aa) : 0.900372 + 0.45/472 
The description of valence state wavefunctions will be discussed further in Chap- 
ters 3 and 6. 
1.1.2 The Ion -Pair States 
Iodine's ion -pair states lie from about 5eV above the ground state in a region 
of the potential energy diagram largely free from perturbation by other states 
(see Figure 1.1). The halogens have 20 IP states of which 13 have now been re- 
ported for iodine [40]: their principle spectroscopic constants are given in Table 
1.4. Figure 1.2 demonstrates a number of properties characteristic of the halogen 
IP states: they all have large Re values of close to 3.6A and cluster in groups 
of molecular states dissociating diabatically to the same ion pair. They are all 
deeply bound to greater than 3eV and have similar potential functions with es- 
sentially Coulombic outer limbs; thus their Dunham parameters are all similar 
and properties of unknown states can be estimated from those already known in 
that cluster. All these characteristics are reflections of the similarity of the IP 
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State Te /cm -1 we /cm -1 Re /A Diss. Limits' Refs. 
third cluster 
F'0;1,-(3) 51706.2 131.0 3.48 1D2 + 1S0 [29, 30] 
f'Og (3) (51500) 1D2 + 1S0 [31] 
second cluster 
H1u(2) 48280.3 107.7 3.63 3P, + 1S0 [12] 
G19(2) 47559.1 106.6 3.53 3P1 + 1S0 [20] 
FO-,1(2) 47217.35 96.3 3.60 3P0 + 1S0 [32] 
g0(2) (47070) (105.7) (3.55) 3P1 + 1S0 [19] 
f0(2) 47025.9 104.2 3.57 3P0 + 1S0 [33] 
first cluster 
82u(1) 41689 100.2 (4.0) 3P2 + 1S0 [14, 34] 
ylu(1) 41621.3 95.0 3.67 3P2 + 1S0 [34] 
EOg (1) 41411.8 101.4 3.65 3P2 + 1S0 [35] 
D0ú (1) 41028.6 95.0 3.58 3P2 + 1S0 [36, 37] 
ß19(1) 40821.0 105.0 3.61 3P2 + 1S0 [38] 
D'2g(1) 40388.3 104.0 3.60 3P2 + 1S0 [21, 39] 
aThe anionic Russell -Saunders state along with the major RS component of 
the cationic state. 
Table 1.4. Principal spectroscopic constants for the ion -pair states of I2. 
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Figure 1.2. Experimental extent of the potential curves for the known IP states 
of I2. 
states' electronic structures. 
The electronic wavefunction 
At dissociation the IP states give a pair of oppositely charged ions whose anion 
I is common to all states, thus it is the state of the cation that differenti- 
ates the various molecular states as the nuclei approach and the electron clouds 
interact. The I+ cation can take up one of five Russell- Saunders states: 3P27 3P0, 
3P1, 'D2 or 1S0 in order of increasing energy.3 When combined with the anion in 
the (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme these cationic states give rise to 20 IP states 
in four clusters;4 three u/g pairs form the first cluster dissociating to the lowest 
3The anomalous energy ordering of the I+ 3P0 and 3P1 states demonstrates the jj mixing of 
the Russell -Saunders basis mainly through 3P -1 D2 and 3P0 -1So interactions [41, p.301]. The 
RS functions still dominate the ionic configurations however, and so we shall use the Russell - 
Saunders description in later chapters as a framework in which to discuss this jj coupling. 
4The energy separations between clusters at their potential minima are similar to those 
between their cationic states on dissociation: since the I+ 3P0 and 3P1 states lie close in 
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energy cation, 3P2, three u/g pairs form the second cluster dissociating to 3P0 or 
3P, cations, three u/g pairs form the third cluster dissociating to 1D2 cations 
and the final u/g pair form the fourth cluster which has yet to be observed and 
dissociates to the most excited cation, 1S0. In each cluster the anionic dissocia- 
tion product is the closed shell iodide ion, I-('S0). The IP state wavefunctions 
in this (JAMAJBMB) basis are of the form 
I 
nSZ)(:e-) = .N.A {I JM)A oo)Bf I 00)A I JM)B} (1.4) 
where the labels are defined in equation (1.1), and the gerade states take the 
positive sign. Thus iodine's first IP cluster is made up of the six states: 82u(1), 
D'2g(1), y1u(1), 018(1), DOss (1), and E0g (1), and their molecular wavefunctions 
in this (JAMAJBMB) basis are given in Table 1.5. The notation used in referring 
to IP states throughout this thesis will give their spectroscopic label, followed 
by their (JAMAJBMB) symmetry and the number of the duster to which they 
belong. 
ÿi, as a function of R 
The clustering of the IP states into groups with common diabatic dissociation 
products suggests there is little overlap of ionic orbitals centred on the two nu- 
clei: even close to Re the molecule is behaving as a pair of associated ion centres. 
This is supported' by Huzinaga's Gaussian basis sets for the I -('So) anion [43, 
p.423 -426] which give the 5p orbital radius, (r(5p)), as approximately 1.42A sig- 
nificantly less than half the IP equilibrium internuclear separation; the radius of 
the 5p orbital on the cation would be expected to be even shorter. While there 
may be negligible overlap between centres at large R, this must be a simplified 
picture at ReP since there V'(R) must change sign, that is the repulsive terms, 
ie antibonding terms, must begin to increasingly determine the shape of the po- 
tential. The electron overlap is antibonding in ion -pair states, ie the antibonding 
energy [42, p.108] the molecular states they generate will together form the second cluster. 
'The Gaussian basis may not be reliable at such large radii. 




first and third clusters: I+(3P2 or 1D2)a + I -(1So) 
Og *{ 2,0)A 0,0)B + 0,0)A 2,0)B} 
0,+1 *{ 2,0)A 0,0)B - 0,0)A 2,0)B} 
1g *{ 2,1)A 0,0)B + 0,0)A 2,1)B} 
1. B.{ 2,1)A 0,0)B - 0,0)A 2,1)B} 
2g *{ 2,2)A 0,0)B + 0,0)A 2,2)B} 
2u *{ 2,2)A 0,0)B - 0,0)A 2,2)B} 
second cluster: I +(3P1 or 3P0) + I -(1So) 
0: -i.{ 0,0)A 0,0)B + 0,0)A 0,0)B1 
Oú *{ 0,0)A 0,0)B - 0,0)A 0,0)B} 
Oe *2{ 1,0)A 0,0)B + 0,0)A 1,0)B} 
Ou *{ 1,0)A 0,0)B - 0,0)A 1,0)B} 
1g *{ 1,1)A 0, 0)B + 0, 0)A 1,1)B} 
lu { 1,1)A 0, 0)B - 0, 0)A 1,1)B} 
fourth cluster: I+(1S0) + I -(1So) 
08 * {I 0,0)A 10, 0)B + 10, 0)A 10, 0)B} 
Oú * {I 0,0)A 10,0)B - 10,0)A 10,0)B} 
Table 1.5. Ion -pair wavefunctions in the (JAMAJBMB) coupling 
scheme. 
'Major Russell- Saunders component of the cationic state. 
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electrons in the dominant MO configurations outnumber the bonding electrons, 
and so around Re the amount of overlap must be increasing significantly when 
compared to the forces of attraction. 
The ion -pair potentials have been successfully modelled using modified Rit- 
tner functions [11, 44, 45, 46, and references therein]; Tellinghuisen has used 
four experimentally known attraction terms (ion -ion (R -1), ion -quadrupole(R -3), 
ion -induced dipole (R -4) and induced dipole- induced dipole (R -6)), and two re- 
pulsion terms, empirically adjusted to give the correct inner branch behaviour: 
C12 Cl C3 C4 C8 V(R) _ { bexp(-ßRp) R12 } - { R + R3 + R4 + R6 J . 
At the potential minimum V(Re) _ -De, V'(Re) = 0 and V "(Re) = 4ir24p /h 
and the repulsion terms can be calculated from the spectroscopic parameters. 
In general we find that the repulsion terms and the attraction terms, without 
the Coulombic attraction, are approximately equal at the potential minima of 
these IP states since De R. e2 /Re to within < 5 %. All ion -pair states have ap- 
proximately the same equilibrium separation, thus they will have approximately 
the same De values; thus those of the same dissociation limit will tend to dus- 
ter at Re. Furthermore the outer branches of their potentials will be essentially 
Coulombic and thus parallel, while only on the inner branches will significant 
differences be expected as their differing MO configurations assert their partic- 
ular characteristics (see figure 1.2). Significant configuration interaction would 
thus only be expected at short R not on the Coulombic dominated outer limb 
[40]; calculations confirm this [47]. Using this picture Brand and Hoy and others 
[40, and references therein] have accounted semi -quantitatively for the clustering 
of halogen ion -pair states though they were unable to account for the detailed 
ordering within a cluster. This point is discussed further in Appendix A. 
Although increasing significantly to determine the shape of the potential func- 
tion, the electron exchange is small even at Rej thus the most compact description 
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of the ion -pair state's electronic configuration will be the separated -ion model. 
Experiments have been designed to test the applicability of this model for the 
electronic structure in low y of these states by measuring their hyperfine charge - 
quadrupole coupling constant, eQq, or spin- rotation constant, C. Basis et al have 
recorded the hyperfine structure of the E091-(1) [27, 48] and f09+(2) states [49], 
and compared their results with predictions for various proposed separated -atom 
wavefunctions to find the cationic parentage. Though they did suggest the most 
likely parent was the 3P2 and 3P0 respectively as expected, their results were 
not entirely conclusive partly because they assumed the Russell -Saunders eigen- 
functions of Table 1.5 and ignored the jj mixing in the cationic wavefunction 
referred to earlier (see footnote 3). More recently Tiemann et al [50] repeated 
their experiment for the E09 (1) state and recorded the first hyperfine spectrum 
for the ß19(1) state. Their results were in agreement with those of Bacis' group, 
and in a more thorough analysis they were able to show that the fuller description 
of the cationic wavefunction that includes jj mixing gives some improvement to 
the predictions but still does not completely describe the molecular wavefunction. 
Further work in this field is limited by the lack of data for the hyperfine en-, gsio 
and aj constants of the I+ cation. The fuller description of the IP wavefunc- 
tion will be described in Chapter 3, and the predictions for IP state hyperfine 
structure will be returned to in Chapter 6. 
Bacis et al were able to show that a single MO configuration was inadequate to 
describe the electronic structure of these low y IP states [48, 49], not surprisingly 
given the large Rep and small atomic orbital overlap of these states. However 
at high y levels (y 100) the amplitude of the vibrational motion should en- 
ter regions where the MO description may be expected to be more appropriate. 
No measurements of hyperfine structure have been reported for such high levels 
but another experiment that demonstrates the evolution from separated -atom to 
MO schemes has been performed in Edinburgh: the measurement of the f Oÿ (2) 
- >B0,+4 (ab) transition dipole moment function [15]. By recording and simulating 
the dispersed fluorescence from a high vibrational level in the f state (y' = 88) 
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the authors were able to deduce p f -B(R) over the range R = 2.80 - 5.30A (see 
figure 7.1). The dipole function could be determined absolutely as the fluores- 
cent lifetime of the f (v = 0) level had also been measured, as had the relative 
Einstein A1_,i  coefficients for transitions from the IP state (see Chapter 6). The 
transition dipole clearly demonstrates the evolution from MO to separated -atom 
schemes as R is increased: at short R the transition function is weak, reflecting 
the forbidden nature of the two electron f -> B transition for their dominant 
MO configurations, 2242 and 2431 respectively. The increase in the dipole func- 
tion at large R results from the strong charge transfer transition implied by the 
separated -ion wavefunction in the f state; furthermore the subsequent fall off 
in the function is predicted for charge transfer spectra which must decrease to 
zero as R --> oo. A fuller discussion of this and other transition dipole moment 
functions reported in the literature will be given in Chapter 7, where the n1(2) 
-->X0g (aa) function will be determined. 
Donovan and co- workers have also explained an apparent contradiction in the 
analysis of Valence-4 IP absorption spectra when compared with IP- Valence 
fluorescence [46]: the absorption cross -section for X0 (aa) -4)0,, (1) is much 
greater than for X0D (aa) -F0ú (2) or X0D (aa) -F0,:, (3) , yet the fluorescence 
from each IP state is relatively strong. The F ---> X and F' -> X transition 
dipoles must have changed by a factor of around 10 in the 1A, reflecting the 
changing nature of the electronic structure of the IP states. Absorption at Rex lies 
in the region of R -space where single MO configurations dominate the electronic 
wavefunctions: the D0(1) state's dominant configuration is 1441 (Table 1.2), 
for the F01(2) and F'0ú (3) states it is 2332, thus only the D0ú (1) state can 
be populated by a one electron transition from the 2440 ground state, and the 
X0g (aa) ->D0ú (1) transition dominates the absorption spectrum. On the other 
hand transitions from the IP to valence states, at ReiP, are all dipole allowed 
charge transfers I +I- --42 and the fluorescence from all three states are of similar 
intensity. The strength of the charge transfer dipole depends on the the degree of 
overlap between orbitals on the two centres and the detailed orbital occupancy of 
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each state (see Chapter 6). If the overlap (pá jpB) is much greater than (p,A 1p8) 
then the order of the dipole strengths should be tIF'_x > AF-+X > µD -Px and 
the weakly excited F'Oú (3) state will be detected in fluorescence spectra. This 
simple explanation will be developed in greater detail in later chapters. 
1.1.3 The Rydberg States 
The lowest Rydberg states in iodine lie about 6eV vertically above the ground 
state. Although they are known to perturb high vibrational levels of IP states at 
their inner turning points, these levels are outside the region investigated in this 
thesis (y ti 200 in the first IP cluster, around 7.2eV above the ground state) and 
will not be discussed further [51, 52, 53, 54]. 
1.2 Experimental Methodology 
Iodine has been studied spectroscopically since the beginning of the century: 
B0ú (ab) ->X 0 (aa) fluorescence excited by a mercury arc lamp was recorded 
by Wood in 1912 [55], while in 1913 McLennan reported a bound -free D0ú (1) 
->X08 (aa) spectrum excited by I' atoms [56]. Having the simplest of all molec- 
ular geometries diatomics were soon used to test the new quantum theories of 
molecular structure, with I2 often used as a model heavy atom system [57, 58, 59, 
60, 61]. The early popularity of iodine arose partly from the advantages it offers 
the spectroscopist over other heavy diatomics: I2 is a solid with a significant 
partial pressure at room temperature, is isotopically pure in its natural form, 
and absorbs and fluoresces strongly in the visible to ultra -violet range of the 
spectrum, however the recent spectroscopic interest in iodine has been inspired 
by Mulliken's review paper `Iodine Revisited' published in 1971 [25]. This paper 
surveyed the existing spectral data and discusses the electronic structure of the 
43 `sub- Rydberg' states in terms of simple MO configurations. Importantly Mul- 
liken included a detailed energy diagram giving the likely form for the potential 
curves of many of these states and revealed the clearly defined regions of valence 
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and ion -pair states alluded to in the first section and demonstrated in figure 1.1. 
Mulliken suggested that the congestion of states often found with many electron 
molecules would be largely avoided for iodine, partly due to the large spin -orbit 
splittings of the dissociation products. Such a relatively `dean' potential energy 
diagram lends itself to spectroscopic investigation and in the following decade a 
large number of workers reported their absorption and fluorescence studies. The 
results were often ambiguous, however, and their conclusions sometimes directly 
conflicted. 
Early one photon absorption studies in the visible region recorded the X09(aa) 
--BOú (ab) spectrum, though the limited Franck -Condon window from X(v" = 0) 
only allows significant absorption to B(v' 30). Steinfeld et al therefore system- 
atically heated the iodine cell and analysed the absorption spectra of hot bands 
up to v" = 7 to include the lower B state vibrational levels [62]. Absorption in 
the ultraviolet region excites the Cordes bands, first recorded in 1935, populating 
a long series of high lying vibrational levels (y' 100 - 200) assigned to the 
DO(l) state [63, 64]. The next Oú state reached in a one photon absorption 
from the ground state is expected to be the F04-(2) state found in the second IP 
cluster. The X09 (aa) -4-'0/ (2) absorption spectrum lies in the vacuum ultravi- 
olet, however vertical excitation in the Franck - Condon window of the X(v" = 0) 
state at these energies probes the region where low lying Rydberg states inter- 
act with IP states at the inner turning points of the IP vibrational motion [53]. 
The first record of absorption to high lying levels in the FO(2) state (y' ti 225) 
was therefore reported by Venkateswarlu in his survey of iodine's Oú Rydberg 
states in the vuv region [65]. He had to make a number of arbitrary assignments, 
however, since the Rydberg states at these energies all have similar spectroscopic 
constants. These high lying IP vibrational levels accessed by one photon absorp- 
tion from the ground state have also been analysed using microwave discharge 
lamps to achieve state specific excitation with sufficiently high population density 
to record their dispersed fluorescence [45]. A detailed description of the ground 
state potential could then also be derived [66, and refs. therein]. 
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These experimental techniques use either low intensity or fixed frequency ex- 
citation, and in each case low vibrational levels of the ion pair states could not be 
excited as, having significantly larger R,,, they lie well outside the Franck- Condon 
window of even the hot bands. Thus important spectroscopic parameters such as 
Re and De could only be derived by extended extrapolation [45]. Low photon flux 
stops the spectroscopist from dispersing the fluorescence of the upper state and 
so only the Franck- Condon window of the ground state can be explored. Fixed 
frequency excitation can only investigate a small energy window of the absorption 
spectrum; furthermore the one photon selection rules only allow for excitation 
to Oú and 1,4 states from the O9 ground state, thus only a small number of the 
excited states can be populated. Norrish overcame some of these restrictions 
by recording the absorption spectrum of a metastable excited state populated 
by flashphotolysis [67], however he was unable to convincingly assign the tran- 
sition observed, and only 20 years later was Tellinghuisen able to rationalise his 
experiment as an A'2,4(aa) -+D'29(1) absorption [68, 69]. 
The early attempts to overcome these limitations, before the advent of multi - 
photon techniques, typically used non -state specific excitation sources (eg. elec- 
tric discharges or electron beams) with high noble gas pressures to collision - 
ally quench the excited states and achieve approximate Boltzmann distributions 
among lower lying ion pair states [5, 6, 9, 21, 70, 71, 72]. The fluorescence from 
these states could then be dispersed since a high density of molecules are excited 
in the discharge. However the analysis of these spectra is far from straightforward 
as the excitation scheme is no longer state specific and a large number of vibra- 
tional levels are populated through the collisional cascade [11]. Such experiments 
have allowed for the characterisation of low vibrational levels of the lowest ion 
pair state, the D'29(1), since these have the largest population in a thermalised 
distribution [21]. Workers were also able to assign the other strong transitions 
in this spectral region [6, 21, 70, 72]: E08 (1) -* B0ú (ab), F0ú (2) X 08 (aa), 
ßl9(1) --> Alu(aa) and D0ú (1) --> XOg (aa), transitions that are now known to 
have particularly large Einstein AIP _.y coefficients (see Chapter 6). 
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1.2.1 Multiphoton Techniques 
With the development of high intensity tunable dye lasers operating in the visi- 
ble and near uy regions came the opportunity to use multiphoton techniques in 
molecular spectroscopy [73]. In general multiphoton techniques take advantage 
of the high photon flux from a laser to populate highly excited states through 
multiple absorptions of photons with known energies .6 The transition to the inter- 
mediate state(s) can be either resonant or non -resonant, ie through real or virtual 
states, though resonant absorption has the larger cross section. Using these tech- 
niques the one photon selection rules of the conventional absorption experiment 
are overcome: a gerade destination state can be reached from a gerade ground 
state by the absorption of an even number of photons. Furthermore rovibronic 
state selection can be achieved at each stage which leads to uncrowded spectra: 
a stepwise assignment of the states and their detailed rotational analysis is then 
entirely feasible. The multiphoton technique has therefore been exploited in a 
number of ways by 
scanning the wavelength of the final photon in the OODR scheme and 
probing for excitation to a destination state by detecting the floúrescence 
of one of its transitions (fluorescence excitation spectra). This effectively 
gives the absorption spectrum of the (known) excited intermediate and thus 
spectral information about the destination state (see Chapter 4). 
dispersing the fluorescence from the (known) destination state. This al- 
lows analysis of the states reached in fluorescence, their Einstein Ajpy 
coefficients and transition dipole functions (see Chapters 4 and 6). 
6The states involved in the multiphoton excitation scheme will be referred to as either inter- 
mediate or destination states. Thus the conventional 2+1 Multiphoton Ionisation experiment 
has a two photon excitation scheme 
ground 12n, intermediate -p destination 
followed by a one photon ionisation step. 
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using a short pulse of photons in the final excitation step. The decay 
in dispersed fluorescence from the destination state can then be recorded 
giving the state lifetime (see Chapter 5). 
allowing the absorption of a further photon by the destination state, so 
ionising the molecule. This is the Multiphoton Ionisation (MPI) technique, 
not used in this thesis but discussed further in the next section. 
The two multiphoton techniques most often applied in the study of the halo- 
gens are Multiphoton Ionisation and Optical- Optical Double Resonance. The 
former is typically used when exploring the properties of Rydberg states [74], 
and the vibrationally excited IP states in that energy region, the latter to probe 
the low lying vibrational levels of the ion -pair states. 
Multiphoton Ionisation 
Multiphoton Ionisation was first applied to the halogens in the late 1970s to ex- 
tend the range of known Rydberg states beyond those populated by a strong one 
photon absorption from the ground state [75, 76, 77]. The MPI technique pop- 
ulates the destination state through a vertical excitation scheme with multiple 
photon absorptions, then a final extra photon ionises the molecule. A typical MPI 
experiment scans the photon energy of the final step in the excitation scheme: a 
transition to the destination state is recorded as an increase in the potential be- 
tween two plates in the sample cell following the change in ionisation signal. This 
gives a high collection efficiency and even weak absorptions can be detected. As 
with other multiphoton techniques, the MPI excitation scheme allows the popula- 
tion of specific rovibronic levels in a destination state of different symmetry from 
those reached by a conventional absorption experiment. The likely symmetry 
of the destination state can be assigned from the relative intensities of the MPI 
signal using variously polarised light [75, 76], from the rotational structure [53] 
or from quantum defect calculations [51, 78]. MPI is used either as a one colour 
experiment [51, 75, 78, 79], where virtual intermediate states are populated in a 
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non -resonant excitation scheme, or using two colours to populate specific bound 
rovibronic intermediate states [53, 76, 77]. The latter technique gives increased 
spectral simplicity and clarifies the spectral analysis of a poorly known system 
since the selection of a different intermediate state, and consequently a different 
intermediate state energy, causes a corresponding shift in the excitation frequency 
of the MPI signal. Thus the MPI signal can be distinguished from other multi - 
photon processes, a problem not always easy to resolve using one colour MPI.7 
As with all spectroscopic techniques MPI does suffer from a number of draw- 
backs: the thermal population of the ground state leads to superimposed hot 
band structure which sometimes obscures the assignment of the spectrum; MPI 
is typically limited in the Franck -Condon window it explores (at least when a vir- 
tual intermediate is excited) and is restricted by the dye laser power available at 
the appropriate region of the spectrum. In spite of this, MPI is still the technique 
of choice for many groups studying halogen Rydberg states [51, 53, 78, 79]. 
Optical -Optical Double Resonance 
A typical MPI experiment described above needs to be adapted for studying ion 
pair states in low vibrational levels since their large R values give vanishingly 
small Franck- Condon factors in the vertical MPI excitation scheme. Optical- 
Optical Double Resonance (OODR) is often the technique chosen to achieve ex- 
citation to states in low vibrational levels with large R. This technique uses 
a bound state as resonant intermediate whose R value lies somewhere between 
that of the ground and destination states, making a new Franck -Condon window 
available in the multiphoton scheme. 
In the most flexible two colour experiment the first (tunable) photon selec- 
tively excites a single vibrationally excited level in the intermediate state through 
strong Franck- Condon overlap at Rv ri°' of the intermediate state's vibrational 
motion. The second (tunable) photon pumps molecules from the intermediate 
7Experiments using more than two colours usually have too many competing multiphoton 
processes to give useful spectra. 
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state to the destination state. The conventional OODR excitation scheme has 
strong Franck- Condon overlap in the second step at the outer turning point of 
the intermediate state's motion: this allows the spectroscopist to `step' across the 
R -space of the potential energy diagram, accessing the IP states in their lowest 
vibrational levels (see figure 4.9). An example of this is the excitation scheme 
used by Rousseau and Williams [80] in one of the earliest OODR experiments 
to investigate the E0:(1) state of iodine. In their experiment Rousseau and 
Williams used a tunable laser in the first step, and a fixed frequency laser in the 
second step, of a two photon excitation scheme involving two parallel transitions. 
Although selectively populating low IP vibrational levels for the first time in 
experimental conditions, Rousseau and Williams were still limited by one photon 
selection rules to reaching destination states with Og or 1g symmetry in the second 
step. In a logical extension of this work, Chen et al used a two photon pump from 
B0,4+(ab) to populate the DOú (1) state in the first IP cluster through a virtual 
O(bb) intermediate states [82]. However, with no 19(bb) state available, it seemed 
that no convenient multiphoton scheme could be devised to reach the S2(1) state 
predicted by Mulliken [25] if the Bt (ab) state were used as the first intermedi- 
ate. Unfortunately there are no suitable (ab) states to replace the BO(ab) state 
as intermediate for iodine: none can deliver the necessary Franck -Condon regime 
to access the IP states in a two photon OODR excitation.9 Consequently alter- 
native pumping schemes have been developed exciting vibrational levels of the 
BOú (ab) state close to dissociation where strong mixing with essentially repulsive 
potentials is expected [86]. This is still the excitation scheme favoured in this 
laboratory to populate the D'2g(1) state through a BOú (ab) 1 (ab) coupled 
'Analogous experiments populating the FOú (2) and F'Oú (3) states have also been performed 
[29, 30, 32, 81]. 
'Recent OODR experiments by Ishiwata ei al, studying chlorine, have used the Alu(aa) 
state as intermediate in a two photon excitation scheme to populate the 019(1) state [83]; 
Ishiwata was also able to use a coupled A1u(aa) -A'2u(aa) intermediate state to reach the 
D'2g(1) IP state [84]. The relatively small spin -orbit splitting in chlorine atoms, DE(2P3/2 - 
2P112) = 881cm -1 [85], leads to a high density of states near the valence dissociation limits 
with the BO(ab) state lyïl.g embedded in the weakly bound (aa) states, suggesting alternative 
coupled intermediate excitation schemes could be available. 
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intermediate (see Table 4.6). In this variation of the OODR excitation scheme, 
the significant Franck- Condon overlap giving access to the D'2g(1) ion pair state 
in low y occurs at the repulsive potential wall. Bacis et al have also successfully 
populated the D'20(1) state following collisional transfer in the intermediate step 
from lower BOú (ab) state levels (y 32) to a metastable 2(ab) reservoir state 
[22]. Although similar in effect, this excitation scheme has the drawbacks of 
needing significant buffer gas pressures to ensure efficient collisional transfer and 
a loss of state specificity in the intermediate step. 
In a two colour, two photon OODR experiment, Danyluk and King [87] re- 
ported five states in the same region of the potential energy diagram as that 
predicted for the first IP cluster by Mulliken [25], however, since they had used 
the BOú (ab) state as intermediate, they assigned the symmetry of their desti- 
nation states as Oft or lg. Danyluk and King reported the five states as closely 
clustered together, a surprising result if they all have the same symmetry, and 
gave a thorough analysis of the rovibrational levels used in the intermediate stage. 
They found it hard to reconcile the large outer turning point of the intermediate 
state's vibrational motion (> 7A), with their picture for the excitation scheme: 
X B pumping at the inner turning point, B -a IP(v ti 0) probing at the outer 
turning point. Their tentative suggestion of Franck - Condon factors enhanced by 
a strong V IP transition dipole did not tally convincingly with the Rip values 
they derived (ti 3.6A). Clearly the multiphoton excitation scheme was not yet 
fully understood. In a further development of their OODR experiment King et al 
[34] were able to assign one of the five states to the E0:(1) state by comparison 
with Tellinghuisen's analysis [88] of Rousseau and Williams data. 
It is now thought that Danyluk and King accessed destination states with 
seemingly forbidden symmetries by using a perturbed rovibronic level in the in- 
termediate state [89]. Reinterpretations of their data, with the benefit of hind- 
sight, have shown them consistent with subsequent results from the many research 
groups working in this field. Rather than having the 09 and lg symmetries they 
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suggested, the 5 states they reported were 5 of the 6 members of the first IP clus- 
ter: the 82u(1) and 71u(1) states were excited from a BOú (ab) N1g(ab) coupled 
intermediate state, and the E0g (1) , 019(1) and D'29(1) from a BO,-, (ab) -,1u(ab) 
coupled intermediate. In spite of this salutary experience, many of the recent 
OODR experiments have not addressed the details of their excitation schemes 
since the data could be unambiguously assigned to a well known state without 
requiring a fuller investigation. In any case a discussion was in some senses re- 
dundant since how the population of low y IP states was achieved was at that 
time secondary to the spectroscopic properties themselves. However this luxury 
to ignore the mechanism of excitation is only allowable when exciting well known 
states: investigating poorly known states in this way could lead to incorrect sym- 
metry assignments similar to those of Danyluk and King. Thus a clear resolution 
of the OODR excitation schemes used in this thesis will be given in Chapter 4. 
By careful use of BO,:, (ab) rovibronic levels coupled to other states at the second 
dissociation limit it has been possible to populate all six states in the first IP 
cluster and three of the six in the second (see Table 4.6). Indeed by extension it 
should be possible to excite 19 of the 20 IP states in low vibrational levels using 
these intermediates. 
The OODR technique therefore can be used to prepare populations of iodine's 
ion pair states in low vibrational levels. Spectroscopists have exploited the OODR 
technique to deduce the Dunham parameters of these states from fluorescence ex- 
citation spectra, their dispersed fluorescence spectra, or using MPI detection (see 
Table 1.4). The properties of valence states can also be derived from the dis- 
persed fluorescence of IP states (see Table 1.1). The OODR technique has also 
been used to record fluorescent lifetimes [90, 91, 92], transition dipole functions 
[15, 38, 91], Einstein coefficients [14], IP hyperfine structure [48, 49, 50], 
Sì-doubling [38] and other coupling interactions [32, 81]. These latter experiments 
help complete the description of a diatomic in the Born -Oppenheimer approxima- 
tion since they give information on the detailed electronic structure of the states 
involved: it is the description of the electronic structure of iodine's IP states that 
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this thesis addresses. 
Chapter 2 Experimental 
This Chapter discusses the experimental configurations of the various spectro- 
scopic techniques used in this thesis and the simulation methodology adopted in 
the analysis of dispersed fluorescence spectra. All experiments were performed 
in Edinburgh. 
2.1 Experimental Configuration 
Two colour Optical- Optical Double Resonance was used to excite the ion pair 
states of I2, employing the BOú (ab) state as resonant intermediate. This section 
will first give a general experimental adopted 
for the spectroscopic study of the IP states in low y, then discuss the variations 
required for each of the three types of experiment performed. A typical experi- 
mental configuration used in recording the radiative lifetimes of the IP states is 
shown in figure 2.1. 
The pulsed output from a high power excimer laser (Lambda Physik EMG 
201 MSC), operating on the 308nm XeCI (B - X) transition, was used to pump 
two dye lasers simultaneously. The first dye laser (Lambda Physik FL3002E) 
selectively excited single rovibronic levels of the B0ú (ab) state; the second dye 
laser (Lambda Physik FL2002) pumped molecules from the B state to the various 
ion -pair states. The laser bandwidths (< 0.2cm 1) are less than the rotational 
spacings for the transitions studied in this thesis and large populations of well 
defined single rovibronic IP levels can be achieved [93, 94]. The intermediate 
state chosen to access a particular destination state is given in Table 4.6 along 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. 
with the corresponding pump photon energies. The rationale behind the choice of 
intermediate level in a particular OODR excitation scheme is discussed in detail 
in Chapter 4. Coumarin 307 and Coumarin 102 were used as pump and probe 
dyes to access the D'2g(1) and DOú (1) states; Coumarin 307 and Coumarin 47 
for the ryl (1) and 62 (1) states; Rhodamine 6G and Bis MSB for the E0ó (1) 
and 019(1) states; Rhodamine 6G and PTP for the f09+(2) state and Coumarin 
307 with DMQ for the FOú (2) and H1(2) states. The I2 samples were held 
in cylindrical glass cells with spectrosil quartz windows and the path lengths so 
arranged that the collinear counterpropagating pulsed outputs from the two dye 
lasers arrived together in time. Fluorescence was collected at right angles to 
the laser paths and imaged onto the entrance slit of a monochromator (Jobin- 
Yvon HRS2: f/7,0.6m); dispersed fluorescence at the exit slit was monitored by 
a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R928: rise time 2.2ns) whose transient output 
was fed into a Stanford Research Systems SR250 gated integrator (gate width 
less than 2ns). After processing the signal is output from the boxcar for display 
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on an IBM PC microcomputer and chart recorder /oscilloscope (Tektronix 2445). 
The gate scanning and data collection were controlled by a Stanford Research 
Systems SR265 software package; after down loading to the local mainframe, 
data could be manipulated as necessary for analysis, unless states otherwise. 
Wavelength Calibration 
Wavelength calibration of fluorescence spectra was achieved by simultaneously 
recording the emission lines of a neon filled molybdenum hollow cathode lamp. 
The calibration spectrum was recorded by passing the monitor signal from the 
boxcar through a Kiethley 427 current amplifier to disc storage /chart paper. 
The pulsed fluorescence and continuous calibration spectrum were thus effectively 
separated. The calibration lines were assigned from standard tables [95], and all 
fluorescence spectra reported in this thesis have had their calibration corrections 
applied. 
Monochromator response function 
This has been recorded as a function of wavelength for the detection system used 
in these experiments [93]; all spectra reported in this thesis are corrected for this 
function and the power dependence of the PM tube output (proportional to the 
photon energy [93]). 
2.1.1 Dispersed Fluorescence Spectra 
The fluorescence dispersed from a well known upper state is analysed in Chapter 4 
to derive the c1g(ab) state potential, in Chapter 6 to derive the relative transition 
moments of all the major IP-- Valence transitions near Reip, and in Chapter 7 to 
derive the dipole moment of the FOI (2) -- XOe (aa) transiton as a function of 
internuclear separation. 
The experimental configuration used is essentially that described above, with 
the probe laser establishing an IP state population in a particular rovibronic level, 
ie working at a constant wavelength setting, and the monochromator scanned 
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over the fluorescence for the transition being monitored; in these experiments 
the boxcar is triggered by an electrical pulse from the excimer laser. To record 
dispersed fluorescence spectra at high resolution it is preferable to narrow the 
entrance slitwidth of the monochromator until the the vibrational spacings have 
been completely resolved, however narrowing the slitwidth also reduces the sig- 
nal reaching the PM tube, and in some cases a compromise is struck between 
spectral resolution and signal intensity. For example in figure 4.5 the relatively 
low resolution results from the large slitwidth required for the weak calibration 
signal, however meaningful analysis is still possible provided the spectral peaks 
are still discrete. 
2.1.2 Fluorescence Excitation Spectra 
This technique is used in Chapter 4 to find the T(v) terms of the four lowest vibra- 
tional levels of a previously unknown IP state. Essentially this is an absorption 
experiment where the successful absorption to an IP rovibronic level is detected 
by recording the fluorescence dispersed from one of the strong transitions in its 
radiative manifold. 
The experimental configuration is essentially the same as that described above 
again with the boxcar triggered by the excimer. In this technique the probe laser 
is scanned over the wavelengths that correspond to excitation to the various vi- 
brational levels in the IP state, and the monochromator is set to disperse the 
fluorescence at a wavelength common to a transition from each upper state; the 
monochromator slits are set to a large opening (> 2000pm) equivalent to a wave- 
length window of approximately 5nm. Consequently in the OODR fluorescence 
excitation experiment the absorption to an IP rovibronic level from a well known 
intermediate level is detected through the change in fluorescence intensity at 
the PM tube. Therefore a plot of this fluorescence intensity against the probe 
laser frequency (or wavelength) effectively gives the absorption spectrum of the 
intermediate -> destination transition. For example the fluorescence excitation 
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spectrum recorded for the c18(ab)(v = 14, J = 22) PAR H1u(2)(v = 0, 4) tran- 
sition is shown in figure 4.1 and the peak positions can be analysed to give the 
Dunham parameters of the upper state (Table 4.1). 
The relative peak intensities of two vibronic transitions in a fluorescence ex- 
citation spectrum will reflect the Franck- Condon and Hönl- London factors of the 
OODR absorption, and fluorescence, steps and the extent that the IP fluores- 
cence falls within the detection window of the mono chromator. Consequently 
care should be taken if interpreting these spectra in terms of coupling phenom- 
ena, for example predissociation in the destination state (see Chapter 4). 
2.1.3 Radiative Lifetimes 
The radiative lifetimes of nine of the 20 IP states of I2 are determined in Chapter 
5. 
Essentially the same experimental configuration is adopted in these experi- 
ments though the role of the two dye lasers is reversed, FL2002 gives the pump 
photon and FL3002E the probe. This configuration is adopted so a pulse corn - 
pressor (Lambda Physik FL90) can be mounted in the probe laser to shorten the 
photon pulses from the usual 15ns, to a 4ns peak width at half maximum (mea- 
sured on the Tektronix 2445 oscilliscope). The time overlap of the two photon 
pulses, pump and probe, is much more significant in these time resolved experi- 
ments and the path lengths are adjusted so the pump laser can establish the in- 
termediate state population which is then sampled by the shortened probe pulse. 
Both lasers output at fixed wavelength to establish an ion pair population whose 
decay with time is monitored by recording the time evolution of fluorescence from 
the strongest transition in each ion pair system. The monochromator is therefore 
set similarly to the fluorescence excitation experiment, at the wavelength of the 
strong radiative system and with wide slitwidth setting. The boxcar is triggered 
by the pump pulse using a photodiode and is scanned (using 1000 bins) across 
the fluorescence decay profile over 50, 75 or 100ns, depending on the lifetime of 
the state. The transitions monitored are given in table 5.1. The lifetimes of the 
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ion pair states lie in the range 5 - 4Ons (see Chapter 5) and hence only for the 
longer lived states is a true exponential tail found for the fluorescence decay; for 
the shorter lived states the fluorescence decays too quicky and a significant part 
of the profile is convoluted with the probe pulse. Consequently for these states 
the data analysis requires a fitting proceedure that takes the dynamics of the 
convolution of probe pulse with fluorescent decay into account (see Chapter 5). 
2.2 Analysis of Dispersed Fluorescence Spec- 
' tra 
Careful spectroscopic investigation has the potential to reveal much important 
information about the properties of molecular states, however interpreting ex- 
perimental spectra is often difficult as a number of molecular phenomena may 
combine to leave a complex puzzle. Interpretations of such complex systems 
therefore rely on the experience gained from well understood models: the the- 
oretical models developed for their molecular phenomena give a framework in 
which to rationalise the appearance of a complex spectrum. 
In this thesis the analysis of dispersed fluorescence spectra uses familiar the- 
oretical models to derive the electronic properties of certain of iodine's molecular 
states. This is normally the last step in the understanding of a diatomic's spec- 
troscopy in the visible region since other molecular properties (vibration, rota- 
tion) normally obscure the influence of the electronic configuration. However the 
theory of the rotation and vibration of diatomics is now so well known that these 
properties are only of interest for the fundamental molecular properties they can 
reveal, the reduced mass of the molecule, the bond strength, etc, or for the oc- 
cassions when accepted theory is inadequate. The routine computer calculation 
of accurate predictions for these two molecular motions allows us to infer the 
electronic configurations from the experimental spectrum. This is of fundamen- 
tal importance since it gives an insight into the preferred electronic configuration 
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of a state and can be used to give a detailed picture for the bonding interac- 
tions in the molecule. Thus the spectroscopist is able to discuss the behaviour of 
the electrons, as well as the nudei, when bonds are stretched, molecules excited, 
reactions proceed. 
It is usual to interpret molecular spectra in terms of separate molecular prop- 
erties: the vibrational, rotational and electronic state of the molecule. The 
theoretical justification for this distinction lies in the application of the Born - 
Oppenheimer approximation in solving the molecular Schrödinger equation; this 
is covered briefly in the following section. Using this approach we can perform 
quantum mechanical calculations for the transition between two vibronic states 
and thus simulate the fluorescence recorded in their spectra: a program has 
been developed in Edinburgh to perform such calculations and its application 
to problems addressed in this thesis will be discussed in a later section. When 
concordance between prediction and experiment is achieved we can discuss the 
spectroscopy in terms of the theoretical models used in the analysis, however it is 
often instructive to achieve a semi - classical interpretation when trying to picture 
the quantum mechanical behaviour exhibited by the molecule. This also allows 
the derivation of the salient properties as revealed by experiment before a full 
calculation is attempted; the most useful semi- classical model for the work in this 
thesis is discussed in the last section. 
2.2.1 The Born -Oppenheimer Approximation 
To achieve a quantum mechanical simulation of dispersed fluorescence we first 
need to consider the eigenfunctions, If, and eigenenergies, E, of the diatomic 
Schrödinger equation 
H T(q; Q) = E.T(g; Q), (2.1) 
A 
where q and Q are the electronic and nuclear coordinates respectively. H, the 
A 
complete molecular Hamiltonian, includes the kinetic energy of the nuclei, Tn, 
A 
and of the electrons, Te, it includes the potential energy of interaction between 
A A 
the nuclei, V, between the electrons, V«, and the attraction of electrons to the 
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A 
nuclei, Ven, 
n n n n n n \ II= (Tn + Te) + (Vnn + Vee + Ven) (2.2) 
If we fix the nuclei such that Tn = 0 and Vnn is constant for a given Q (the 
A 
clamped nucleus model), then we can define an effective Hamiltonian He where 
A A A 
He = H - Tn 
A A A A 
= Te + Vnn + Vee + Ven, (2.3) 
at a given Q. Note that the molecular eigenstate, i,be(q; Q), of this effective 
Hamiltonian at a given value of Q is still a function of both the nuclear and 
electronic coordinates. 
Born and Oppenheimer were the first to suggest an approach that allows for 
the solution of the molecular Schrödinger equation (2.2): the Born - Oppenheimer 
approximation [96]. They suggested that the large differrence in the masses of the 
nuclei and electrons would allow the electrons to respond to any nuclear motion 
instantaneously, the electrons are said to follow the nuclei. Thus rather than 
solve the Schrödinger equation for a set of mobile nuclei and electrons, we can 
ignore the effect of the nuclear motion on the electronic wavefunction and find 
the electronic eigenstates at a given Q from the clamped nucleus Hamiltonian, 
A 
He. The molecular wavefunction is then separable into nuclear and electronic 
components 
(q; Q) = On(Q)1e(g; Q). (2.4) 
By assuming the independent electron model, ie that the electrons move in some 
sort of average electrostatic potential that reflects the potential of all the other 
electrons, then the eigenvalue Ee can be calculated at a given Q for a particular 
electronic state 
He 1be(q; Q) = Ee(Q)T/'e(q; Q). (2.5) 
Whether calculated explicitly or not, Ee(Q) establishes an effective potential sur- 
face (or for the diatomic a potential curve) in which the nuclei move. The eigen- 
functions for the nuclear motion can then be found from the complete Hamilto- 
nian which includes this potential energy and the kinetic energy of the unclamped 
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A 
nuclei, Tn: 
`y(q; Q) = H be(q; Q) &n(Q) (2.6) 
n 
= Tn ,be(q; Q) n(Q) 
II,, / ,,,II'' +Cite + 1 nn + Vee + 11).10e(g; Q)`Yn(Q) (2.7) 
¡n 
= 9be(q; Q)[Tn +Ee(Q)]0n(Q) (2.8) 
H . bn(Q) = E. n(Q) (2.9) 
?!in(Q) is the wavefunction for the nuclear motion, and in the absence of trans- 
lational motion is the vibrational -rotational part of the molecular wavefunction. 
For a diatomic -r&, (Q) can be factorised into the rotational and vibrational com- 
ponents by adopting spherical coordinates and separating the angular (9, 0) from 
the displacement (R) dependent terms. 
Thus in the Born - Oppenheimer approximation 
`y(q; Q) = H'e(gi R, 9, 0)71)vió(R)11)rot(8) 0)) 
and so 
(2.10) 
E = Ee + Evib + Era. (2.11) 
We have achieved the separation of the rotational, vibrational and electronic 
properties familiar in diatomic spectroscopy. 
2.2.2 Simulation of dispersed fluorescence 
The rate of spontaneous emission of photons from an excited state population 




= 3hc3 v3(n'v,J' Ip(R) I 
n" v rJ,l )2) (2.12) 
where v is the transition frequency and µ = >i eri is the electric dipole operator. 
In the Born - Oppenhiemer approximation the integral factorises into vibrational, 





2J' -{- 1(1' I Pnrnrr 
(R) I .U")21 (2.13) 
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where S,,' is the rotational Hönl- London factor, and 
= (n' n"). (2.14) 
The fluorescence dispersed from a particular transition therefore carries informa- 
tion about the rotational, vibrational and electronic states of the two molecular 
levels involved: dispersed fluorescence spectra are analysed in Chapter 4 to give 
the lower state potential function, and in Chapter 7 fluorescence spectra give the 
transition dipole function, I µFax I. 
The efficient quantum mechanical simulation of the experimental spectra stud- 
ied in this thesis is achieved using a program written in Edinburgh by Lawley and 
Austin. It is not intended to discuss the mathematics of their simulation pro- 
cedure as the authors have already covered this in some detail [97, 98], however 
a knowledge of the programming philosophy is helpful to demonstrate its use in 
establishing molecular properties. 
Simulation Methodology 
In order to solve the radial nuclear Schrödinger equation (equation (2.9)) and 
derive the vibrational eigenfunctions and eigenenergies, the program requires the 
upper and lower state potential functions usually input as splined cubic func- 
tions between a small number of R, V points, typically experimental RKR pairs. 
Knowing the upper state rotational quantum number, the program calculates the 
effective centrifugal potentials for the two states 
Vcff( R = V R ) ( ) + ( R21), (2.15) - 
where µ is now the reduced mass. No further allowance is made for the ro- 
tational part of the Einstein coefficient: the program is designed to reflect the 
OODR dispersed fluorescence experiment where a single well known upper state 
rovibrational level is populated leaving the Hönl- London factor redundant. 
The program establishes the upper state eigenenergy and (normalised) vi- 
brational eigenfunction using the Numerov method, then searches for the bound 
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vibrational levels in the lower state within the energy range of interest, calcu- 
lating their energies and wavefunctions. Transitions to a lower state continuum 
are dealt with by the Cooley -Numerov method sampling the continuum at regu- 
lar small steps in energy and integrating the dissociative wavefunction only over 
the range of the upper state function [98]. In effect this technique treats the 
continuum as having a high yet finite vibrational state density: this allows for 
the efficient calculation of quasi bound -p free fluorescence intensities provided 
the step size is much smaller than the experimental resolution. Equation (2.13) 
is then calculated numerically for a particular pair of vibrational levels, using 
an electronic transition dipole function input over the same R grid as the po- 
tential functions; Franck- Condon factors are also calculated. At this stage of 
the calculation the spectrum resembles a series of sticks as a function of energy. 
Again to mimic the experiment the simulated spectrum is converted to units of 
length and convoluted with a gaussian slit function integrated over the experi- 
mental peak width deduced from the experimental spectrum. Thus the program 
quantum mechanically simulates the dispersed floúrescence experiment to give a 
calculated spectrum in units of frequency per unit wavelength interval, where the 
wavelength interval is equivalent to the monochromator step between laser shots. 
The result of this calculation will not yet be comparable with the output at the 
PM tube since the experimental detection is further affected by the monochroma- 
tor response function and the photo -electric response of the PM tube. The former 
has been determined for the detection system used in this thesis by recording the 
output from a calibrated black -body source, and the photo -electric response of 
the PM tube is proportional to the energy of the incident photon [93]. Thus 
both the above factors can be removed from a digitised spectrum, and all spec- 
tra and simulations shown in this thesis therefore correspond to equation (2.13) 
convoluted with a gaussian slit function integrated in units of length over the 
experimental peak width. 
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Applications of the quantum mechanical simulation 
Quantum mechanical simulations of dispersed fluorescence spectra have been 
used by many groups to interpret experimental spectra and determine the salient 
molecular properties in equation (2.13). Examples where such techniques have 
been applied to I2 include: 
When one potential is well known, usually the upper state, comparison 
of simulation with experiment reveals the other potential over the Franck - 
Condon window of the upper vibrational wavefunction (Chapter 4, and 
[45, 88]). This is particularly important when bound -> free spectra are 
analysed since other means of generating the potential, for example RKR in- 
version techniques, are not available [15, 18, 99, 100, and references therein]. 
When both potential curves are well known then comparison of the calcu- 
lation with experiment gives the transition dipole function (Chapter 7, and 
[15, 45, 88, 91]). 
The dispersed fluorescence from well known systems can be distinguished 
P 
from that of overlaying systems or scattered laser light (Chapters 4, 6, and 
[101]). 
Franck - Condon overlap integrals have also been used to rationalise absorp- 
tion schemes, and the strength of coupling between vibronic states (Chapter 
4, and [18, 101, 102, 100]). 
The black box application of these simulation techniques often leaves little 
insight into the underlying principles and a semi - classical model has been used 
by many workers to qualitatively interpret fluorescence spectra. This model is 
centred on the Franck - Condon principle and is outlined in the next section. 
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2.3 Interpreting the Fluorescence spectrum 
The Franck- Condon principle is central to the semi- classical interpretation of elec- 
tronic transitions, and is based on the same observation as the Born -Oppenheimer 
approximation: the nudei are so massive when compared to the electrons that 
their motions can be treated separately. This implies that a change in electronic 
state of a molecule is so rapid compared with the vibrational motion that the 
position and momenta of the nuclei are conserved during the transition [24]. In 
the semi- classical model of a vibrating molecule a large fraction of the vibrational 
period is spent dose to the turning points as it is the part of the motion with low- 
est kinetic energy. Therefore a primitive application of the Born -Oppenheimer 
approximation to vibronic transitions would predict a vertical transition from 
the turning points of the upper state to the turning points of vibrational levels 
in the lower electronic state, so conserving both the position and momentum of 
the nuclei. Consequently a picture could be developed of electronic transitions 
occurring almost exclusively at the stationary points in the vibrational motion, 
thereby in practice neglecting the nuclear momentum. 
In the early 1970s Dalgarno [103] and Mulliken [104] demonstrated the signifi- 
cance of the nuclear kinetic energy when using the Franck- Condon principle to in- 
terpret the complex structure of fluorescence spectra from high vibrational levels. 
This important contribution was expanded by Tellinghuisen [105] whose quan- 
tum mechanical calculations supported their semi- classical model. This might be 
surprising since the Franck- Condon principle violates Heisenberg's uncertainty 
principle, both the position and momenta of the nuclei being specified, however 
from equation (2.13) we can give a wave mechanical formulation for the Franck - 
Condon principle - an electronic transition between two states is most probable 
over the range in R where the two vibrational wavefunctions build up significant 
overlap. To acquire a significant build up of vibrational overlap the two wave - 
functions must have near constant phase difference over some range in R, the 
semi -classical stationary phase approximation, giving the kinetic energy aspect 
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of the Franck - Condon principle. The Born - Oppenheimer approximation already 
requires the conservation of nuclear position. Finally Tellinghuisen discussed the 
influence of the electronic transition moment on the fluorescence spectrum and a 
complete semi -classical interpretation of equation (2.13) had been achieved [100]. 
In the next section we outline this semi- classical model and use it to interpret 
the two common forms of fluorescence spectra observed for transitions from ion 
pair states. The predictions of the model are supported by calculations using the 
quantum mechanical programming described earlier. 
2.3.1 A semi - classical model for fluorescence spectra 
The details of the mathematics behind this model have been described elsewhere 
[98, 100, and references therein] and only the key features will be reproduced 
here. 
The Franck - Condon principle states that the momenta of the nuclei are con- 
served during an electronic transition, that is their kinetic energy is constant. If 
E s is the upper state vibrational eigenenergy and U' the upper state potential 
function, then the kinetic energy of the molecule at a given internuclear separa- 
tion, T(R), is 
T(R) = - U'(R). (2.16) 
The Mulliken difference potential [104], X(R), therefore describes the locus of 
energies in the lower electronic state that conserves the molecular kinetic energy 
in the electronic transition 
X(R) = U"(R) -f- - U'(R). (2.17) 
Conservation of nuclear position during an electronic transition implies vertical 
transitions on a potential energy diagram of the two states, and the Franck - 
Condon allowed transitions will occur at constant R terminating on the Mulliken 
difference potential. 
If the transition is to the bound region of U "(R) then only the vibrational 
eigenstates of the lower state can be populated and only transitions to certain 
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energies, the eigenenergies will be allowed. Thus in this semiclassical model the 
bound -> bound transitions will occur only at those internuclear separations where 
a vibrational eigenstate, y", cuts the Mulliken potential, that is for all R' where 
X(R`) = Ens,. (2.18) 
Transitions to the lower state continuum can occur for all R explored by the 
upper state wavefunction. 




3hC3 v32J' + 1(v' I Arlin" (R) 
I v")2. (2.19) 
We can neglect the Mill-London factor since it is common to all transitions from 
a given I SZ'v'J') state and, need concentrate only on the second integral. This 
integral will only accumulate significantly over internuclear separations where 
the two vibrational functions have a stationary phase difference (the stationary 
phase approximation [106]) that is at values of R where the two wavefunctions 
have the same local wavenumber, k(R), ie the semi - classical points of transition, 
R. Therefore assuming that the transition y' -+ v" occurs at the value of R` 
satisfying equation (2.18), then it can be shown that if the Mulliken potential is 
approximated to a straight line in the region of R' 
(y' µc(R) I v )2 « p (R`) cos2(0_ 4)[k(R`)Id d(R') I] -1, (2.20) 
where 0_ is the phase difference between the two wavefunctions at R. Thus the 
intensity of transition to a particular lower state wavefunction is modulated by a 
cost function producing maxima and minima in the spectrum corresponding to 
regions of equal wavenumber in the upper and lower wavefunctions coming into 
and out of phase [98]. The intensity of a particular transition is also determined 
by the local velocity of the wave and the gradient of the difference potential, 
consequently transitions originating at R' away from the turning points will have 
lower intensity due to the higher wave velocity. The ratio of the intensities at the 
red and blue ends of the spectrum, corresponding to transitions from the turning 
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points of the upper state vibrational motion, will be determined by the relative 
gradients of the Mulliken potential at these R and the R dependence of the dipole 
function. This latter factor tends to dominate for the transitions considered in 
this thesis and the blue end of the spectra have the larger intensity in spite of 
corresponding to a greater gradient in the difference potential (see later). 
There are two common forms of spectra found in the fluorescence spectroscopy 
of ion pair states which correspond to whether the transition samples a monotonic 
or polytonic region of the difference potential, ie whether equation (2.18) has 
just the one or many (usually two) solutions. For some fluorescent systems the 
Mulliken potential does not exhibit a maximum and the function is monotonic 
over the whole spectrum, for other systems there is a maximum in the Mulliken 
potential and the function may be monotonic for short wavelength transitions, 
polytonic for the long wavelength, or vice versa. The next section will show 
how the semi -classical model can be used in the qualitative interpretation of 
experimental spectra. 
Monotonic Mulliken potentials 
Tellinghuisen et al have shown that if the fluorescence samples a monotonic Mul- 
liken potential then equation (2.20) shows y' nodes [107]. If the fluorescence is to 
a continuum of vibrational states then the spectrum will `reflect' the upper state 
wavefunction and the interval between the peaks will depend on the gradient of 
the lower potential since this determines the range of transition energies available 
to the upper state during its vibrational motion. However for bound - bound 
transitions not all transition energies are allowed thus if the fluctuation interval 
of the cos' function is comparable to the vibrational spacing in a bound --t bound 
spectrum then the inherent reflection structure may no longer be resolved. 
A typical example of bound --> free fluorescence to a monotonic Mulliken po- 
tential is shown in figure 2.2 (taken from Chapter 6); the difference potential is 
shown in figure 2.3. This spectrum clearly displays the reflection structure de- 
scribed by Tellinghuisen and a simple count of the spectral nodes confirms the 
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Figure 2.3. Mulliken difference potential for the 82,(1)(v' = 2) - 2g(ab) tran- 
sition. 
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Figure 2.4. FOI (2)(v' = 4) -> X 0g (aa) dispersed fluorescence. 
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Figure 2.5. Mulliken difference potential for the FOI (2)(v' = 4) --> X 08 (aa) 
transition. 
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Figure 2.6. FO,I,(2)(v' = 19) -3, X08 (aa) dispersed fluorescence. 
vibrational assignment of the upper state wavefunction (v' = 2). We expect the 
monotonic bound --> bound spectrum (figure 2.4) to show similar reflection struc- 
ture since the same conclusions of the semi -classical model apply except that 
the lower state no longer has an infinite density of states and fluorescence is not 
allowed for all R (equation (2.18)). For this and most bound - bound IP to 
valence transitions the fluorescence samples high vibrational levels of the lower 
state (figure 2.5) and consequently the vibrational spacing is much smaller than 
the periodicity of equation (2.20): the envelope of the spectrum will still reflect 
the upper state wavefunction, but will lie over a `stick' spectrum corresponding 
to the density of vibrational states in the lower state potential well. 
Polytonic Mulliken Potentials 
The interpretation of fluorescence spectra sampling polytonic Mulliken potentials 
using the semi- classicai model is very similar to that given above for a monotonic 
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Figure 2.7. Mulliken difference potential for the FO,t,(2)(v' = 19) - X08 (aa) 
transition. 
difference potential. In practice all polytonic difference potentials have a mono- 
tonic region, unless the lower state potential is flat, and over the polytonic region 
there is in general only two solutions to equation (2.18). Thus there will be two 
transition points, R; and R2, for a particular wavelength and the relative contri- 
bution of each to the transition intensity must be calculated. In the stationary 
phase approximation each of these transition points will contribute a term like 
that in equation (2.20) and these may sum constructively or destructively. Such 
spectra often show complex structure and are therefore termed `internal diffrac- 
tion' or `interference' spectra: the fluoresecence no longer reflects the upper state 
wavefunction. At the maximum in the Mulliken potential the two semi- calssical 
transition points coincide and the model described above is no longer tenable, 
many methods have been developed to describe this region of the spectrum [100] 
but for interpretational purposes we need only know that our semi - classical model 
will be inappropriate at the red end of an interference spectrum. The form of the 
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Figure 2.8. f Og (2)(v' = 88) - BO(ab) dispersed fluorescence (from [15]). 
Mulliken potential does tell us that the wavelength corresponding to this maxi- 
mum is a constant of the fluorescence system, ie the red end of the spectrum lies 
at the same wavelength for a particular electronic transition whatever the vibra- 
tional level excited provided a polytonic Mulliken potential results. Increasing 
the vibrational energy of the initial state simply raises the energy of the difference 
potential by the same amount and Amax remains the same [91]. 
Figures 2.8 and 2.6 give two examples of the fluorescence dispersed from tran- 
sitions to polytonic Mulliken potentials (figures 2.9 and 2.7 respectively). In figure 
2.8 the interference structure occurs almost exclusively in the bound -4 free re- 
gion on account of the high vibrational excitation of the initial state, however this 
need not always be so as shown in figure 2.6 where no bound -a free fluorescence 
is observed but interference structure is noticeable in the last group of peaks at 
the red end of the spectrum. 
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Figure 2.9. Mulliken difference potential for the f Og (2)(v' = 88) -4 B0;41-(ab) 
transition. 
Quantum mechanical simulations 
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show quantum mechanical simulations of the reflection 
spectra. 
The qualitative success of the semi -classical model in explaining the appear- 
ance of fluorescence spectra for transitions to monotonic Mulliken potentials is 
based on the strength of the assumptions used in the model: that transitions 
occur vertically where the phase difference between the two vibrational functions 
is stationary. The first assumption also underlies the Born - Oppenheimer approx- 
imation, however we can test the validity of the stationary phase approximation 
by determining how the overlap integral for the two vibrational functions ac- 
cumulates with R (ie ignoring the effect of the dipole function). The intensity 
at a = 466.78nm in the bound -> free spectrum (figure 2.2) is associated with 
a transition at R' = ?.79A in the semi -classical model; figure 2.12 shows the 
Franck - Condon overlap of the two vibrational states involved in the transition, 
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Figure 2.10. Quantum simulation of the 6.2u(1)(v' = 2) -> 29(ab) dispersed 
fluorescence spectrum. 
along with their product. It is clear from this quantum mechanical calculation 
that the overlap integral only builds up around the semi -classical transition point 
R' as assumed in the constant phase approximation, though over perhaps a sur- 
prising large range in R, as much as 0.5A. A similar conclusion is reached for 
the bound -4 bound spectrum shown in figure 2.4, where a peak at a = 264.27nm 
(R' = 3.55A) is analysed in figure 2.13. 
Furthermore as the fluorescence at a particular wavelength is associated in 
the semi -classical model with a transition at a particular R, reflection spectra 
can be used to determine first estimates of the relative change in the transition 
dipole as a function of R. The simulation shown in figure 2.11 uses the transition 
dipole function derived in Chapter 7 for the FO(2) - X Oe (aa) transition over 
the range 3.13 < R < 4.12A. Figure 2.14 shows the calculation in the Condon 
approximation of constant transition dipole and clearly the fluorescence at the 
longer wavelengths is too strong. This region of the spectrum is associated with 
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Figure 2.11. Quantum simulation of the FOI (2)(v' = 4) -- XOg (aa) dispersed 
fluorescence spectrum, with the transition dipole function included. 
the longer internuclear separations where the gradient of the difference potential 
will be smaller: from equation (2.20) the transition dipole must therefore decay 
significantly with R to compensate (see figure 7.1). 
The usual approach to derive an accurate transition dipole function from a 
A 
reflection spectrum first calcualtes the r- centroid for the transition between two 




y"), which is close to R' for those levels [108]. Then in 
practice it is quickest to pursue an iterative comparison of quantum mechanical 
simulation with experimental spectrum, varying the dipole function appropriately 
at the various R' until a suitable fit is found. This was the method used as a 
first step in deducing the F -+ X dipole in Chapter 7. Such an approach is not 
possible where a polytonic Mulliken potential is sampled since two or more points 
R* are now involved in the semi -classical model and it would not be clear how 
the dipole influences the contribution at each. A generalisation of the r- centroid 
approximation has been suggested by Noda and Zare allowing for more than 
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Figure 2.12. Vibrational wavefunctions for the 82u(1)(v' = 2) -> 29(ab) transi- 
tion at 466.78nm, their product i/íçb" and Franck- Condon overlap, (0'17 4. 
one semi - classical point of transition, though they prefer an alternative method 
where the dipole function is expressed as a power series and the moments of the 
series calculated from a least squares fit [108]. In practice it has been found that 
for the transtions considered in this thesis the dipole function can be deduced 
relatively quickly using an iterative comparison of experiment and calculation 
provided the function is known over a small range of R from the spectrum of a 
lower vibrational level with a monotonic difference potential. Even in the absence 
of this information the high y spectrum is likely to be monotonic over a certain 
range of R. 
Figures 2.16 and 2.15 show the quantum mechanical simulation of the fluores- 
cence spectra sampling a polytonic Mulliken potential, and once again a calcula- 
tion of Franck - Condon integrals supports the stationary phase approximation of 
the semi- classical model. Figures 2.17 and 2.18 show the integrals for cases where 
the two semi - classical transition points sum constructively to give the peaks at 
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Figure 2.13. Vibrational wavefunctions for the FOI (2)(v' = 4) -- XOg (aa) 
transition at 244.27nm, their product 'OP and Franck- Condon overlap, (O'Iz& "). 
A = 324.60nm (R' = 3.35, 4.36) and a = 270.64nm (R' = 3.73,4.0A) in figures 
2.8 and 2.6 respectively; in figure 2.19 the Franck - Condon integral shows destruc- 
tive interference between the two semi- classical transition points (Jr = 3.38, 4.31) 
leaving the dip at a = 327.30nm, while in figure 2.20 the Franck - Condon inte- 
gral accumulates largely around one of the two semi- classical transition points for 
A = 271.06nm (R' = 3.75,3.97A). This last case shows a limitation of the semi- 
classical model since the most significant accumulation of the Franck- Condon 
integral occurs outside the semi - classical transition points. 
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Figure 2.14. Quantum simulation of the F0ú (2)(v' = 4) -4 X 0g (aa) dispersed 
fluorescence spectrum in the Condon approximation of constant transition dipole 
function. 














Figure 2.15. Quantum simulation of the FOú (2)(v' = 19) - X Og (caa) dispersed 
fluorescence spectrum. 
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Figure 2.16. Quantum simulation of the f O9 (2)(v' = 88) -÷ BO,:, (ab) dispersed 
fluorescence spectrum. 
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Figure 2.17. Vibrational wavefunctions for the f 0 (2)(v' = 88) -> B0,-, (ab) 
transition at 324.60nm, their product çb'zli" and Franck - Condon overlap, (-?I.W"). 













Figure 2.18. Vibrational wavefunctions for the FO,-, (2)(v' = 19) -* X 08 (aa) 
transition at 270.64nm, their product t/hb" and Franck- Condon overlap, (OW"). 
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Figure 2.19. Vibrational wavefunctions for the f Oe (2)(v' = 88) -> B0-,4,-(ab) 
transition at 327.30nm, their product /4" and Franck - Condon overlap, (&'Ili "). 
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Figure 2.20. Vibrational wavefunctions for the FO,-, (2)(v' = 19) -+ XOe (aa) 
transition at 271.06nm, their product 11"11k" and Franck- Condon overlap, ( 'Izk "). 
Chapter 3 The Electronic Structure 
of Heavier Halogens at 
Large Separation 
The experimental work covered in this thesis is concerned with low vibrational 
levels of the ion pair states of I2. The various descriptions for the electronic 
wavefunctions of these states have already been discussed in Chapter 1, and the 
most appropriate for low vibrational levels is the separated ion or (JAMAJBMB) 
scheme: 
nn)(:g') = A {I JM) A 100)B± 100)A I JM)B }, (3.1) 
with A the partial antisymmetriser for electron permutation between the centres 
and SZ = M: the other labels take their usual meaning. In this (JAMAJBMB) 
scheme the coupling at the two centres is treated separately and only as a final 
step are the two ionic configurations coupled to give the diatomic wavefunctions: 
the molecular state is characterised in terms of the angular momenta, J and Mj., 
of the separated centres. In effect the diatomic molecule is considered as a pair of 
loosely coupled atomic centres, yet in the discussion covered so far in this thesis 
the detailed orbital occupancy at each centre has not been considered. 
The (JAMAJBMB) scheme implies separate spin -orbit coupling at the two 
centres to give the appropriate space quantisation of the J1 vectors: the coupling 
between L1 and S1 is strong compared to the coupling of L1 to the internuclear axis 
[24, p.319], thus the ionic configurations in equation (3.1) would be best described 
The work covered in this chapter has been published in Chemical Physics [109]. 
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at zero order by the familiar Russell -Saunders scheme [110]. The characteristic 
clustering of ion pair states with others having the same ionic dissociation prod- 
ucts even down to Re suggests that over that range in R the I JM) wavefunctions 
of equation (3.1) have configurations close to those of their diabatic dissociation 
products, I +(3P2) and I -(1S0) for example in iodine's first IP cluster. However 
these dissociation products will not have pure Russell -Saunders configurations 
since the RS scheme neglects spin -orbit coupling and we would not expect such 
a simple description to be entirely successful for a heavy atom like iodine: it is 
known from the anomalous energy ordering of the I +(3Pj) multiplet [42, p.108] 
that there is significant spin -orbit coupling in the free ion. In a later section we 
refine the Russell- Saunders description to allow for this spin -orbit coupling which 
mixes the cationic configurations 3P2 with 'D2, and 3P0 with 1S0. 
Furthermore the (JAMAJBMB) scheme treats the coupling at the two cen- 
tres separately in deriving their atomic configurations: the electrostatic field is 
assumed to be spherically symmetric at the two centres and the three p or- 
bitals remain degenerate. However as the two nuclei approach, and a cylindrical 
field symmetry develops, we would expect electrostatic interactions, primarily 
charge(I- )- quadrupole(I +) for IP states, to lift this degeneracy. Subsequently at 
small R the electron clouds interact strongly and a single MO description will 
emerge for each state. For the IP states of iodine the sum of the ionic radii 
of the 5p orbitals is less than the equilibrium internuclear separation and little 
orbital overlap between centres occurs even at Re, justifying the choice of the 
separated atom scheme, rather than an MO approach, in describing the elec- 
tronic wavefunction. The most significant intramolecular interaction, after the 
Coulombic attraction between the ionic charges, is therefore that of the electronic 
quadrupole of the cation with the Stark field gradient of the anion. This mixes 
cationic configurations with the same total spin and MM and is discussed in a 
later section. 
Although these perturbations do significantly alter the electronic structure of 
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iodine's ion pair states, the Russell -Saunders functions still dominate the molec- 
ular configurations at /re and consequently the RS configurations will be used 
as the basis in which the perturbations are discussed. In this thesis the ion pair 
electronic structures are described using the Russell- Saunders scheme at the two 
centres separately, allowing for the spin -orbit and electrostatic interactions by 
the usual superposition of basis configurations at the cationic centre, then cou- 
pling the two ionic functions in the (JAMAJBMB) scheme to give the molecular 
wavefunction. The extent to which this approach is applicable to the halogen 
and interhalogen molecular states at large R depends on the strength of the spin- 
, 
orbit coupling at the atomic centres: this ensures that J;, rather than L;, remains 
a good quantum number in the molecule. This requirement must be balanced 
against that of the Russell -Saunders scheme which needs the spin -orbit coupling 
to be weak compared to the inter - electron repulsion at a centre, however over- 
all the weaker the spin -orbit interaction the larger the separation at which our 
approach will break down. Among the halogens this model will therefore be of 
more use for compounds of I and Br; in Cl2 the model, if applicable to any extent, 
could only be used beyond the outer minimum of the IP states, and not at the 
inner Rydbergised minimum. 
The first section of this Chapter therefore introduces the Russell- Saunders 
description for the ionic configurations and later sections discuss each of the 
perturbations in turn. Since the anion can only take one state, 1S0, we discuss 
these perturbations in terms of their mixing of cationic RS configurations and 
the implications this has for the molecular wavefunction. A description for the 
valence states, which are not considered in the same detail in this thesis, will be 
given in the final section. 
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3.1 The RS description of atomic configura- 
tions 
Condon and Shortley have discussed the Russell -Saunders coupling scheme at 
length [41], describing it as an intermediate approximation where the Coulomb 
interaction between electrons is taken to be strong and the spin -orbit interaction 
neglected, or at least treated as small compared to the inter -electron repulsion. 
This inter -electron interaction couples the electronic orbital angular momenta 
together to form the resultant, L, and causes the large energy difference between 
states of different spin multiplicity. The electron spins couple to form S, and 
the weak spin -orbit operator then couples S to the resultant orbital angular mo- 
mentum to give the total angular momentum for the state, J =L+S. The atomic 
state is then described by its term symbol, 2s +114J. In the separated ion coupling 
scheme, the internuclear axis defines a fourth quantum number for the state, the 
resultant of the total angular momentum along the internuclear axis, M. We 
now need to determine how the term symbol of a Russell- Saunders state also 
defines the electronic occupancy in the valence shell at the centre. 
We are concerned with Russell -Saunders configurations for the I +(p4) and 
I-(pe) configurations. There are six spin -orbitals available, which are described 
by their atomic mi and m, values: the p orbital has one unit of orbital angular 
momentum which can be orientated relative to a z -axis such that m1 = 0, +1; m, 
can take +1. Since we shall be using these RS configurations to form diatomic 
wavefunctions, the z -axis can be taken as parallel to the internuclear axis, and 
the configurations will be differentiated by their MJ component along that axis.' 
The simplest case to describe for the p4 configuration is the I 'D22) configura- 
tion: to achieve a singlet state all electron spins must be paired, and to achieve 
L = 2, both the ml = +1 orbitals must be occupied and the m1 = -1 orbitals 
empty. Written as a Slater determinant [111, 112], the 'D22 state therefore has 
'The z -axis is not defined in the Russell- Saunders scheme and can be taken in any arbitrary 
direction, however transforming the axes transforms the occupancy of a 2s+1 1,j) state amongst 
its (2J + 1) Mj components. 
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111 +1- 0 +0 -11 occupancy. In general 
I 
28+1LaM) _ E (kMLMSILSJM4O(n)(kMLMs), 
k.ML ,Ms 
(3.2) 
where A(n)(kMLMs) is a single Slater determinant of n p -type spin -orbitals with 
resultant components ML and Ms; k numbers the determinants sequentially if 
more than one combination of spins and spatial orbitals is possible for a given 









Interchanging columns in a determinant introduces a sign change in the wave - 
function, ie 111 +0 +0 1 +I1 = -II1 +0- 0 +1 +II, and the overall sign of any 0(n) is 
based on the canonical order 
A(e) = 111+1-0+0-1+11. (3.7) 
The rules for generating the coefficients (kMLMSI LSJMJ) using ladder operators 
are quite standard (see for example [41, p.226]) but specific values for the p4 and 
p5 configurations, which we shall use frequently in this thesis, are tabulated here 
for ease of reference. Table 3.1 therefore gives the spin- orbital occupancy implied 
in the Russell -Saunders scheme by the state symbols for the p4 configuration. 
The molecular wavefunction can therefore be readily built up for the IP state 
from these Russell -Saunders functions: the 1 value of the IP state, and its disso- 
ciation products, determine which of the possible Russell -Saunders configurations 
is included in equation (3.1). The Sl = 2 state of the third cluster, dissociation 
products I +(1D2) and I- (1S0), is therefore described by 
I 2g,u(3))RS = *{I 1D22)a 11Soo)bf 1 1S00)a 11Dzz)6} 
_ {II1+1 0+0 11.111+10+01+1I1b 
+ 111+1-0+0-1+1- Ila II 1+1-0+0-116}. (3.8) 
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State Configuration 
I lSo) 5[111-0+0-1+ ii - 111+0+0-11 - ii 1+1 1+1 II] 
11D22) 1 0+0 111+ 11 
1 1D21) *[111+1-0+1-11 - II1+1 0 1+II] 
1 
1D20) *[111-0+0-11 - I11+0+0 1 II + 2111+1-1+1-iii 
13Poo) :1[111+0+0-1-11 + 111-°+°-1+11 + 1/41+0+1+1-11 + N/111+1-0-1-111 
13P11) 1[\/111+0+0-1+11 + 111+1-C/-1+11 + 111+1-041-111 
13P10) *[111+0+1+1-11 - 111+1-0-1-111 
13P22) II1+10+1+II 
13P21) 2[11+0+0 1+II- 111+1-0-1+11 - 111÷1-0+1-11] 
13P2o) *[II1+0+0 
_1 
1 II + N2111-0+0-1+11 - II1+0+1+1 II - 111+1-0-1-11] 
Table 3.1. Russell -Saunders configurations for p4 occupancy. 
State Configuration 
I2P;;) 111+1-0+0-1+11 
1 2134-0 -II1-0+0-1+1-II 
12P;;) *[I11+1-0+0-1-II - 111+1-0+1+1-11] 
1 213;-1) 1[111+0+0-1+1-11 - Nfi111+1 0 1+1 II] 
I 21311) 3[411+1 0+0 1 II + 111+1-°+1+1-11] 
12131-1) [15111+0+0-1+1-11 + 111+1-0-1+11] 
Table 3.2. Russell -Saunders configurations for p5 occupancy. 
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However we would not expect this simple description neglecting spin -orbit cou- 
pling at the cationic centre to hold true for iodine (it is known that even in the 
free ion I+ there is partial j j coupling) therefore the next section considers the 
extent of this coupling and its effect on the ion pair wavefunction. 
3.2 Breakdown of the RS scheme: spin -orbit 
interactions 
Russell- Saunders coupling, in which the spin -orbit interaction is considered small 
compared to the inter - electron repulsion, separates the p" configuration into dif- 
ferent terms characterised by their L and S quantum numbers: the inter -electron 
repulsion does not lift the J degeneracy. As Condon and Shortley have discussed 
[41], the spin -orbit operator, L.S, commutes with J but not with L and S, thus 
J still labels states when spin -orbit coupling is introduced, though L and S are 
no longer good quantum numbers. Thus when spin -orbit coupling is considered 
states with different L and S but the same J can be mixed: we shall find later 
that in the case of I+ the lowest energy state does not have a pure 3P2 config- 
uration but about 90% 3P2 character and about 10% 1D2 character. However 
the Russell -Saunders state still dominates the configuration, and therefore in this 
regime we expect the dominant inter -electron repulsion to determine the order- 
ing of the 2S +1L terms and the spin -orbit operator to lift their J degeneracy, 
leaving terms effectively characterised by their S and L quantum numbers but 
distinguished by their different J values. The diagonal elements of the spin -orbit 
operator lift the J degeneracy of a multiplet, and the off -diagonal terms, by mix- 
ing in other RS states, for example the 3P2 - 1D2 interaction above, can give the 
multiplet an anomalous ordering. Thus for the p4 configuration the spin -orbit 
operator is responsible for separating the three 3P.r terms, with the J = 0 state 
pushed lower in energy than the J = 1 state by the 'Po - 'So interaction. 
In this section we shall calculate the extent of spin -orbit coupling in the I+ (734) 
configuration from the experimental term values, then solve for the eigenfunctions 
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as linear combinations of our zero order RS functions. We can then substitute 
these improved functions into equation (3.1) to generate the molecular wavefunc- 
tions in the (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme, assuming no intramolecular interac- 
tion. We shall use these functions in later Chapters where experimental evidence 
will reveal the extent of the intramolecular interactions discussed in the next 
section. 
A 
The spin -orbit operator, Hso, can be written as [41] 
A 
Hso= aL.S, (3.9) 
where A is the many electron spin -orbit coupling constant for the configuration 
being considered. Neglecting spin -other orbit interactions, we can rewrite (3.9) 
as 
A 
Hso= E l;(r;)l;.s;, (3.10) 
where the sum is over all electrons in open shells and 1; (r) is the one electron 
equivalent of A. The scalar product can be expanded 
AA 
1,.5, = [ixsx + lysy + lzsz] 
3- + 1 -s 
AA 
[2(1 + +)+ lzsz], (3.12) 
A A A 
where the ladder operators take their usual form, /±-= /x +i ly, operating on the 
spinorbitals 1, mi, s, m,) with the effect 
(3.11) 
A 
1f1 1,Tnt,s,rn,) _[1(1 + 1) -mi(mt f 1)]1 I l, + 1, s,m,), (3.13) 
A f l 1, mi, 8,M,) _ [s(s + 1) - m,(m, f 1)] 2 I 1, mi, s, m, + 1). (3.14) 
The degree of spin -orbit coupling between two terms is a sum of the spin -orbit 
interactions between the one electron spinorbitals in the particular microstates 
being considered, the off -diagonal matrix elements being calculated using the 
formulae above and the diagonal elements from 
A n 
Izsz, l, MI) s,Ms) = mim, I l, MI) s,m,). (3.15) 
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So, for example, the diagonal matrix element of the spin -orbit operator for 
the 3P22 state, II1 +1- 0 +. +II, is -áC6, where C1 = (nl I ¿(r) I nl) is the 
effective one -electron spin -orbit coupling constant for an electron in a qSj or- 
bital. The strength of interaction coupling the 3P2 and 1D2 configurations, 
(111+1 -0+1+11 I Hsol 111+1-0+0- II), is Csp with the ladder operators 1_s+ acting 
on the 1101 orbital. 
Including Condon and Shortley's results for the Coulombic repulsion interac- 
tion, Hr;;, our energy matrix for the spin -orbit coupling of the p4 Russell- Saunders 
states becomes 
(1S0 IHr;j +Hso I 1So) = 
(1D2 I Hr,; +Hso 11D2) = 
(3P2 I. +HSO 13P2) = 
(3P1 IHN) +HSO 1 3P1) = 
(3Po IHr;; +HSO 1 3P0) = 
(3P0 IHr;; +Hso I 1S0) = 
(3P2 I Hr;; +Hso I 'Da) = 
10F2, 
F2, 
1 - 5F2 - ZCspf 
-5F2 + 1-6pt 
-5F2 C6p, 
-_v°sp, 
1 e b6p, 
where F2 is the Coulomb repulsion energy between 5p electrons. The spin -orbit 
operator is therefore able to lift the J degeneracy of the Russell- Saunders scheme: 
n 
the diagonal terms (JM I Hso I JM) are different for different J states of a multi - 
plet. It is also responsible for mixing Russell -Saunders states with different L and 
S but the same J, for example the 3P0 with the 1S0 in the I +(p4) configuration. 
On solving the energy matrix using the observed Tc+ values [42, p.108] it 
becomes clear that in this over determined case all four intervals cannot be fitted 
with just the two parameters, and we choose to optimise the lowest three as this 
reproduces the energy ordering of the anomalous 3PJ multiplet and so should 
most closely reflect the effective spin -orbit coupling. These intervals yield the 
parameter values of Csp = 5764cm -1 and F2 = 1368cm -1, and the eigenvectors 
given in Table 3.3; the vectors for the four interval optimised fit are included 
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JM State Tj(Obs) Tj(Calc) Eigenfunction 
1 
2M(1)) 0 0 0.950 1 3P2)RS - 0.312 1 1D2)Rs 
(0) (0.964 1 3P2)RS - 0.266 1 1D2)RS) 
1 00(2)) 6451 ' 6367 0.914 I 3Po)RS + 0.405 1 1So)Rs 
(6649) (0.947 1 3Po)RS + 0.322 1 1So)RS) 
1 1M(2)) 7090 7100 
I 3P1)RS 
(6547) (I 3P1)RS) 
1 2M(3)) 13731 13765 0.312 1 3P2)RS + 0.950 1 1D2)Rs 
(15116) (0.266 1 3P2)RS + 0.964 1 1D2)RS) 
1 00(4)) 32629 28359 0.405 1 3Po)RS - 0.914 1 1So)Rs 
(32045) (0.322 1 3Po)RS - 0.947 1 1So)RS) 
Table 3.3. I +egenfunctions after partial j j coupling. Only the first three 
term differences are fitted: term values are taken from [42]. Eigenfunctions in 
parentheses are the results from the complete four interval fit (C = 5479cm -1, 
F2 = 1707cm -1). 
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for comparison. The departures from the Russell -Saunders coupling scheme are 
quite large, but the dominant component of each I JM) state is still the RS 
configuration with coefficients of > 0.9. 
We can now see the origins of the ordering adopted by the IP clusters, which 
in the separated ion model will follow the TT order observed for P. The third 
and fourth clusters with cationic parentage 1D2 and 1S0 have highest energy on 
account of the larger inter -electron repulsion implied by their singlet nature, with 
the 1D2 state lying the lower in energy of the two. The first and second clusters 
are split by the spin -orbit operator, with the 3P0 term stabilised to lower energy 
than the 3P1 by its interaction with the distant 1So state. The splitting of states 
within a cluster arises from the intramolecular interactions discussed in the next 
section. It should be borne in mind that when the dissociation products of the IP 
clusters are routinely referred to as 3P2 for the first cluster, 3P,,0 for the second, 
etc, this is in fact inaccurate as the ions have appreciable spin -orbit components 
and the RS scheme gives only the dominant configuration. 
3.3 Intramolecular coupling: the charge - quadrupole 
interaction 
By treating the molecular wavefunction as a product of two atomic functions, 
the (JAMAJBMB) scheme treats the diatomic as a pair of loosely associated 
atoms with the coupling being considered at each centre separately. However as 
the two nuclei approach there will be some interaction between the two centres 
and the development of a Coulombic field with cylindrical rather than spherical 
symmetry, lifting the p orbital degeneracy. As the orbital overlap increases at 
shorter R, this will lead eventually to a single MO configuration emerging for 
each electronic state: the separated atom approach neglects these intramolecular 
interactions, and can only be valid when they are small. 
We have found in Chapter 1 that the (JAMAJBMB) scheme is appropriate to 
describe the electronic structure of the IP states of I2 for R > Re: the sum of the 
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ionic radii for the valence orbitals is significantly less than Re' and consequently 
orbital overlap between the two centres is expected to be small. However there 
must be significant intramolecular interactions as the molecule is strongly bound: 
there must be some centre -centre interaction that is not mediated through or- 
bital overlap. Section 1.1.2 demonstrated that most of the bond energy for the 
IP states (> 95 %) arises from the strong Coulombic attraction between ions of 
opposite charge. This does not mix RS configurations at the cationic centre 
but the next electrostatic interaction for the IP pair states, that between the 
anionic field gradient and the cationic quadrupole, will. Its effect depends on 
the axial component of the total electronic angular momentum, ie on M. The 
charge- quadrupole interaction is therefore primarily responsible for separating 
the different SZ components of a particular ion pair cluster, ie states having the 
same diabatic dissociation products. The 2,x,8(1) states with predominantly 3P22 
and 'S0 parentage will have a different charge- quadrupole interaction from the 
other members of its cluster, which have largely 3P2, and 3P20 configurations at 
the cationic centre. As with the spin -orbit operator, the diagonal matrix ele- 
ments are different for different MM and the off -diagonal elements are able to mix 
different RS configurations. 
This section discusses the charge -quadrupole interaction for the ion pair states 
of I +, and derives the coupling matrix between RS states. The degree to which 
this interaction mixes cationic states is suggested, and will be compared later 
with the electronic configurations derived from experiment in Chapter 6. 
Buckingham has described the interaction of a charge distribution with an 
external field [113], and we apply his results to find the energy of interaction be- 
tween the I +(p4) quadrupole and the field gradient due to the anionic charge. The 




JM) = e2(p2)+ (2S +1LJ1M 
I P20(9) I 
zs +iLJsM), (3.16) 
2 4lrfoTAB 
where TAB is the interionic separation, F'Z the field gradient, (p2)+ = (n1 I p2 I 711) 
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the mean square electron radius of a cationic valence orbital; the sum is over 
all electrons in the cationic valence shell, and P20 is the Legendre polynomial 
(3 cos2 B - 1). It is assumed that the radial form of the valence orbitals is the 
same in both states of the cation, and there is negligible overlap between the 
electron clouds such that the two centres can be treated as point charges. The 
interaction can therefore couple RS states of the same MM and spin multiplicity. 
As was found for the spin -orbit operator, the degree of electrostatic charge - 
quadrupole coupling depends on the particular cationic microstate being consid- 
ered. The contribution of each electron to the angular integrals can be calculated 
from standard theory (see [114] ): 
(Y11 I P20(0) I Y11) = -b, 
(Y10 I P20(0) I Y10) = 6. 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Thus the diagonal matrix element for the 3P22 Russell- Saunders configuration, 
II1 +1- 0 +1 +II, is -6Q, with Q = 62 /p2 Off- diagonal terms arise when 
a microstate is common to more than one RS configuration, for example the 
microstates of the 3P20 configuration are present in the 3P00 configuration, and 
their coupling element is -qQ. The complete set of the angular integrals for the 
p4 configuration is 
(1D22 I P20(0i) I 1D22) _ 
(1D21 I P20(ei) 11D21) _ 
(1D20 I P20(ei) I 1D20) _ 
(31322 P20(ei) 31322) - 
(3P21 I P20(ei) i 3P21) _ 
(3P20 I P20(01) 13P20) _ 
(3P11 I P20(0i) 131311) _ 
(3P10 I P20(0i) 13P10) _ 
(31320 I P20(01) 3P00) _ 
























Figure 3.1. Coupling interactions invoked in describing the cationic configura- 
tions: (a) Russell- Saunders (b) spin -orbit (c) charge - quadrupole. 
(3P21 I P20(ei) I 3P11) - 3 107 
(zero elements omitted). The charge -quadrupole interaction favours p occupancy 
over pQ though this stabilisation will be balanced by the increased inter -electron 
repulsion in some microstates with low pc occupancy, for example 111+1-1+1- II, 
and the strength of the spin -orbit interaction. We are now in a position to give 
our final description of the IP wavefunction, ready for refinement in the light of 
the experimental results presented in later Chapters. 
3.4 The electronic structure of IP states 
Figure 3.1 shows schematically the various coupling schemes used in this thesis 
to describe the IP configuration. Briefly the ionic configurations are described 
in the Russell- Saunders scheme (a), with the inter -electron repulsion separating 
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the various terms of the p4 configuration. Spin -orbit coupling then lifts the J 
degeneracy (b). We form the molecular wavefunction from a product of the 
ionic functions using the (JAMAJBMB) scheme, leaving (at this stage) a stack of 
IP states each degenerate with the other (2J + 1) states of the same dominant 
cationic parentage 2s +1LJ. Thus (b) gives the `centre of gravity' for the energy of 
the eventual IP cluster. The splitting of S2 states of common ionic parentage to 
form a cluster is caused by the charge -quadrupole interaction, leaving states at 
S2(n)- dependent energies (c). Finally the u/g states of a particular 1(n) pair are 
split from their 0(n)-dependent level, one to higher and one to lower energy, by 
the exchange integral to give the final ordering of states as observed in experiment 
(not shown). The u/g splitting of IP states has been discussed for the halogens 
by Brand and Hoy [40], though they could not account for the energy reversal of 
the SZ = 0 pair in the first cluster. This point is considered further in Appendix 
A. 
When deriving the eigenfunctions we assume that the spin -orbit coupling at 
RAP is close to that of the free ion, and we take these eigenfunctions (Table 
3.3) as the input to the charge- quadrupole matrix. The intramolecular charge - 
quadrupole interaction is then allowed to mix RS states of the same Mj and spin 
multiplicity as described in the previous section to generate our final functions. 
For low IP vibrational levels rAB and thus the strength of the charge- 
quadrupole interaction Q 4500cm -1 where (p2)+ = 1.87A 
2 
[115], assuming 
a point charge model for the two centres. This gives the final eigenfunctions 
listed in Table 3.4. However this extent of intramolecular interaction separates 
the members of a cluster too far to reproduce the close T, clustering observed 
for states with the same diabatic dissociation products (figure 3.2). In Chapter 
6 we deduce the electronic configurations of the IP states from the dipole mo- 
ments of their transitions to the valence states and there we will consider their 
reconciliation with the configurations derived using this theory. 
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JM State Eigenfunction 
I 
22(1)) 0.965 I 3P22)Rs - 0.264 I 1D22)Rs 
I 21(1)) 0.929 I 3P21)RS - 0.168 1 3P11)Rs 




3P2o)RS - 0.207 I 3Poo)Rs 
-0.377 I 1D20)RS - 0.108 I 1Soo)Rs 
I 00(2)) 0.251 I 3P20)RS + 0.883 I 3Poo)Rs 
-0.003 I 1D2o)RS + 0.398 I 1Soo)Rs 
I 11(2)) -0.129 I 3P21)RS - 0.982 I 3P11)Rs 
+0.138 I 1D21)Rs 
I 10(2)) 
I 3Plo)Rs 
I 22(3)) 0.264 1 3P22)RS + 0.965 I 1D22)Rs 
I 
21(3)) 0.348 I 3P21)RS + 0.085 I 3P11)Rs 
+0.934 I 1D21)Rs 
I 20(3)) -0.364 I 3P20)RS + 0.142 I 3Poo)Rs 
-0.916 I 1D20)RS - 0.092 I 1500)Rs 
I 
00(4)) -0.040 I 3P20)RS - 0.397 I 3Poo)Rs 
-0.137 I 1D2o)RS + 0.906 I 1Soo)Rs 
Table 3.4. I +eigenfunctions after partial j j- coupling and charge -quadrupole 
interaction, with Q = 4500cm -1. 
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Figure 3.2. I+ term values as a function of the intramolecular charge -quadrupole 
interaction. 
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3.5 Describing the electronic structure of a Va- 
lence state 
The separated atom basis functions for the valence states are given by 
I 
nSZ)u+g"> = N.A {(I JiMi)a 
I J2M2)a1 1 J2M2)A I J1M1)B) 
+(l J1M2)A I JZMi)aI I J2M1)A I J1M2)s)}, (3.19) 
where 0 = 'MI -F M2 
I 
and the last pair of terms will only be present for the Sl = 0 
case, p.nd then only if a new configuration is generated; 11/ is the normalisation 
integral. The p5 orbital occupancy at the two centres is again found using the 
Russell -Saunders coupling scheme, which gives the configurations in Table 3.2 for 
the various 2PJM states available. These molecular wavefunctions then form a 
basis in which to discuss the valence states. 
At Re' the valence states themselves will be some linear combination of 
these basis functions, with the longest range breakdown arising from the r_6 
quadrupole -quadrupole interaction that mixes states of the same (JAMAJBMB) 
symmetry [25, 116]. The electronic structure of iodine's valence states at large 
separations have been discussed in this basis and a perturbative approach used 
to derive their wavefunctions after the influence of quadrupole -quadrupole and 
induced dipole -induced dipole interactions [28, 117]; other authors have used a 
Molecular Orbital description which will be increasingly useful as the bond short- 
ens and a single MO configuration emerges for each state [47, 118]. However we 
shall treat the mixing of valence states empirically deriving their wavefunctions 
from the experimental results for transition dipole moments at Rip discussed in 
Chapter 6. There we favour the separated atom approach since a charge transfer 
transition from an IP to a valence state can be readily modelled in that basis. The 
transition involves a transfer of an electron from the anionic centre to a vacant 
orbital at the cationic centre leaving a p5 occupancy at each centre. The relative 
strength of a transition to a particular valence state compared with that to other 
valence states can be found from the projection of this µ I S2(n)) vector onto the 
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valence state wavefunction. The calculation of transition dipole moments in this 
manner will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6, where it is shown that a 
knowledge of the fluorescence intensities from a given ion pair state can be used 




Chapter 4 OODR excitation of 
ungerade IP states 
As noted in Chapter 1, the early OODR experiments of King et al [34, 87] led 
to incorrect symmetry assignments of the destination IP states because the ex- 
citation scheme had not been fully understood. In trying to rationalise King's 
excitation scheme, Guy et al pointed out that low y IP levels could not be reached 
directly from the BO(ab) levels King had used since the Franck -Condon factors 
were vanishingly small [72]. It was not until five years after the original exper- 
iment that Broyer et al reconciled King's data with that reported from other 
OODR experiments by suggesting he had populated five of the six members of 
the first IP cluster through a perturbed intermediate level [89]. In their study of 
the first ion pair cluster, Broyer et al used intermediate levels they knew to be 
unperturbed to access the two states available in a one photon absorption from 
the B0ú (ab) state: the E0g (1) and 019(1) states. Thus they could unambigu- 
ously assign two of the states King reported. Broyer also suggested that very 
close to the dissociation limit the high density of states would lead to a signifi- 
cant number of BO(ab) levels being coupled to other weakly bound (ab) states. 
These quasi -bound BO(ab) levels had been used by King in his OODR excita- 
tion scheme: only through such coupling to the continuum of an (ab) repulsive 
state could he have achieved sufficient Franck - Condon overlap at the intermedi- 
ate stage to populate low y levels of an IP destination state. Broyer pointed out 
that heterogeneous coupling to a 1(ab) state would give access to the E0D (1) , 
The work covered in this chapter has been submitted to Chemical Physics. 
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019(1) and D'29(1) states, however to reach the ó2u(1) and y1u(1) state he pro- 
posed a u/g symmetry -breaking hyperfine mechanism coupling the Oú (ab) state 
to a 19(ab) state. The 19(ab) and 1,i(ab) states involved in King's excitation 
schemes had not been reported when Broyer proposed his solution though theo- 
retical potential functions had been calculated [117]. These weakly bound states 
have since been recorded experimentally in this laboratory [93]; the symmetries 
of King's destination states are now well known, and it appears that Broyer's 
rationalisation of King's experiment is essentially correct. 
King's work suggests a novel way of populating seemingly symmetry forbidden 
destination states by choosing a coupled intermediate state in the OODR exci- 
tation scheme. This technique has been used in this thesis to reach the 82u(1), 
'ylu(1), DOú (1), FOú (2) and H1(2) states through a BOú (ab) N19(ab) hyper- 
fine coupled intermediate, and the D'29(1) state through a BOú (ab) '-1 (ab) 
heterogeneous coupled intermediate state (see Table 4.6). The hyperfine u/g 
symmetry -breaking perturbation proposed by Broyer, and required in our excita- 
tion of ungerade IP states, demands close state resonance to achieve significant 
coupling of states. For this reason Broyer suggested such coupling would be 
more likely in areas of high state density, ie near dissociation limits or between 
quasi -bound states and the continuum of a repulsive state. However hyperfine 
coupling would also be significant if two bound rovibrational levels came into 
accidental resonance, with strong Franck - Condon overlap, in some region of the 
potential energy diagram. Thus rather than choose a quasi -bound intermediate 
to access the ungerade IP states, a perturbed BOú (ab) rovibrational level more 
than 140cm -1 below dissociation has been used in this work. The necessary 
Franck - Condon scheme to populate any ungerade IP state in low y is established 
through a hyperfine facilitated coupling to a bound 19(ab) rovibronic level. The 
19(ab) state, which we will call the c19(ab) state, has not been reported until 
now and its analysis is the subject of the next section; the hyperfine coupling 
mechanism is described in the following section, and the details of the OODR 
excitation schemes used in this thesis are discussed in the final section. 
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4.1 The clg(ab) intermediate state 
The aim of this work is to derive a potential curve for the 1g(ab) state that 
perturbs a B0ú (ab) state intermediate level, so allowing the OODR excitation 
of ungerade IP destination states in low v. This potential function is then used 
to calculate the Franck - Condon factors and energy separations that govern the 
strength of hyperfine coupling between the two states: the B0ú (ab) state potential 
is already well known. 
Dispersed fluorescence from the 71 (1) state reveals the clg(ab) vibrational 
level responsible for this perturbation as the probe laser line, pumping B0ú (ab) ti 
clg(ab) --j - ylu(1), will lie over the fluorescence dispersed from the transition, 
71,4(1) -4 clg(ab), back to the perturbed intermediate level (see Figure 4.4). 
Simulation of this dispersed fluorescence will give the valence state potential as 
the upper state is already well known. If the analysis is extended to include 
the dispersed fluorescence from the analogous lu state in the second ion pair 
cluster, the H1 ,4(2) state, and a consistent valence state potential derived, then 
we can be more confident that a true lower state potential has been arrived 
at. Unfortunately the H1 (2) state has not yet been reported and so the first 
stage in this analysis will be to derive its primary Dunham parameters. This 
can be achieved from the fluorescence excitation spectrum for the transition 
B0ú (ab) ti clg(ab) -+ H1 ,4(2), and confirmed by recording and simulating its 
dispersed fluorescence to a known valence state, the alg(aa) state. 
The next subsection therefore describes the analysis of the B0ú (ab) ti clg(ab) -+ 
Hlu(2) fluorescence excitation spectrum to give the Hlu(2) state potential. It 
then confirms this result by simulating the dispersed fluorescence to the alg(aa) 
state. The following subsection then describes the analyses of the 71,4(1) - 
clg(ab) and H1,4(2) -> clg(ab) dispersed fluorescence spectra and derives a con- 
sistent lower state potential. The clg(ab) state potential is then used in the 
following section where the u/g symmetry -breaking perturbation is discussed. 
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Figure 4.1. OODR c1g(ab)(v" = 14, J" = 22) - H1u(2) fluorescence excitation 
spectrum (collected at A = 283nm). 
4.1.1 The H1u(2) ion pair state 
The H1u(2) ion pair state was populated in a two photon OODR excitation 
scheme (see Table 4.6): 
X09 (aa) 
(o-59)R(21) 
BO,, (ab) (59-4R(22) H1(2) (4.1) 
Figure 4.1 shows the fluorescence excitation spectrum for the second OODR step, 
with y' = 0 - 4: the P and R branches are clearly visible, seemingly indicating a 
parallel transition to an Og destination state. The probe laser frequency places 
the destination state in the second cluster, however it is not one of the gerade 
states all of which are well known (Table 1.4), and thus a u/g symmetry breaking 
interaction must occur in the intermediate step. Strong fluorescence spectra are 
recorded from this IP state to the well known a1g(aa) state, suggesting a parallel 
transition from an upper state with lu symmetry: the second OODR transition 
must therefore be parallel from an O,, ti lg coupled intermediate. 
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T, 48280.25(0.46) 
Yio(we ) 107.73(0.42) 
Y20(-wexe ) -0.219(0.084) 
B 0.02015(0.0002) 
R 3.631(0.02)A 
Table 4.1. Dunham parameters for the Hlu(2) state valid for 0 < v < 4 (in 
The well known propensity rule [40] for parallel dominated transitions in halo- 
gen OODR excitation schemes is maintained: we have apparently populated a 
lu destination state from an Oa ground state without exciting a perpendicular 
optical transition, hence the high efficiency of the pumping scheme. We find in 
the next section that the additional quantum of angular momentum comes from 
a re- alignment of the nuclear spins. We shall assume for the spectral analysis 
that there is no change of rotational angular momentum due to the hyperfine 
interaction at the intermediate step, this is confirmed in the following section af- 
ter an analysis of the coupling mechanism. It should be noted in passing how 
the OODR technique, once fully understood, makes the symmetry assignment of 
an unknown destination state relatively straightforward, and how simplified the 
absorption spectrum becomes when a state specific excitation is achieved. 
The term value of the intermediate state is accurately known [119], so the first 
two vibrational Dunham parameters for the upper state can be derived: these 
are given in Table 4.1. The confidence range given with these values is twice 
the standard deviation given by the polynomial fitting algorithm [120]. Since the 
term values for the first few Hlu(2) levels are all that is required for this study 
of the cly(ab) state, a more detailed vibrational analysis of the Hlu(2) state was 
not pursued: however it would be possible to extend the vibrational progression 
using this pumping scheme. 
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Estimates for the effective rotational parameter, B, can be made from the 
splittings between the P and R branches, though these are too small to give 
reliable results for such a heavy molecule. The estimate leads to an RH value 
that is similar to those known for the other states in the second ion -pair cluster, 
as expected from the near constant Re values found amongst IP states in the 
first cluster. A more accurate value for RH can be derived from the dispersed 
fluorescence for a transition to a well known valence state as the simulation of 
this fluorescence will be sensitive to the relative Re values, so, given the lower 
state potential the upper state can be fixed absolutely in R- space. 
Dispersed fluorescence from the H1(2)(v' = 0,J' = 23) -+ alg(aa) transi- 
tion is shown in Figure 4.2, along with the equivalent transition, ry1 (1)(v' = 
0,J' = 23) -f a1g(aa), from the first ion pair cluster (Figure 4.4); the ryl (1) 
state was populated using the same OODR excitation scheme. Both the y1 (1) 
and a1g(aa) potentials have been reported before [16, 18, 34] and the successful 
simulation confirms those results. The simulation of the fluorescence from the 
H1 (2) state gives an RH value of 3.631 +0.02A. Most of the uncertainty in 
this value reflects the error range of the a1g(aa) Re value [16]: the simulation 
method is very sensitive to changes in AR, as shown by Figure 4.3, where it is 
systematically altered by í0.005A. The transition dipole function has been as- 
sumed constant over the small range in R explored by the upper state vibrational 
motion: in practice this is found to be a good assumption for all small amplitude 
bound -+ free transitions. 
The form of these bound --+ free spectra is determined almost entirely by the 
upper state function since the lower state continuum wavefunctions tend to have 
almost constant frequency and amplitude, when well away from their turning 
points; the gradient of the lower state repulsive wall decides the range in A that 
the spectrum occupies (Chapter 2). 
Knowing the Hlu(2) and yl (1) state potentials we are now in a position to 
determine the c19(ab) state potential from the dispersed fluorescence spectra of 
IP -+c1g(ab) transitions. 
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Figure 4.2. Hl(2)(v' = 0,./` = 23) -- ala(aa) dispersed fluorescence and 
simulation (broken line). 
4.1.2 The clg(ab) state potential 
Examples of the fluorescence dispersed from H1(2)(v' = 0, J' = 23) - clg(ab) 
and 71u(1)(v' = 0, J' = 23) -4 clg(ab) transitions following the OODR excitation 
of the ion pair state are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Each spectrum was 
recorded twice and simulated using a quantum mechanical calculation (Chapter 
2) to generate the lower state potential as a function splined between a series of 
(R, V) knot points: these, and the spectroscopic parameters derived from them, 
are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. A partial RKR analysis was used to derive a 
first approximation to the potential function and, after refinement, a consistent 
lower state potential was found. Since the rotational level, and Re, of the upper 
state are both well known, the clg(ab) state potential can be placed absolutely 
in R- space. 
In both cases the spectrum can be divided into two regions: that of bound -4 
bound fluorescence and that of bound - free fluorescence. The point of change 
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Figure 4.3. H1(2)(v' = 0,J' = 23) - ala(aa) dispersed fluorescence and 
simulation with ARe altered by +0.005A. 
R/A V/cm-1 R/A V/cm-1 
3.531 474 4.198 14.5 
3.571 382.5 4.430 69 
3.601 325 4.604 126.5 
3.641 245.5 4.765 169 
3.664 211 5.092 248.5 
3.696 169 5.592 337.5 
3.738 126.5 6.192 393 
3.799 69 7.492 435 
3.922 14.5 9.992 459.3 
4.047 0.00 10.992 464 
Table 4.2. Knot points used for the c19(ab) state potential in the simulation of 
dispersed fluorescence (relative to c18(ab) state minimum) 


















Figure 4.4. -y1u(1)(v' = 0,J' = 23) - a1D(aa) dispersed fluorescence and 
simulation (broken line). 
T, 19685(1.5) 
De 465(1.5) 
Yio(w` ) 29.5(0.4) 
Y20(-wexe ) -0.51(0.04) 
Be 0.01618(0.0016) 
Re 4.052(0.02)A 
Table 4.3. Dunham parameters (in cm') for the c1D(ab) state derived from the 
cubic splined potential of Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.5. H1(2)(v' = 0,J' = 23) -* c19(ab) dispersed fluorescence and 
simulation (broken line). 
from one region to the other is not necessarily an abrupt discontinuity in the 
spectrum since the density of vibrational states increases to infinity as the valence 
state approaches its dissociation limit, it is well known however: the bound -4 free 
region must begin at fluorescent wavelengths that sample energies just above the 
rotational barrier in the lower state' effective potential. Thus for example the 
bound -*free region in the y1(1)(v' = 0,J' = 23) -, clg(ab) spectrum begins at 
A = 464.5nm; at shorter wavelengths the fluorescence is to discrete bound clg(ab) 
levels. As discussed in Chapter 2, the form of the spectrum, in the Condon 
approximation of a constant transition dipole function, depends on the square of 
the overlap between the upper and lower vibrational states. These low vibrational 
levels in the IP states typically display a monotonic Mulliken difference potential, 
unless the lower state potential is almost flat, and the envelope of the spectrum 
therefore reflects the upper state vibrational function; in the bound - bound 
region the lower state functions determine the high frequency modulation. The 
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Figure 4.6. y1(1)(v' = 0, J' = 23) -+ c1g(ab) dispersed fluorescence and 
simulation (broken line). 
energy and amplitude of the lower state vibrational functions depend on the whole 
of the potential well supporting them, thus a bound -+ bound transition samples 
the whole potential surface occupied by the lower state vibrational function. 
Since all bound levels supported by the c1g(ab) potential, bar the first, were 
accessed the experiment effectively probes the complete c1g(ab) state potential 
well. Thus, although only strictly valid for the Franck- Condon window of the IP 
state (3.60 to 3.75A), the c1g(ab) state potential has been characterised from R = 
3.60 to 6.09A. Importantly for this particular study this includes the hyperfine 
BO,t, (ab) -, c1g(ab) coupled level, y = 14. 
Dispersing fluorescence from higher vibrational levels of the y1(1) state con- 
firms the lower state vibrational numbering given in Figures 4.5 and 4.6: the 
lowest vibrational level had not been accessed from I P(v' = 0). These spectra, 
and those for all 71 (1) vibrational states except the lowest, show transitions to 
two overlapping systems: the transition to the c1g(ab) state continuum overlaps 
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with transitions to a purely repulsive 19(ab) state. Consequently their spectra 
cannot be usefully analysed to extend the cl9(ab) potential any further but can 
only confirm the potential derived from the IP ground state spectrum. 
The c19(ab) state potential can now be used in discussions of the hyperfine 
facilitated coupling of the BOú (ab) (y = 59) and cl9(ab) (y = 14) levels that 
allows access to the ungerade IP states in our OODR excitation schemes. 
4.2 The hyperfine interaction and u/g pertur- 
bations 
Broyer et al first discussed the theory of the hyperfine Hamiltonian of homonu- 
clear diatomic molecules in 1978 [121]: they compared their predictions from 
second order perturbation theory with experimental results for low y levels of 
iodine's BOú (ab) state, though the scarcity of experimental data prevented a 
thorough testing of their theory. In 1986 Bacis et al performed a similar study 
this time on B state levels close to dissociation where the weak hyperfine inter- 
actions are of similar magnitude to rotational, vibrational, and even electronic 
energy separations [102]. They undertook a direct diagonalisation of the full hy- 
perfine interaction matrix and were able to show a significant hyperfine coupling, 
in each case between two rovibronic levels and essentially magnetic dipolar in 
origin, that mixes the BOú (ab) (y' = 77,78) levels with successive vibrational 
levels in a 1g(ab) state: the c19(ab) state. 
This section addresses the theory of the hyperfine interaction then com- 
pares its predictions with the u/g coupling recorded experimentally between the 
BOú (ab) and cl9(ab) states, though now involving a lower vibrational level in the 
BOú (ab) state (y" = 59). A complete diagonalisation of the full hyperfine inter- 
action matrix is not attempted since only a magnetic dipolar interaction between 
the BOú (ab) state and an essentially pure 
` 312(19) electronic state is sufficiently 
strong to reproduce the observed strength of hyperfine coupling. This is con- 
sistent with the electronic eigenfunction derived for the cl9(ab) state by Saute 
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and Aubert- Frécon [122] who found this configuration dominated (> 70 %) the 
c state electronic wavefunction even at R = 10A, where a stronger mixing with 
the other 19 basis function at the (ab) limit, - 2(19), would have been expected. 
The perturbation is therefore treated as a two state coupling problem, with the 
magnetic dipolar interaction mixing two rovibronic levels of 0,u, and 19 symmetry, 
as found by Bacis et al. 
4.2.1 The hyperfine Hamiltonian 
For heavy diatomics, with non -zero nuclear spin, such as I2i each electronic state 
0, (= MJ4 + MOB ), can be described in terms of separated atom basis functions 
(see section 1.1.1): 
I nQSZvJr(IAIB)IFMF)(,+e-) ( i ) ̀ {I QS2vJr(IAIB)IFMF),,,D 
+E I ß - S2vJr(IAIB)IFMF),,,e}, 
(4.2) 
where I is the total nuclear spin, I = IA + Ig; F the total molecular angular 
momentum, F = I + J, with J = St + N and N the nuclear rotation; y is the 
vibrational quantum number. /3 and T are other quantum numbers pertinent to 
the electronic and nuclear wavefunction respectively; e = 0 for St = 0 states and 
E = Xcr = +1 for SI 0 states, where o is the symmetry operation of reflecting 
through a molecular plane in the Dech group. 
The hyperfine Hamiltonian Hhf can be written as [121] 
Hhf = Hhf(A) + Hhf(B) + Hhf(A, B), (4.3) 
where Hhf(A) is the hyperfine interaction between the electrons and the nucleus 
labelled A, and Hhf(A,B) the interaction between the two nuclei. This latter 
term is small and can be omitted in a first approximation, allowing Hhf to be 
expressed as [121] 
k 
/ ¡¡ ¡ ¡¡ 
Hhf = E E E (-1)q`g(Ia)Vkglea), 
a=A,B k q=-k 
(4.4) 
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where the tensorial operator Qk(Ia) acts only on the nuclear spin of atom a and 
re(ea) acts on the electrons; k = 1 is the magnetic dipolar interaction, k = 2 
the electric quadrupolar interaction. 
The hyperfine matrix element coupling two electronic states, I nit) and I n'fl'), 
is therefore given by 
(n'Il' I Hhf I nS2) = (4.5) 
Ea =A,B Ek(n'ß'Sl'v'J'r'(IAIB)I'F'MF' I Qk(Ia).V "(ea) I n/3S/vJr(IAIB)IFMF). 
With the application of standard methods, the following result is obtained [122] 
(ñ SZ'J'I'F' I Hhf I nIÌJIF) = 
Ek SFF' bMPMF, ( -1) F+DI-fOJ+k-(Y 
FI'J' 
kJI 
x [(2I + 1)(2I' + 1)]' 
{IA IA I 
k I' IA 
1 
x(r'IANIIA = IA I Q(k)(IA) I rIAMIA 
















x[(n')3'0'v' I 9k(eA) I nßS2v) +(n'ß'SI'v' I gk(eB) I nßS1v)], 
where q = AO = ST - SZ, DI = I - I' and OJ = J - J'. The derivation 
of this result is given in Appendix B to show the origin of the various terms 
in the equation. Briefly we are working in a composite coupling regime with 
two independent subsystems, the nuclear spin and the electronic, each with an 
irreducible tensor operating acting on the coordinates of one, and not the other, 
subsystem. The hyperfine matrix element can therefore be separated into three 
parts: those terms relevant to the coupling of the two subsystems (the first line), 
those from the nuclear spin subsystem (second and third lines) and those for 
the electronic subsystem (final two lines). All the Wigner coefficients can be 
calculated from standard algebraic formulae, and the nuclear matrix element is 
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known experimentally for k = 1 and 2. The electronic matrix element, line 5, is 
not known but can be estimated for k = 1 and 2 from the potential functions for 
the two states and the known properties of the iodine atom (see Appendix B). 
The results are given in Table 4.4.1 
Using this equation we can now calculate the strength of coupling between 
given BO,u, (ab) and c1D(ab) rovibronic states, after first considering how the hy- 
perfine interaction can couple states of opposite parity. 
4.2.2 u/g perturbations 
For a homonuclear diatomic molecule there exists a symmetry operation in the 
molecular point group Dh, i the inversion of electronic coordinates, which de- 
termines the u/g parity of the molecular wavefunction. If the two nuclei are not 
truly identical, then i will no longer be a true symmetry operator of the complete 
molecular Hamiltonian and u/g levels will mix [123]. This will be the case when 
the diatomic has nuclei with non -zero nuclear spin: the nuclei may adopt different 
M1 states and the u/g states of the inversion operator will be coupled through 
hyperfine interactions involving the nuclear spins. 
Consider the 10 states at the (ab) dissociation limit whose electronic wave - 
functions can be described in the separated atom coupling scheme as 
In SZ = O)(4g) = A WI ZZ)A I 2- z)Bt I z- Z)A 1 zs)B) 
)±(I 2- 12)A I Bt I ) Z- ) ¡¡lit I (4.7) 
1The results given for the electronic matrix element in Table 4.4 do not correspond directly 
with those of Bacis et al [122, Table II]. Their matrix elements are defined differently in equation 
(4.6), with the normalisation integral for the coupling partner of the BO,I, (ab) state not included 
if fl # O. Furthermore their values for the magnetic dipolar interaction do not include the spin 
of the iodine nucleus (IA = 1); their equations in Section 4.1 should read (see Appendix B) 
15aá / , 
2a1 /4 /tiNgl, 
1/-5-q3/2. 
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EA,B(Vg (ea)) a EA,B(Vg (ea)) ZeQI EA,B(Vg (ea)) AND/ EA,B(Vg (ea)) 
States OI OJ DI OJ 10-3cm-1 10-3cm-1 
0g , + 1 0,± 2 0 -19.1 
Ou 0 + 1 -240.3 0 
0g + 1 f 1 309.3 0 
BO; 0,± 2 O,f 2 0 -19.1 
cl; ± 1 0 ± 1 0,f 2 -205.8 0 
cl; fl +1 f1 f1 -205.8 0 
1g + 1 0 ± 1 0,f2 59.7 19.1 
1; fl fl fl f1 59.7 19.1 
1ú 0 0 0,f 2 0,f 2 343.7 0 
lú 0 +1 0,f2 f1 343.7 0 
1; 0 0 0,f 2 0,± 2 59.7 19.1 
1; 0 11 0,± 2 +1 59.7 19.1 
2g + 1 0,± 2 0 19.1 
2; + 1 1 1 0 19.1 
21 0,± 2 0,f 2 0 19.1 
2ss 0,f 2 f 1 0 19.1 
a 
E (n'Q'0'v' I V9 (ea) I nO0v) = (y I y') E(n'Q'fl' I i(e) I 011), 
a=A,B a-A,B 
and (y I y') is known. 
Table 4.4. Selection rules and values for the hyperfine magnetic dipolar 
>A,B(11 (ea)) and electric quadrupolar EA,B(V, (ea)) matrix elements between 
the BO,-, (ab) and all the states sharing the (ab) dissociation limit (after [122], see 
Appendix B). 
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nil 0)u /,, = A * {I ZMi)A I ZM2)B± I Of2)A I á118)B}, (4.8) 
with the ungerade taking the positive inversion term. The hyperfine matrix 
element 
(nSZ 0 I Hhf(A) I nfZ O) = z{(PÌ/1 I Hh1(A) I 1Ml)A(zM2 II 12-lli2)B(4.9) 
t(zM2 I Hhf(A) I zM2)A(zbfl II Pfl)B}, 
is in general non -zero. However the functions 
3 1 
11) =1 2M1)Á 1 2M2)ß, and I 2) =I ZMZ)A 12Mi)B, 
do diagonalise the hyperfine Hamiltonian since 
(1 I Hhf(A) I 2) = (P111 Hhf(A) I 1-M2)A(1-M2 I ZMl)B = 0, (4.10) 
but they do not possess inversion symmetry. Thus it follows that the hyperfine 
interaction can mix the u/g states, breaking the u/g symmetry [122]. 
For the true homonuclear diatomic only hyperfine interactions can cause this 
u/g coupling: this is not the case for isotopic molecules such as HD. The centre of 
mass is no longer the centre of symmetry, and the relevant point group, Cam,,, no 
longer contains the inversion symmetry: all terms involving motion of the nuclei, 
vibration and rotation for example, are no longer invariant under the inversion 
operator. The identity of the nuclear charges, however, means that the electronic 
Hamiltonian will have inversion symmetry and u/g states can be defined for the 
electronic wavefunctions, though these u/g symmetries can be broken down by 
rovibronic, or hyperfine, interactions [122]. 
Returning to our true homonuclear diatomic the hyperfine interactions cou- 
pling u/g states are so weak that they will only be observed in favourable circum- 
stances: when two states lie in close energy resonance with significant Franck- 
Condon overlap. Such situations are likely to arise in areas of the potential 
energy diagram with a high density of states, near dissociation limits for exam- 
ple. However in our experiments we observe coupling between two levels that 
are in accidental resonance and find sufficient u/g mixing to access ungerade ion 
pair states from the ungerade BO,:, (ab) state. 
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4.2.3 Hyperfine B ti c mixing 
In this section we quantify the degree of hyperfine coupling between the B0ú (ab) 
and c1D(ab) states by recording the fluorescence excitation intensities of a desti- 
nation state that can only be reached through a hyperfine coupled intermediate. 
We have chosen the H1(2) state (Table 1.4). The coupling in the intermediate 
step is modelled assuming a two state interaction, and a formula is derived that 
gives the rate of ungerade IP state production from a room temperature ground 
state population using a hyperfine facilitated OODR excitation scheme. The pre- 
dictions of this theory are then compared with the observed absorption intensities 
to derive the electronic matrix element coupling the B0ú (ab) and c1D(ab) states. 
The first step in our OODR excitation of IP states is well known: the X - B 
absorption spectrum has been recorded previously [124], thus we can be confident 
as to which B rovibronic levels we have pumped in the intermediate stage. At 
the wavelengths we choose for the first OODR step, we excite two transitions to 
the B(v" = 59) level within the bandwidth of the pump laser (0.2cm -' ), 
and 
XOg (aa)(0, m) j-% BOú (ab)(59, m - 1), (4.11) 
X0D (aa)(0, m + 1) R > B0ú (ab)(59, m + 2). (4.12) 
Each B rovibronic level will be coupled to a c level, though to a differing extent, 
and thus each can give access to the H state. However each intermediate -+ 
destination transition will have a different absorption frequency so their relative 
absorption intensities, and hence strength of coupling, can be separated. By 
populating a range of B0ú (ab)(v" = 59, J ") rotational levels and recording their 
absorption intensity to the H1 (2) state, we can follow the change in coupling as 
the B0ú (ab)(v = 59) and c19(ab)(v" = 14) state rotational manifolds move in 
and out of resonance. 
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Rate of ungerade IP production 
In our excitation experiment we excite the available ground state molecules 
(v "' = 0) of a given rotational level to the intermediate coupled level, then se- 
quentially pump the intermediate population on to the destination state. No 
rotational relaxation occurs in the intermediate stage (laser pulse length 15ns, col- 
lision probability 1:60), thus the strength of absorption to the destination state, 
after Franck - Condon factors have been taken into account, is determined by the 
ground state population distribution (a function of I'" and J "'), the strength of 
coupling in the intermediate stage (a function of the level separation, A, and 
the intermediate state quantum numbers) and the Hönl- London factors for the 
two parallel OODR transitions. These three factors are therefore inter -related: 
we will discuss the influence of the interaction strength first, then include the 
Hönl- London factors and ground state population distribution to give our final 
expression. The same vibrational levels are excited in each excitation scheme so 
the Franck - Condon factors can be considered a constant of the analysis and will 
not be considered further (except where they determine the extent of hyperfine 
interaction in the intermediate step). 
If we consider the intermediate stage as a two state mixing problem, as found 
for higher vibrational levels by Bacis et al [102], then writing the two mixed 
states, 7V1 and 02, as 
= cos O 1 -I- sin O 2i (4.13) 
02 = - sin 001 -+ cos 00 2, (4.14) 
where 01 and 02 are the uncoupled BO,:, (ab) and c19(ab) state rovibronic wave - 
functions, we find that solving the secular determinant gives 
tan 20 = 2H12 
A 
(4.15) 
A is the unperturbed energy separation between the two states, and H12 is the 
hyperfine matrix element coupling the BO,,, (ab) state level, I I "J "F "), with its 
c19(ab) partner. We find later that to achieve significant coupling the two states 
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4k1 and 7b2 must be close to resonance and their energy separation, A, is less than 
the bandwidth of the pump laser. Consequently both are excited in the OODR 
excitation scheme, which is more accurately represented as 
X0á (aa) -. i --, IP. 
The intermediate states will be pumped through their 01 component, and probed 
through their 02 component. Assuming the laser signal remains constant during 
the experiment, the probability of hyperfine facilitated ungerade IP production 
per molecule pumped through a particular B0ú (ab) state level, 1 I "J "F "), and 
its coupling partner will be 
ZIp(I"J"F") oc (sin O x cos 9)2 + (cos 9 x sin 9)2 
= 2 sin2 9 cos2 9 
ZIp(I JF") oc 21/?2 2. 4H12+0 (4.17) 
The hyperfine interaction is so weak that it causes no noticeable energy pertur- 
bation of the B0ú (ab) and clg(ab) state potentials: the experimental XOD (aa) 
-+ E0ú (ab) absorption spectrum reveals a regular progression [124]. If we as- 
sume that all F" states of a given J" level are degenerate, ie the eigen energy 
is independent of the nuclear spin, then we can calculate A from our knowledge 
of the B0ú (ab) and clg(ab) state potentials. Equation (4.6) gives the hyperfine 
Hamiltonian, H12, provided the potential of the coupling partner is known, and 
so ZIp(I "J "F ") can be calculated. 
The experimental absorption intensity is measured as a function of the B0ú (at)) 
rotational level, J ", ie J "' + 1; the nuclear spin state in the B rovibronic level 
is unchanged from the ground state, I" = I " and so F" = F " + 1. The rate 
of ungerade IP production, using a given I I "J "F ") B0ú (ab) state level in the 
intermediate step, will be a product of the probability of ungerade IP produc- 
tion per molecule pumped through the intermediate step, equation (4.17), the 
parent ground state population for that level (including spin statistics) and the 
The polarisation of the pump laser beam will lead to an intermediate state 
population that is prepared in particular MJ states in the laboratory frame. At 
low J however the coupling of J with the nuclear spin I will lead to a scrambling 
of the intermediate Mj states and the probe laser pulse will sample an isotropic 
population distribution. In such cases the rotational integrals for both steps 
are the MJ averaged Hnl- London factor and equations (4.18) and (4.19) will 
apply. At high J the intermediate state population will remain orientated in the 
laboratory frame and the full rotational integral for the two photon process would 
need to be solved: 
S(J'; J"; J1") = 
EM, I(J'MJK = 1Iµ=IJ"MJK = 1)I2I(J"MJK = OIµ=I J'"MJK = 0)12. 
The narrow width of the peaks in figure 4.7 imply that the strength of absorp- 
tion to the IP state is largely determined by the energy separations of the B and 
c state rovibronic levels and is independent of the rotational integral. The sim- 
pler low J formula, equation (4.19), can therefore be used to derive the hyperfine 
coupling matrix element, >A,B(Vq (eq)). The rotational integral is important, 
however, in determining the relative heights of the absorption peaks at J = 7 
and 22 though this has no bearing on the conclusions drawn from this work. 
Note that the polarisation of the laser beams will prepare an MJ specific ion 
pair population if a high J intermediate state is used in the OODR excitation 
scheme. Consequently fluorescence from these IP states will be proportional 
to an MJ specific rotational integral and not the Mini- London factor, however, 
as this integral is a constant of all transitions from a given rovibronic level, its 
influence can be ignored when comparing the relative fluorescence intensities from 
a particular upper state. 
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Hönl- London factors for the two parallel OODR transitions. This gives 
IIp(I,J I,,,) 
cc (2I 1) 
Jrr2(Jr 
+2) - E,,,, /kT 2H17 
(Jrr +1)(2J" +1) exp +02. (4.18) 
The ground state molecule adopts a particular F " state, and this is one of the 
quantum numbers determining the strength of coupling experienced in the inter- 
mediate step, consequently the probability function ZIp must be averaged over 
the range of F " available. Furthermore the Pauli principle restricts the possible 
combinations of I 'll and J1" (and therefore F "') in the ground state distribution, 
therefore the rate of ungerade IP production as a function of the B0ú (ab) state 
rotatiónal level, J ", is 
J112( Jrr+2) 
IIp(J") oc ( exp E,nr/kT 
2H122 
>F,,, (2I" + 1)(2F" + 1) 4H1 
X I, 2 +O2 ,,E,,, 1) ' 
Fm 
where the sum over F "' is from J 'll + I 'll to IJ "' -I "', and I"' E J " gives the 
restriction on the combination of I and J demanded by the Pauli principle. 
(4.19) 
Comparison with experiment 
A fit between the observed absorption intensities and that calculated from equa- 
tion (4.19) is shown in figure 4.7, using an electronic matrix element, EA B(Vq (ea)), 
of 0.200cm'. We can therefore identify the clg(ab) state's electronic wavefunc- 
tion at R ti 5.5A, the region of strong Franck - Condon overlap, as the it 2 eigen- 
function in table 1.3; the accuracy of the fit validates our clg(ab) potential derived 
from the fluorescence spectrum. The absorption intensities were calculated from 
fluorescence excitation spectra detecting the Hlu(2)(v' = 0, J') --> ale(aa) tran- 
sition around A = 282nm with the slitwidths fully opened and monochromator 
detection centred on the fluorescence maximum; the dispersed fluorescence spec- 
tra H1u(2)(v' = 0, J') - ale(aa) do not change appreciably over the range of 
J' studied. The same Franck- Condon regime is used for each OODR excitation 
and the intensities of the P and R transitions are both included: the fluorescence 
excitation spectrum can therefore be compared directly with equation (4.19). 
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Figure 4.7. Relative intensities of absorption clg(ab) (14, J) - H1u(2) (0, J±1): 
experiment () and theory (0). 
Bacis et al [102] have shown that the primary hyperfine interaction between 
the B0ú (ab) and c1g(ab) states is through the magnetic dipole operator, ie with 
k = 1 in equation (4.6). This is consistent with the strength of coupling found 
in this study: only the magnetic dipolar interaction between the B0ú (ab) and 
clg(ab) states is sufficiently strong to reproduce the observed range of excitation 
intensities. The hyperfine interaction lifts the St degeneracy of the c19(ab) state 
and a given B0ú (ab) state J level is coupled to three c1g(ab) state levels: 1 ; ( J -1), 
1g (J), and 1; (J +1). Calculations of the strength of the hyperfine matrix element 
reveal that the coupling is severely limited by the energy separation of the two 
levels, indeed the OJ = ±1 levels move out of significant resonance so quickly, 
in comparison to the magnitude of the hyperfine Hamiltonian, that only the 
one level closest to true resonance shows appreciable coupling (see figure 4.7: 
unperturbed resonance at B(59, 7) with c(14, 6)). The strong coupling observed 
over a few J levels around B(59, 22) indicates that the resonance at these levels 
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must be for AJ = 0. This is consistent with the potentials derived from the 
dispersed fluorescence: if they were distorted to give a AJ = -1 resonance at 
Jr; = 22, then a further AJ = 0 resonance would be predicted for JB ti 35. This 
is not found experimentally, only a steady decline in absorption intensity at the 
expected absorption wavelengths. Furthermore we can excite the D0(1) and 
F0(2) states using this particular pumping scheme (Table 4.6), thus we must 
be accessing the ungerade IP states through a AJ = 0 resonance. The AJ = +1 
resonance condition is not achieved until J» 120, thus at these low J, the third 
coupling state, 1;(J = J+1), always lies too far away in energy to give significant 
coupling. 
Perturbation of the clg(ab) state 
The theoretical calculation shown in figure 4.7 shows a close resemblance to the 
experimental result in the region of J = 22, but wrongly predicts a relatively 
strong coupling at B(59, 7). The predicted interaction is sufficiently strong that 
we would expect to detect it, yet such an increase in the absorption spectrum 
was not found.2 However a strong absorption intensity was found at B(59, 8), 
though this fluorescence excitation frequency was shifted significantly to the blue. 
The hyperfine interaction is strongly dependent on the state separations so this 
breakdown of our model is most likely to result from incorrect state potentials. 
This is not a result of perturbations in the B01 (ab) state as the X0s (aa) -+ 
B0ú (ab) absorption spectrum is well known and reveals no line shifts in this 
region [124]. The change in hyperfine coupling therefore suggests we should make 
a closer examination of the clg(ab) state potential. 
The clg(ab) potential was derived from calibrated fluorescence spectra whose 
upper states were well known, thus the potential could be accurately calculated 
over the Franck - Condon window of the IP state, which included the vibrational 
2The hyperfine interactions for J states around 15, although relatively weak, are sufficiently 
strong to record absorption spectra whose intensities are correctly predicted by our model. 
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level being considered here. The OODR excitation scheme used in the fluores- 
cence experiments populates the most strongly u/g coupled intermediate level, 
B(59, 22): this intermediate level is known to be unperturbed in energy as the 
absorption wavelengths to the H1(2) state form a regular progression over the 
range 10 < J < 30. The simulation program allows for a centrifugal term to be 
added to both potentials and so can be used to accurately calculate the c1g(ab) 
state potential for the particular J levels involved .3 Since an R branch tuned 
probe laser is used the potential given in Table 4.2 will be accurate for Jc levels 
around 23. Given that we can be confident of the c1g(ab) state potential for J 
around 23 (from the fluorescence spectrum) and that the same potential also gives 
the correct predictions for the hyperfine coupling with the B0ú (ab) state for sim- 
ilar J values,' then we can be confident that we have the correct clg(ab) potential 
for J P.: 20. The shift in the BOú (ab)(59, 8) ti c1g(ab)(14, J) PAR H1(2)(0, J± 1) 
absorption wavelength therefore suggests a local perturbation of the lower c1g(ab) 
state rotational levels. 
Table 4.5 and figure 4.8 give the reconciliation of the fluorescence excitation 
experiment with our c1g(ab) state potential. Each absorption spectrum for any 
given J shows P and R branches, as we would expect: the intermediate state is 
pumped through its BOú (ab) state character but probed in absorption through 
the region dominated by the c1g(ab) wavefunction. We therefore observe a parallel 
absorption in the second step. The hyperfine coupling does not significantly per- 
turb the interacting states' energies, only coupling their electronic wavefunctions, 
and to get sufficient hyperfine coupling between the B0ú (ab) and clg(ab) states 
the levels must lie close to resonance. Thus whenever we see strong coupling, ie 
close resonance, we can assume that the clg(ab) state level is essentially degen- 
erate with the B0ú (ab) state level. Over the range 10 < JB < 30, the dominant 
hyperfine interaction is between B(v, J) and c(v', J), ie a AJ = 0 resonance, so 
3The P and R branches are not resolved in the dispersed fluorescence experiment. 
4The hyperfine coupling is very sensitive to the separation of the B and c state levels. 
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Coupling partners 









16 16 352.977 352.977 352.994 352.994 
15 15 352.981 352.981 352.997 352.996 
14 14 352.984 352.984 352.999 352.999 
13 13 352.988 352.987 353.002 353.001 
12 12 352.992 352.991 353.005 353.003 
11 11 352.994 352.993 353.007 353.005 
10 10 352.998 352.996 353.009 353.006 
9 9 352.999 352.998 353.011 353.008 
8 9 352.996 352.995 353.007 353.005 
7 6 353.006 353.007 353.014 353.013 
Table 4.5. Absorption wavelengths for the c1g(ab) (14,4) -* H1 (2) (0,4 ± 1) 
spectrum: experiment and model (including homogeneous perturbation at JJ = 9). 
'The experimental spectra were not calibrated for wavelength so have been corrected to give 
the predicted positions for absorption from JB = 16. 
we expect a regular progression of P and R branches to the H1 (2) state at wave- 
lengths close to those assuming a clg(ab) (14, J) -* H1 (2) (0, J ±1) absorption, 
with the c state level almost degenerate with its coupling partner B(59, J). This 
is what is observed (see Table 4.5). Indeed in general when all possible hyperfine 
couplings are small we expect the AJ = 0 component to emerge as the major 
coupling partner: the other levels moving out of resonance more rapidly. 
At lower JB we would expect the resonances with Jc - 1 to become the ma- 
jor coupling components between B and c (see figure 4.8: unperturbed clg(ab) 
levels). We would therefore expect a sudden increase in the probe wavelength in 
this region when plotted against the B state rotational number since, rather than 
observing c1g(ab) (14, JB) 
P,R, H1(2) (0, JB 1 1) absorption, we would expect a 
clg(ab) (14, JB - 1) 1'41 H1 (2) (0, JB and JB - 2) absorption and Bc < BH.5 
However we observe a decrease in the probe wavelength. Therefore the clg(ab) 
5ie we expect an absorption out of the intermediate state to an IP rotational level one 
quantum lower than the B state J quantum number would suggest. 
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Figure 4.8. Rotational energy levels for B0;i1- (ab) (59,J), and clg(ab) (14,J) with 
(2), and without (1) perturbation. 
state must be perturbed at low J such that the rotational level is lowered in 
energy and the JB levels are now resonant with the Jc + 1. The B(59, 8) level 
becomes closely resonant with the c(14,9) level (a shift of ti 0.38cm -1) and a 
strong hyperfine interaction ensues allowing strong absorption to the ion pair 
state. The B(59, 9) level is left with only distant coupling partners and is there- 
fore the weakest absorption system recorded in this JB range. The hyperfine 
coupling is very sensitive to the level separation so we should be surprised to 
see such a strong resonance at B(59, 8): it is much more likely that the pertur- 
bation would separate hyperfine coupling partners too far to achieve significant 
interaction. Thus we expect other levels around B(59, 8) not to show significant 
absorption to the ion pair state, even though they may be strongly perturbed.6 
In our absorption experiment we can only record spectra down to B(59, 7) as the 
6It is not possible to determine the energy shift of these other perturbed c state levels from 
the degree of hyperfine coupling (equation (4.19)) as the coupling is too weak. 
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X08 (aa) -430u+(ab) spectrum becomes too congested at such low J to separate 
out the required rotational level, however as we now expect the B(59, 7) level 
shows only weak absorption, though its nearest coupling partner, and therefore 
its strongest hyperfine interaction, is still with a EJ = -1 resonance to the c 
state. 
If this hypothesis is correct then it should be possible to populate the unknown 
0;(2) state using the B(59,8) level as intermediate: the AJ = +1 resonance to 
the clg(ab) state implies a coupling with a 1; symmetry. We would therefore 
have access to an IP state that cannot be reached for symmetry reasons by 
any of the other known OODR excitation schemes. The 0;(2) still eludes the 
OODR technique, though Tellinghuisen has reported this state from a discharge 
experiment [19]. 
Unfortunately the state perturbing the c(14, 8) level is not known, though it 
must have SZg symmetry. The most likely interaction is a strong homogeneous 
coupling to the other 19 state at the (ab) limit; this state has been represented in 
spectral simulations by the alg(aa) state potential [93] and is bound to 300cm -1 
4.3 The OODR excitation of IP states 
This section will describe the OODR excitation schemes used in this thesis to 
populate IP states in the first and second clusters. One of three excitation schemes 
is used depending on the symmetry of the destination state: the conventional 
OODR excitation route through an unperturbed intermediate state reaches the 
E08(1), f08(2) and ß1g(1) states, while schemes with perturbed intermediate 
states are required to populate the 52,4(1), 71,4(1), D0ú (1), F0ú (2), and D'29(1) 
states (see Table 4.6). 










energy (cm -1 ) 
Ion Pair 
destination 
(1,70) 17339.81 (17,69) 17845.00 E09 (1) , 
f09 (2) , ß19(1) 
(0,7) 20037.77 (78,8) 20146.85 D'2g(1) 
(0,21) 19888.41 (59,22) 20012.85 52u(1) , 
, 
71u(1) , FO(2) 
DO-21-(1) , H1u(2) 
c1 p(ab) level (14,22) 20012.85 
Table 4.6. The OODR pumping scheme: the intermediate levels used and their 
ion pair destinations (see [87]). 
OODR excitation through an unperturbed intermediate 
X09 (aa)(1, 70) --> B0ú (ab)(17, 69) - -+ IP(v, 70). (4.20) 
A conventional OODR excitation scheme is used in this thesis to access the 
E0(1), f 09 (2) and ß1p(1) ion pair states through a vibrationally excited inter- 
mediate state, pumping the inner turning point (Franck - Condon overlap, (v"' 
v "), of 0.183) and probing low vibrational levels of the destination state from the 
outer turning point (B(v" = 17)R°" t`r = 3.60A, close to RAP ): see figure 4.9. 
Parallel transitions in the second step can populate the 09 ion pair states while 
the weaker perpendicular Valence -*IP transitions access those with 1p symmetry. 
OODR excitation through perturbed intermediates: the D'2g(1) state 
X 09(aa)(0, 7) --L B0ú (ab)(78, 8) ti 1u(ab)(v, J) IP(n, J + 1). (4.21) 
The OODR excitation of the D'2g(1) state using one photon absorption in the 
second step requires a B0ú (ab) 1u(ab) coupled intermediate to overcome the 
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Figure 4.9. OODR excitation scheme for Og and 1g IP states. 
LM = 0, +1 selection rule. It is thought that a 1(ab) state performs a similar 
function in this excitation scheme as the c1g(ab) state in the excitation of unger- 
ade IP states: ie it couples to the B0ú (ab) level at large R, and gives strong 
Franck - Condon overlap to the D'29(1) state from close to its inner wall. An ac- 
curate potential function for the 1u(ab) state has not been reported, but this is 
unimportant for our studies as the D'29(1) has already been characterised us- 
ing other excitation techniques notably the discharge experiments performed by 
Tellinghuisen (see Table 1.4). Therefore the destination state is well known and 
the OODR scheme is simply used in this thesis to develop a state specific D'29(1) 
population for the lifetime studies (Chapter 5). However this route could also be 
employed to access the 2g(3) state in the third cluster, and then a more accu- 
rate knowledge of the pumping scheme would be required before an unambiguous 
assignment of the absorption spectrum could be made. 
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Figure 4.10. OODR excitation scheme for ungerade IP states. 
OODR excitation of the ungerade IP states 
X0g (aa)(0, 21) B0ú (ab)(59, 22) es, cl8(ab)(14, 22) -L IP(v, 23). (4.22) 
The two photon OODR excitation of ungerade IP states requires a u/g symmetry 
breaking intermediate to overcome the parity selection rule. Thus we pump the 
B0ú (ab) (59,22) level from the ground state (Franck- Condon overlap 0.065) which 
we know to be strongly coupled to the clg(ab) (14,22) level (Franck- Condon 
overlap of 0.105 mainly at their outer turning points). Access to the ungerade 
ion pair states is from the inner turning point of the c state vibrational motion, 
c(v" = 14)Rí' = 3.605A (see figure 4.10). 
One final experiment was performed to confirm the role of this perturbed 
intermediate state in the OODR absorption to ungerade IP states: a fluorescence 
excitation spectrum was recorded at probe laser wavelengths where excitation to 
high vibrational levels of a first cluster state, and low vibrational levels of a second 
cluster state, are possible. The monochromator was set to disperse fluorescence 
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Figure 4.11. 00DR excitation scheme for a = 365nm through the 
BOú (aó)(59, 22) ti clg(ab)(14, 22) intermediate. 
around A = 270nm, ie for transitions terminating at the ground state, X0g (aa). 
Franck - Condon factors dictate that excitation to high y in a first cluster state 
must be from the outer turning point of the intermediate state vibrational motion 
(see figure 4.11). We would therefore expect to populate the E0g (1) and y1 (1) 
states through parallel transitions from the B0ú (ab) and clg(ab) components of 
the perturbed intermediate, and detect fluorescence if they achieve significant 
collisional transfer to the D0(1) state (p(I2) = 0.1Torr); only fluorescence from 
the E0(1) state is recorded (see figure 4.12). The Franck -Condon factors for 
the probe step are very weak, BOú (ab) --> EOg (1) (v lv ") = 0.005, and perpen- 
dicular transitions in the second 00DR step will not establish a large enough IP 
population for significant collisional transfer to the D0ú (1) state: no fluorescence 
excitation of the other first cluster states is detected. 
By contrast excitation to a second cluster state in low y must arise through 
strong Franck - Condon overlap around RéP, ie from the inner turning point of 




















Figure 4.12. Fluorescence excitation spectrum from the perturbed BO(ab) 
(59,22) intermediate at a = 365nm (collected at 270nm). 
the clg(ab) state wavefunction (see figure 4.11). The Franck- Condon factors for 
this probe step are about ten times stronger and both perpendicular and parallel 
transitions to the second IP cluster may be expected. The monochromator will 
disperse fluorescence from the FO(2) -> X 09 (aa) transition, and the vibrational 
progression of the F0/(2) state is recorded (figure 4.12); the H1u(2) state lies too 
high in energy to excite at these wavelengths (see Table 1.4) and is not detected. 
We can now account for the fluorescence excitation spectrum figure 4.12. Note 
that the intensities observed in a fluorescence excitation experiment reflect the 
various Franck- Condon factors in both the excitation and fluorescence of the 
IP state and the extent that the dispersed fluorescence lies in the wavelength 
window of the monochromator: a comparison between those observed for different 
vibronic states is not straightforward. 
The pump laser populates two intermediate states, B0ú (ab) (59,22) and BOú (ab) 
(59,25), of which only the first is sufficiently strongly coupled to the c19(ab) state 
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to access ungerade IP states (see figure 4.7). 
XO8(aa)(0, 23) --> BOú (ab)(59, 22) N clg(ab)(14,22) R E08 (1), 
FOú (2), 
XO8(aa)(0, 24) BOü (ab)(59, 25) -' E08 (1), 
The probe photon can therefore only excite the FOú (2) state in low y from 
the perturbed level, whereas high vibrational levels of the E0g (1) state are 
pumped from both the BOú (ab)(59, 25) and the BOú (aó)(59, 22) levels. We 
there fore record parallel transitions from both intermediate states to high vi- 
brational levels of the E08 (1) state, and perpendicular transitions from the 
BOú (ab)(59, 22) clg(ab)(14, 22) level, through its c state component, to low 
vibrational levels of the FO(2) state. Thus we expect a double P and R doublet 
absorption to the E08 (1) state and a single Q branch dominated absorption to 
the FOú (2) state. This is as observed, confirming our picture of the role of the 
clg(ab) state in the perturbation of the BOú (ab) (59,22) level. 
Chapter 5 Radiative lifetimes of nine 
IP states 
Halogen and interhalogen excited -state radiative lifetimes have been used to cal- 
culate collision cross -sections and elucidate kinetic schemes [4, 8, 94, 125, 126, 
127, 128, 129, 130]; they have guided the development of laser systems [4, 8] 
and been used to locate and quantify couplings between electronic states [131], 
in particular the BOú (ab) valence state [130, 132, 133, 134, 135]. Lifetime stud- 
ies of their ion pair states were initially pursued for the development of a laser 
based on the DO; (1) --> XOg (aa) transition in I2 [4, 8]. More recently, Einstein 
A- coefficients of individual electronic transitions deduced from lifetime measure- 
ments have been used to scale transition dipole moment functions obtained from 
dispersed fluorescence data [15, 91, 136] (see Chapter 7). This last step completes 
the interpretation of dispersed fluorescence data [36, 40], but is only possible when 
the lifetime of at least one vibrational level of the upper electronic state has been 
measured. 
Although the lower vibrational levels of the halogen and interhalogen IP states 
are not predissociated, their lifetimes are expected to be short ( 1Ons) since they 
are both highly energetic and all have strong spin -allowed transitions to one or 
more valence states. This is in contrast with the longer lived valence states whose 
radiative lifetimes are of the order of 100ns. In low vibrational levels, the detailed 
difference in lifetimes between IP states reflects subtle changes in their electronic 
configurations within the broad context of their ion -pair nature, and also in that 
The work covered in this chapter has been published in Chemical Physics [92]. 
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of the valence states at large internuclear separations to which they fluoresce. 
These points are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. 
In this Chapter the lifetimes in low vibrational levels of nine of the twenty ion - 
pair states of I2 are reported: the six states of the first cluster, and three of the 
six from the second. In the following Chapter the relative fluorescent intensities 
for the transitions from these states to all the accessible lower states will be anal- 
ysed. On combining these results with the relative Einstein A- coefficients derived 
there, the IP to valence transition dipole moment can be deduced for internuclear 
separations near ReIP. These are then interpreted in terms of the electronic con- 
figuration of the upper IP state. Chapter 7 discusses the FOI (2) -> X Oe (aa) and 
f Oe (2) -> BOI(ab) transition dipole functions derived from the dispersed fluores- 
cence spectra of high vibrational levels: these functions are calibrated absolutely 
using the lifetimes analysed here. The measurement of the radiative lifetimes for 
the IP states is therefore central to the results reported in the following Chapters. 
5.1 Results and Analysis 
State specific excitation of the ion pair state was achieved using the OODR 
pumping schemes described in Chapter 4. The experimental configuration and 
details of data acquisition for these lifetime studies are given in Chapter 2. 
Representative examples of the shape of the time -resolved fluorescence, Ifr(t), 
for IP- +Valence transitions are shown in figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, for short -, 
intermediate - and longer -lived states respectively, together with their simulation, 
I r(t), a pulse profile, P(t), and the residual, Fils(t) -I f`v(t). The complete 
fluorescence decay was simulated by convoluting the pulse profile with a single 
exponential decay to give a best fit lifetime, T, and the pre -exponential factor, A: 
/r = A f t P(t') exp(t-t)/T dt', 
ta 
(5.1) 
where to is the pulse arrival time. A first estimate of the lifetime is obtained 
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Figure 5.1. Fluorescence decay curve for the D'29(1) -* A'2u(aa) emission (full 
line) following excitation by a compressed pulse (...), after the impedance mis- 
match ripple has been removed. The best fit simulated decay is shown (dashed), 
together with the residual signal along the base line. 
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Figure 5.2. Fluorescence decay curve for the H1u(2) -- alg(aa) emission. Key 
as in figure 5.1. 
either by the method of moments [137, 138], or by a simple fitting of the ex- 
ponential tail of the fluorescence signal after the excitation pulse is over. A 
steepest descent parameter search was then used to minimise the standard devia- 
tion between signal and simulation. The best -fit values of r showed no significant 
dependence on the upper time limit for fitting (generally taken to be 3r), nor on 
the choice of initial lifetime, except for the y1u(1) state. For this state the long 
lifetime left a significant cut off error and the method of moments calculation was 
not used. A slight ringing, possibly resulting from a small impedance mismatch 
in the collection electronics, was found in all the decay curves and this was fil- 
tered out numerically since it did not significantly alter the best estimates of T, 
but did reduce the standard deviation of the fit (see figure 5.4). At each pressure 
for each state at least nine separate fluorescence decays were recorded in three 
groups of three scans. The uncertainty in a particular fit for r was +0.lns, as 
calculated following Bevington [120]. This reflects the low shot to shot variation 
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Figure 5.3. Fluorescence decay curve for the 52,4(1) -4 29(aa) emission. Key as 
in figure 5.1. 
in a group of three sequential scans though the levels of uncertainty given with 
the results suggest a larger overall run to run scatter. The rotational dependence 
of the lifetimes was not investigated, though Perrot et al have shown that the 
J- dependence is not significant for low y lifetimes of the E08 (1) and ß19(1) states 
[91]. 
Table 5.1 gives the results for the states studied along with a comparison 
with previously published data where available. Only the long lived -y1,4(1) state 
showed a significantly pressure dependent lifetime: the values given in table 5.1, 
assuming a linear extrapolation, suggest a zero -pressure lifetime of 38.6(±0.6)ns. 
At 100mTorr a ¡y state molecule has a 5% probability of collision during a single 
lifetime, assuming a state - changing collision cross -section of 200A 2 [140]. The F 
state lifetime is too short for reliable determination by the experimental technique 
used here as the fluorescence decay has a similar width at half maximum to the 
pulse profile. Although the impedance mismatch ringing significantly distorts 











r(ns), previous studies 
[90] [91] [89] 
62u(1) 
v =2 
-+ 28(aa) 25.8(1.0) 26.7(1.0) 15(3)a 
- y1u(1) 
v =0 
- a1g(aa) 36.0(0.6) 33.4(0.5) 8(4)a 
E0:(1) 
v =0 
-> B0ú (ab) 26.6(1.4) 25.3(1.4) 10(3) 25.5b 28(1)b 27(2)C 
D0ú (1) 
v =0 
-> X08 (aa) 13.3(0.6) 13.0(0.6) 15.5(0.5)d 
/318(1) 
v =2 
--> A1u(aa) 11.8(0.4) 11.5(0.4) 8(3)e 11.4b 12(1)b 
D'29(1) 
v =0 











-4 X 4.5(1.0) 
H1u(2) 
v =0 
--> a 15.4(0.2) 
Table 5.1. Radiative lifetimes for nine ion -pair states of I2 . Experimental uncertain- 
ties in brackets ( ). 
av =1. 
bBy extrapolation. 
`v pe 46, [139]. 
di) unknown, [8, 126]. 
°v =7. 
'Measured at 60mTorr. 
ev =4. 
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Figure 5.4. Fluorescence decay curve for the D'29(1) ----> A'2u(aa) emission, 
before impedance mismatch ripple is removed. Key as in figure 5.1. 
the decay profile, our experiments suggest the F state lifetime lies in the range 
3.5 to 4.5ns. Self - quenching studies after initial pumping of the f Og (2) state 
(p(I2) < 0.3Torr), have shown that near resonant f - F collisional vibronic 
energy transfer is much more efficient than F -+ f transfer [141]. Such a short 
F state lifetime suggests that radiative decay is successfully competing with the 
collisional transfer for the F state population at these low pressures. 
5.2 Discussion 
5.2.1 Comparison with other measurements 
Two of the previous lifetime measurements referred to in Table 5.1 used non -state 
specific excitation schemes [8, 126]. Sauer and coworkers [126] used an electron 
beam to excite an Ar /I2 mixture and then monitored the D'29(1) - ).A'2u(aa) 
fluorescence at 342nm. They used high buffer gas pressures (344 and 700 Torr) 
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to collisionally quench the excited ion -pair molecules to the lowest state in the 
lowest ion -pair cluster, the D' state. These high pressures with a non -state specific 
excitation scheme will give a less reliable result when compared with the state - 
specific excitation possible with the OODR technique. Callear et al [8] used a 
7keV collimated electron beam to excite low I2 pressures (1 -10 mTorr), again 
with no state specificity. 
Rousseau [139] performed an early OODR experiment, acousto- optically mod- 
ulating the probe beam to pulses of 100ns then using a delayed coincidence tech- 
nique to analyse the E0(1) -- B0,, (ab) fluorescence decay. Chevaleyre and co- 
workers used an OODR pumping scheme similar to ours and a low cell pressure 
(30 mTorr) to record the fluorescence decay from the E09+(1) and ß1g(1) states 
[89]. More recently the same group presented a thorough analysis of the lifetimes 
and radiative intensities of the same states between 10 < v' < 33 and 0 < v' < 28 
respectively [91]: their results are in close agreement with those presents here. 
They found only a small dependence of T on y' and for comparison with our 
results the extrapolation to y' = 0 only produces a small correction of less than 
lns. 
Early in the application of OODR techniques to these ion pair states, King 
et al [90] also presented a series of lifetime measurements using an excitation 
scheme and method of analysis closely similar to our own. Although some of 
their vibronic assignments have since been revised, it is not easy to explain the 
discrepancy between their results and those presented here and by Broyer's group 
[91]. 
5.2.2 Interpretation of results 
Radiative lifetimes of states free from predissociation depend on three factors: 
the Franck - Condon overlap integrals, the radiative frequencies and the transition 
moments of each of the dipole- allowed transitions of the state 
1/Tnrvr =(647r4/3hC3) E(v/ I µ,,,,n(r) I Ü")2TIr3rvrrrrrvrr. 
nrrvrr 
(5.2) 
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All the ion pair states have very similar Re and co, values, so we would expect 
the dominant factor in determining the difference in lifetimes of these electron- 
ically similar states to be the y3 term. This is clearly ari important factor and 
is responsible for the lifetimes of the states in the second cluster, with term val- 
ues roughly 6000cm -1 greater than those in the first cluster, being consistently 
shorter than the corresponding state in the first cluster. However based solely 
on this factor, the Oú state in each duster, which alone can fluoresce directly to 
the ground state, should have the shortest lifetime in each group: in the first 
cluster the DO(1) state does have one of the shorter lifetimes, but not quite 
the s1iortest.1 Furthermore, if we compare the lifetimes of a u/g pair in a given 
ion pair cluster we should find them closely similar, after allowing for the v3 
factor, reflecting their identical electronic structure in the (JAMAJBMB) cou- 
pling scheme (except for their different phase under inversion). The 0 -0 band 
of the E09+(1) -->BOú (ab) fluorescence is at 23412cm' and that of the DO(1) 
-4XO9 (aa) emission is at 32049cm -1 so the y3 factor would predict a lifetime 
ratio of TE /TD ti 2.56 compared with the observed ratio of 1.98(+0.2) which is 
not too dissimilar. In contrast, the pair of SZ = 2 states of the first cluster, S2u(1) 
and D'29(1), have their principal fluorescence originating at 340nm and 342nm, 
respectively, so the y3 factor would lead to a lifetime ratio of unity, but Tó /TDB is 
observed to be 3.2( +0.2). 
Considerable differences in the lifetimes of apparently closely related ion -pair 
states, such as u/g pairs in the same cluster, remain after the y3 factor has been 
taken into account, suggesting perhaps that small departures from the simple 
ion pair model for the excited states (and atom pair model for the lower valence 
states) produce large changes in the transition dipole functions together with a 
redistribution of the oscillator strengths among the final valence states. However 
we find in the next Chapter that on closer analysis, the change in electronic struc- 
ture of the IP state in a charge transfer process predicts that certain transitions, 
'Perpendicular transitions from i , states can also reach the ground state, but will not 
significantly alter the upper state lifetime since parallel transitions are approximately 15 times 
stronger than perpendicular: see Chapter 6 
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available to an ungerade state, are not allowed for their gerade partner. Conse- 
quently large differences in lifetime can occur between u/g pairs with identical 
electronic configuration. These points are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 
6. 
Chapter 6 Einstein A- coefficients and 
Pn'(1 e) 
As has been discussed in Chapter 1, the vibronic spectroscopy of the halogens 
presents an interesting example of changes in the electronic structure of a state 
as the bond is stretched over several angstroms. Near dissociation the double 
set of quantum numbers describing the separated ionic fragments holds good 
for the molecule and usually several MO configurations are required to obtain 
a proper description. At small separations, only a single quantum number, Il, 
remains and a dominant MO configuration emerges, with possible configuration 
mixing if there are nearby Rydberg states. The changeover between the two 
descriptions is noted by increased jj mixing of the various J states of the cation 
and some mixing of valence and ion pair configurations, however the characteristic 
clustering of the ion pair term values suggests that around ./r?!.P the separated -ion, 
or (JAMAJBMB), model is good as a first approximation. 
The same jj mixing markedly affects the radial dependence of the IP- 4Valence 
transition dipole functions and their variation from one ion pair state to another. 
Thus the only IP state that can be accessed in a single photon excitation from the 
ground state (around 2.7A in I2) is the lowest Oú state (the DOú (1) state), but 
it is known that the second Oú state (the FO(2) state) fluoresces strongly back 
to the ground state from low y' levels (around 3.6A). The FO(2) -> X 08 (aa) 
transition dipole has therefore changed by perhaps an order of magnitude over 1A 
(see Chapter 7). Though the ultimate aim may be to derive 1uIP,v absolutely as 
[14]. 
The work covered in this chapter has been accepted for publication by Molecular Physics 
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a function of R for all significant IP- *Valence transitions, it would be instructive 
to compare their transition moments at a particular internuclear separation since 
this gives an insight into the developing electronic configurations of the states 
involved. 
This Chapter reports the relative fluorescent yields of nearly all the strong 
IP- *Valence transitions of the eight lowest IP states of I2, mostly from y' = O. 
The detailed Einstein A- coefficients are deduced by combining the dispersed fluo- 
rescence data with the lifetime measurements described in the previous Chapter: 
the detailed transition dipoles, summed over v ", E,,,, µñ,,,,,,,,,,,, are then deduced. 
These are used as a probe of the electronic structure of the IP states near Re. The 
distribution of fluorescence from a given IP state n' among the various valence 
states n" depends on the p versus P, occupancy in both the upper and lower 
states. The analysis developed here concentrates on the electronic structure of 
the IP states and the effect of the composition of the valence states is eliminated 
by summing µñ,,,,,,,,,,,, over n ". These partially summed dipoles are then anal- 
ysed in terms of the (JAMAJBMB) model to give the relative contributions of 
the various ml occupancy patterns available to the I+ ion for each IP state: this 
interpretation is possible only if all the strong electronic systems n' -* n" for a 
given IP state have been recorded. At the end of the analysis we are able to 
compare the IP configurations, finding that they differ appreciably from those of 
the free ions. 
In the following Chapter the transition dipole moments are discussed as a 
function of R for a number of important IP- *Valence transitions, demonstrating 
the changes in electronic structure of these states as the nuclei approach. 
6.1 Experimental 
State specific excitation of the ion pair states was achieved using the OODR 
pumping schemes described in Chapter 4; the experimental configuration and 
data acquisition for these dispersed fluorescence spectra are described in Chapter 
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2. All data collection conditions (eg. the monochromator slitwidth) were kept 
constant for all the radiative systems of a given ion pair state and the strongest 
transition from each ion pair state was recorded before and after each scan of 
weaker systems to ensure signal stability. 
Scattered laser light and strong BOú (ab) -+ XOD (aa) emission at a > 520nm 
limited the spectral range that could be monitored, and transitions from the first 
cluster to valence states at the third dissociation limit (bb) could not be included. 
As a consequence the analysis of the radiative systems for the P19(1) and DOú (1) 
states is incomplete though we find later that broad conclusions can be still 
drawn about their electronic configurations near Re. Typical dispersed fluores- 
cence spectra consist of a few short vibrational progressions under the envelope of 
v'. Some of these have been individually reported in the literature, but not their 
relative intensities, thus the complete fluorescence spectra over 300 < A < 500nm 
are shown in figures 6.1 to 6.6 for the S2u(1), 71u(1), P19(1), D0ú (1), E0-19-(1), 
H1u(2), F0ú (2) and f q(2) states. These reveal a number of IP- *Valence tran- 
sitions to previously unknown valence states though only a small Franck- Condon 
window of the lower state is explored since only the fluorescence intensities from 
the lowest vibrational level of each IP state is required for this study. Extending 
the analysis to higher y' would allow a more extensive characterisation of these 
new states. 
6.1.1 Results and analysis 
Smoothing each system by computer simulation removes the experimental de- 
pendence on laser fluctuations and allows the separation of dispersed fluorescence 
from that of other systems or scattered laser light. The input to the simulation 
is the potentials for the two states involved in the form of splined cubic functions 
V(R) between a small number of (R,V) points, typically experimental RKR 
pairs (see Chapter 2). The simulated spectrum is very sensitive to the accuracy 
of these potentials, so the latest available experimental data were used whenever 
possible, though for a few states approximate functions had to be generated then 
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Figure 6.1. Survey spectrum of the dispersed fluorescence from the S2(1)(v' = 
2) ion pair state. 
optimised by fitting to the experimental spectra. References to the data used in 
the simulation work can be found in Table 6.1. 
The only available experimental data for the S2 (1) state is limited to the early 
work of King et al [34] with theoretical results from Jaffe given by Viswanathan 
and Tellinghuisen [19]. These suggest that for iodine, as found for bromine [142], 
the S2 (1) state is somewhat anomalous amongst the six states of the first ion 
pair cluster, having a significantly larger Re value. Our work suggests that King's 
assignment is incorrect by one quantum: the y = 0 level is not seen in absorption 
from the intermediate state, presumably for Franck- Condon reasons (all transi- 
tions to the S2 (1) state are weak when compared with the other perpendicular 
transition from this intermediate state, that to the D0ú (1) state). King's first as- 
signment should be to S(v' = 1) since our S level is one quantum higher and from 
the envelope of the dispersed fluorescence is clearly y' = 2 (see figure 6.1). Thus, 
using his figures, the S state Te value should be ti 41689cm-1. Since the S2 (1) 














6(2) --> 2g(aa) 342 0.79 26.0 300 .408 .277 
--> 2g(ab) 465 0.21 80 .333 
D'(29) -i A'2u(aa) 341 0.87 1070 .766 (e) 
--> b'2u(ab) 505 0.08 8.1 99 .420 .763 
1 transitions (est) 0.05 62 1(c) 
-r(lu) --> XOg(aa) 318 .015 3.9 .042 1 [34, 23] 
--> a1g(aa) 346 .365 94.6 .233 [16, 18] 
---> c1g(ab) 459 .135 38.3 35.0 .216 .283 [12] 
--> lg(ab) 471 .485 126 .427 
ß(1g) --> Alu(aa) 341 .936 745 .639 
-> B"1u(aa) ^_' 350 (b) 
-> 1u(ab) 500 0.06 11.7 108 .432 .595 
-> 1u(ab) 505 (b) 
--> 1u(bb) ^ 600 (a) 
--> 0.j (aa) 351 0.001 0.8 .022 1 
D(Oú) --> XOg(aa) 318 0.89 679 .550 [36, 23] 
-> a'Og(aa) 368 0.09 12.5 68.7 .218 .371 [16, 17] 
--> 09 (ab) 460 0.02 15.3 .144 
-> Og(bb) ^_-2 600 (a) 
E(0g) -4 A1u(aa) 335 0.01 3.8 .045 [35, 20] 
-> B"lu(ab) 347 0.015 25.7 5.8 .058 1 [18] 
--> B0-,4,-(ab) 423 0.975 376 .627 .394 [15] 
2nd cluster 
H(1u) -> alg(aa) 282 .845 549 .413 [12, 16, 18] 
--> c1g(ab) 352 .155 15.4 101 .247 .231 [12] 
--> 1g(ab) '--' 399 (b) 
F(0t) -> X0g (aa) 266 .91 2020 .725 [32, 23] 
--> a'0g (aa) 300 .09 4.5 200 .273 .600 [16, 17] 
-> 09 (ab) ^_ 355 (b) 
-> 0-12-(bb) 515 (b) 
f(0) -> A1u(aa) 282 .0125 9.1 .053 [33, 20] 
--> B 1u(aa) 292 .0125 13.7 9.1 .056 1 [18] 
--> B0(ab) 341 .975 712 .625 .390 [15] 
Table 6.1. Analysis of the integrated fluorescence from ion pair states. 
(a) too far red to observe any emission. (b) no fluorescence found in this region. 
(c) i1 calculated from eqn.(6.5) without electronic degeneracy weighting. 
(d) references to upper /lower state potentials used in fitting if taken from other 
work; otherwise parameters given in Section 6.1.1. 
(e) Relative intensities for D'2g(1) -4 2u taken from [11]. 
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Figure 6.2. Survey spectrum of the dispersed fluorescence from the -ylu(1)(v' _ 
0) ion pair state. 
state is less well known experimentally, this study only reproduced the shape of 
the bound --f free spectra observed for 82u(1) -> 29(aa) and 82(1) -* 29(ab) 
fluorescence, and did not generate accurate valence state potentials. 
In analysing fluorescence from the y1u(1) state, the valence 19(ab) poten- 
tial was approximated by moving the al9(aa) potential vertically in energy to 
the second dissociation limit, and a good match was found with Re shifted by 
ß0.017A, to 4.33A. 
The dispersed fluorescence intensities for transitions from the /319(1) state 
are calculated from earlier work [93] and were not accurately calibrated in wave- 
length, only in intensity. Consequently absolute valence state potentials cannot 
be generated, only their shape, but this is sufficient for the simulation of the 
fluorescence and hence the evaluation of the A- coefficients. The fluorescence at 
351nm from the /319(1) state terminates on the 0ulaa) state [19]; fluorescence 
to the known B "1u(aa) state would lie approximately 4nm to the red and is not 





















Figure 6.3. Survey spectrum of the dispersed fluorescence from the DOú (1)(v' _ 
0) ion pair state. 
observed. 
Simulations of fluorescence terminating on the ()gab) state were calculated 
using a Morse function for the valence state, with De = 859cm', we = 68cm -1, 
wexe = 1.23cm' and Re = 3.645A. These parameters should be compared 
with the results from Ishiwata's group given in Table 1.1, [13]: De = 864cm -1, 
co, = 64.4cm -1, wexe = 1.23cm -1 and Re = 3.645A. 
Although the simulations are indistinguishable from the observed spectra, the 
purpose of this investigation was only to reproduce the observed spectral shape 
for subsequent integration so the data given above for valence state potentials 
should be seen as only approximating to the true potentials. However fitting the 
dispersed fluorescence is sensitive enough to locate V "(R) to ±2cm -1 over the 
range of R falling within the Franck - Condon window of the upper state (typically 
ti 0.2A). Integrated fluorescent intensities, S,',,,(v'), in photons per second, 
for every recorded electronic transition were then calculated by integrating the 



























Figure 6.4. Survey spectrum of the dispersed fluorescence from the ß19(1)(v' = 
0) ion pair state. 
simulated dispersed fluorescence from each electronic system. 
vmae 
S,,,n1(v') = f If((L)dv. vmin (6.1) 
The relative values of Sn:nu(v') for a given ion pair state are listed in Table 6.1 
and are used in the next section to find the absolute Einstein A- coefficients. 
6.2 Broad trends in the A- coefficients 
As discussed in the previous Chapter, part of the differences observed in the 
lifetimes of the various IP states and in the associated A- coefficients arises from 
the vt/ dependence of the latter: 
Tnivi = 1/ E Anivrn"v", 
n"v" 
A,i,,,in,,,,,, =v fi (2/1 Iµninn (R) I v")2 x 7.2347 x 10-6 , 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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Figure 6.5. Survey spectrum of the dispersed fluorescence from the F0u (2)(v' = 
0) ion pair state. 
where v is in wavenumbers and µn11t is the reduced electronic dipole, µnrnn /eA. 
The number of photons per second associated with an electronic transition n' - 
n ", relative to that for any other transition from n', is proportional to the sum 
Snlnn(v') defined in equation (6.1). The vibrationally summed A- coefficients, 






nu Snrnn (v ) 
(6.4) 
Chapter 5 gives the lifetimes for the low vibrational levels analysed here, in which 
the amplitude of vibration is sufficiently small that 
(3h/647r4) E Anlpn!! ti ñrnl' (0 Pnrnlr I 0) "d'1.73- na fLnrnrl(Re), 
d1r 
(6.5) 
where v,3alnn is the median frequency of the transition (typically Aviv 10 -3). 
Thus we can obtain I pnrnn (Re )I for a given transition n' -r n" from our measure- 
ments of Tnrvr and the integrated fluorescent intensities for each channel, Snrnlr(v'). 
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Figure 6.6. Survey spectrum of the dispersed fluorescence from the H1u(2)(v' = 
0) ion pair state. 
This approach has been used by Holmes et al to calibrate their dipole function 
for the f0(2) B0ú (ab) transition [15]. 
The integrated fluorescence intensities are reproducible to within f5% how- 
ever this will lead to a correlated error in the Einstein A- coefficients for the 
transitions from a particular IP state through equation (6.4). The degree of un- 
certainty in the Einstein A- coefficients is therefore of the order of ±8% if the 
radiative manifold is dominated by one transition, however a detailed error anal- 
ysis will not be pursued since we will use the results in column 5 to draw out 
the broad trends in the IP configurations and will not rely excessively on their 
quantitative accuracy. 
The transition dipoles for all the systems studied in this Chapter are given 
in the fifth column of Table 6.1. The parallel transition moments show a wide 
range of values from the largest, the D'2g(1) --> A'2u(aa) at 0.766eÁ, to the 
D0ú (1) -* 0g (ab) dipole at 0.144e.8í. The perpendicular transition moments are 
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about 15 times weaker, ranging from 0.058eÁ to 0.022eÁ, though as a consequence 
they are less extensive and less accurate. 
The final column in Table 6.1 contains the sum over all channels of the parallel 
transition moments originating from each IP(n') state, En "en I µnß. -.nr' 12. Except 
where perpendicular transitions have actually been recorded, no allowance for 
their contribution to Ent: Sn,n" has been made, leaving possibly a 2% error in the 
sum and a corresponding over -estimate in > 141. A more significant omission are 
the parallel transitions from the ¡31g(1) and DO(1) states to valence states at 
the third dissociation limit (bb). Although these transitions may have appreciable 
dipole moments the vñ,n term in equation (6.3) will discriminate against a large 
Einstein A- coefficient, consequently transitions to these states will have small in- 
tegrated fluorescence intensities, Snsn:s(v'), and will only slightly increase the sum, 
En" Snin". Therefore including the fluorescence to the (bb) limit will correlate to 
a small reduction in the Einstein A- coefficients for transitions to the lower va- 
lence dissociation limits, leading to a small reduction in their transition moments. 
The sum En can only increase, however, since the reduced contribution of 
transitions to the lower dissociation limits will be more than compensated for by 
the moments of transitions to the (bb) limit. The values given in Table 6.1 for 
the sum of the squared transition dipoles from these states therefore represent 
lower limiting values. 
Even with this proviso, Table 6.1 suggests an interesting contrast between 
the sums of the transition dipoles for u/g states of the same cluster: except 
for their inversion parity, we expect these to have the same electronic struc- 
ture in the (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme, yet they have substantially different 
En "En I Pn' -.n" 12 values. We find later that the differences in these sums reflect 
the different charge transfer transitions available to gerade and ungerade states 
even if they possess the same electronic configuration. Table 6.1 also shows that 
there can be large differences between the summed dipoles of states of differ- 
ent SZ, or the same St and different dissociation products (states from different 
clusters). While this is expected since the states will necessarily have differing 
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configurations, the differences are larger than anticipated in the separated atom 
scheme; we find in Section 6.4 that the field gradient due to the anionic charge 
drives changes in the cationic configurations as the nuclei approach (Chapter 3). 
6.2.1 The transition moment, Map 
The clue to the relative transition dipole moments from different ion pair states 
when compared at the same interionic separation lies in the changing occupancy 
of the p, and pi,. orbitals in the various JMj states of the positive ion. Even 
for I +,the Russell- Saunders coupling scheme gives the best zeroth order basis to 
describe the cationic wavefunction, though there is clear evidence of incipient 
jj coupling mainly through 3P2 -iD2 and 3P0 -1S0 mixing and we would also 
expect electrostatic interactions to couple cationic states in the presence of the 
anionic field gradient (see Chapter 3), however we shall use the Russell -Saunders 
configurations as the basis in which to discuss these perturbations. These Russell- 
Saunders configurations have been listed in Table 3.1 for ease of reference. 
In this subsection we will derive formulae for both parallel and perpendicular 
transition moments from a given IP pope microstate to its complementary valence 
p5p5 microstate. These predictions will then be combined with the experimental 
transition dipole moments to derive, where possible, the upper state electronic 
structure in terms of the usual superposition of basis configurations. 
Parallel transitions 
An IP- 3Valence transition involves the transfer of an electron from the anionic 
centre to the cationic. There are two electrons available for transfer, those on the 
anion corresponding to the two vacancies on the cation, and in the parallel case 
the transfer of both electrons is allowed. Thus the parallel transition moment 
will be the correctly phased sum of two it 4-t it and /or a H a one electron 
transition moments. It is simpler to develop the theory using the complementary 
two electron problem where the anionic centre has two electrons and the cationic 
centre none, and the one electron spinorbitals in the IP states are denoted by 
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a)( -1 mzm,)a), I a')( =1 mim ',)a) on one centre, I b), I b') on the other. The 
corresponding atomic orbitals in the valence states will be denoted by I A), etc. 
The symmetrised IP and valence atom pair microstates having (mzm,)a(m';m',)b 
as good quantum numbers are then 
¡,IP Ilbb'II] 
g'u [2(1 ± SabSa,b,)]'/2 ; 
(ke [IIAB'II + IIA'BII] 
[2(1 + SABSA,B,)]112 ' 
(6.6) 
where Sab are the overlap integrals (alb) etc, and the upper and lower results refer 
to g and u functions respectively.' 
If the IP and valence states are connected by a parallel dipole transition, the 
orbitals I a) and I B) are connected by a parallel electron transfer between the 
two centres that conserves spin, m and orbital angular momentum, ml, so that 
Sl has the same value for the two states. The parallel transition dipole between 
the two states as described in equation (6.6) is therefore, to O(Sas), 
(0e1; l µ=I 01j,e)= (a I A. A)Sa,B-+(a'I µ=I B')SaA 
+[(a' I A. I A')SaB + (a I µ= I B)Sa'A'], (6.8) 
where the origin is at the bond centre so that (a I Az I A) = -(b I Az I B) etc. 
We can now make the following important conclusion and begin to see how the 
sum of transition dipoles from a u/g pair can differ so markedly: if I a) and I a') 
have the same I mll value so that SaB = Sa,B, and (a I /cZ I B) = (a' I A. I B'), 
then the g -* u transition dipole is zero, irrespective of the spins. 
Rewriting equation (6.8) to introduce the effective transition dipole for one 
electron transfer, Map, we find 
(0191,: I µ= = Ma,B,(R) MaB(R). (6.9) 
'The two types of wavefunction described in equation (6.6) are not quite orthogonal and to 
O(Sab) 
(95g ul'g,u) = (SaB ± SaiBi)(aIA), (6.7) 
where the upper and lower results refer to g and u functions respectively and (alA) (_ (bIB) etc) 
represents the relaxation (from anionic to neutral) of the orbital as an electron is transferred 
between centres. 
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The operational definition for Maß is found by including the two IP spinorbitals 
explicitly 
ttz II mim,mim, lia = Mmgm; II (ml)A(mt)B Il - Mmtml II (mi)A(mt)B II 
Hence 
lI(mjms)A(mlm,)BII ttzllmtm,mim.11 a = Mm;.:, 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
which, when all inversion and normalisation terms have been included, is equiv- 
alent to equation (6.9). The sign difference in the two terms in equation (6.10) 
comes, from preserving the canonical order in the Slater determinants (see Chap- 
ter 3). For parallel transitions electron transfer will either be o H v or 7r 4-4 7r and 
the corresponding one electron dipole moments will be denoted Mom and X,. 
M remains positive at all separations, but M is negative at large R (adopting 
a right- handed coordinate system for both ionic centres), passes through zero at 
some intermediate R, then returns to zero at R = 0. In section 6.4 we find that 
around ReIp, the two integrals are still of opposite sign. 
In the Russell- Saunders coupling scheme the p4 configuration (Table 3.1) has 
three basic determinantal structures, each corresponding to different m1 orbital 
occupancy. Taking these in turn the parallel transition vector pz 1 JMM) gives 
The permutation operator /3,/ interchanges the nuclear labels a and b and adds 
in the permuted structure with the indicated phase to produce the g(+) or u( -) 
wavefunctions. For the complementary 10 electron case the determinants on the 
left -hand side describe the two anionic electrons available for transfer, ie those 
corresponding to the vacancies on the cationic centre. The two alternatives in 
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equations (6.12)- (6.14) thus refer to IP(g) ->V(u) (upper transition moment) and 
IP(u) -4V(g) (lower) transitions respectively. The signs of the spins a and ß are 
assigned to give the required MJ value of the cation and may be interchanged if 
this generates a new determinant; likewise the orbital angular momenta, m1, may 
also be changed (1 1). Thus µ2P ,110ñ 1 II forms a part of the parallel transition 
moment from an Il = 2 IP state. It should be remembered when evaluating 
these relationships that each interchange of columns in the Slater determinant 
introduces a sign change in the wavefunction: conventionally the determinants 
are returned to their canonical order, ( 1l+ 1- 0 +0- 1 and 
electron transfer A- -a B+ has been taken to be positive. 
It is clear from equations (6.12) -(6.14) that very large differences between 
g -- u and u -a g charge transfer transition dipoles can arise even if they have 
the same configuration, especially if the cation has mainly a p;-,..2 or p;2 vacancy 
configuration, or if M, M. and the dominant vacancies are The 
mixing of ion pair and valence state configurations, which depends in part on the 
overlap described in equation (6.7) and their energy separation, does not affect 
the above results although the values of the various effective transfer dipoles M«« 
are modified. 
Perpendicular transitions 
The consequences of a perpendicular transition for the electronic structure of the 
IP state are somewhat different from the parallel case since either one, two or 
no electrons have allowed transitions. Therefore no general rules such as those 
in equations (6.12) -(6.14) can be generated for the perpendicular case and each 
configuration must be considered in turn. Thus 
114-11),1111:111 = IIOÁ1á11), (6.15) 
in which only one electron transfer is possible with Amt = ±1 and the value of 
m3 has no effect on the result, or 
/-td-113,111--Z1 II = Mui,[(II1Á0B11 110;11á11) - (111;1011I + 110Á17311)], (6.16) 
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in which case two electrons can be transferred. In the case 
µ +lP b110á1á11= -Ma [±11 lc; 1áII + II ill; In, (6.17) 
one electron can be transferred if a # ß (ie for SZ = 1 ion pair states whatever 
their inversion parity), but for a = 0, giving SZ = 0,2 ion pair states, one electron 
is transferable for g -+ u and none for u -> g. Similar conclusions are reached 
for perpendicular transitions with the polarisation in the opposite sense, ie µ_l, 
thus the major differences found in the transition dipoles available to parallel 
transitions out of ungerade compared to gerade ion pair states are not found for 
N 
perpendicular transitions. We therefore expect, and find, a much smaller spread 
in the experimental values for p1. 
6.2.2 The ion pair oscillator strength 
Chapter 3 showed that any JMM state of I +, whatever the coupling scheme, can 
be written as a linear combination of the three basic determinantal structures 
0(4) (i j) where i and j label the I mil values of the two vacancies at the cationic 
centre and m, is chosen to give the appropriate value of St: 
IOg,u> = Pb[c1g.uIIPoP7,II + c2g0,IIPoPxII + c3g,uIIg111a X IIggIIb. (6.18) 
The dipole operator producing a charge transfer between ionic centres will create 
a linear combination of the p -1 determinantal products on the right -hand side of 
equations (6.12) -(6.14): 
tts E ci;(n')P 60(4)066) = E Cij(n')(Mii T M.1.9)P b[AAS)lz)OB)(.7)], (6.19) 
i,j iii 
where the indices i and j run over all possible combinations of mim, and m1m', 
vacancies in A(4) compatible with 0. 
The actual lower states in the transition, the X06 (aa) or BOú (ab) states for 
example, will also be some linear combination of the 5 electron microstates on the 
right -hand side of equation (6.19). The detailed transition dipoles for the charge 
transfer transitions from a given ion pair state to any valence state will then be 
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given by the projection of the charge transfer part of the state vector Az JMj) 
onto these orthogonal valence state eigenfunctions. Saute and Aubert - Frécon [28] 
have given the (JAMAJBMB) description of these valence state eigenfunctions at 
dissociation (see Table 1.3) and discussed their perturbation at large R(> 7A), 
but these functions will be unreliable for this work since they will be significantly 
mixed by RAP = 3.6A. However, if the strength of all charge transfer transitions 
from a given IP state are known (or at least those of the strongest transitions), 
then the sum of the squares of their transition dipoles at a given R is 
E (IPg,u(ñ ) µ:(R) ( Vu,s(ñ i))2 = E (6.20) 
nrrEfl i,j 
Thus the effect of mixing of the valence states is eliminated and the summed 
transition dipoles from a given IP state, nrrE0 µnrnr, 12, depends on the elec- 
tronic configuration at the cationic centre and on the relevant Map integral. Thus 
these dipole sums (Table 6.1 column 7) can be interpreted to give the electronic 
structure at the cationic centre, and by implication the electronic structure of 
the IP state. 
In the next section the experimental results are discussed in the light of this 
theory to derive the ion pair state electronic configurations around their Re values. 
The discussion will mainly be concerned with parallel transitions moments. 
6.3 The Ion Pair configurations 
To a first approximation the electronic configuration of an IP state can be de- 
scribed by using the Russell- Saunders functions of their diabatic dissociation 
products in the (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme (see Chapter 3), that is neglecting 
the spin -orbit and intramolecular interactions. In the next section we shall derive 
the theoretical sum for the squares of the transition dipoles from these simple RS 
configurations, and find that although these RS functions still dominate the con- 
figurations around RéP, the small spin -orbit and intramolecular components do 
significantly alter E,nr»Efl µz(R). We shall discuss the effects of these refinements 
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to the IP configurations in the sections to follow, after first considering the pure 
Russell- Saunders functions. 
6.3.1 Summed transition dipoles in the RS coupling scheme 
In this section we treat the IP state's electronic wavefunction as a symmetrised 
product of the Russell- Saunders functions for the two separated ions (see Chapter 
3): in later sections we will include the effects of spin -orbit coupling and then of 
the intramolecular interactions. 
All the I+ Russell- Saunders states are described as linear combinations of the 
II 
mam, ... II microstates as given in Table 3.1, without adjustable parameters. 
At this level of approximation we would describe the SZ = 2(1) state as 
I 2g,u(1))RS = -{1 3P22)a I iS00)b± 11500)a 13P22)ó}, (6.21) 
since in the absence of spin -orbit interactions its ionic parents have RS configu- 
rations I 3P2) and I 'S0). Here the cationic configuration is 
and the anionic is 




The electronic configurations forming the basis for the valence states (Table 
1.3) are described in a similar manner, and so the SZ = 2 state at the (aa) 
dissociation limit would be 
{I P 2P2g,u(aaRs = 2 )A ;;)BF 2P1. )A 2P;;)B }, (6.24) ;; 
with 
i 
2P) =111+1-0+0-1+H, (6.25) 
and 
I 2P;) _-[111+1-°+0-1-11- 
V-2111+1-0+1+1-111. (6.26) 
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It is now relatively straightforward to calculate the transition dipole connect- 
ing these two states 
(2g,u(1) I µ: I 2u.g(aa)) (6.27) 
- 213[(111+1-0+1+110111+1-0+0-1+1-Ilb I A. 1111+1-0+0_1+IIA111+1-0+0_1-IIB)] 
-*[(111+1-0+1+110111+1-0+0-1+1-11b IA= 1111+1 0+0 1+IIA111+1 0+1+1 IIB)] 
+ . . . 
_-*[(111+1 0+1+IIa111+1 0+0 1+1-IIb IitZ 1111+1 0+0 1+IIA111+1 0+1+1 IIB)] 
+ . . . 
A. I II1+IlAllO IIB)l 
+... 
_T 3[Mirir Moa] 
where the inversion terms have not been written out, and the partial antisym- 
metriser, A, is assumed. The ff. coefficient is the projection of the µZ 12g,u(1)) 
charge transfer vector onto the 12u,g(aa)) valence basis function and reflects the 
extent that the appropriate microstate, in this case II0 -11I, is present in the two 
configurations. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 give these coefficients for the major Russell- 
Saunders components of the nine IP states considered here. 
When we consider the summed transition dipoles, &oì p (R), for all parallel 
transitions from a given ion pair state we remove the dependence on the valence 
state composition, and the sum depends solely on the upper state configuration. 
If we describe this configuration as a linear combination of the microstates in 
equations (6.12) -(6.14) 
og,u> 
= P b[clg.ullopwall + c2g,uIIP1I + c3g,uIIg11]a (6.28) 
then, in the RS scheme, the 2g,u(1) states above would have cig,u = 1, and 
c2g,u = c3g,u = O. Table 6.4 gives these coefficients for the ten possible Russell- 
Saunders configurations. Since no intramolecular interactions are considered at 
this level of approximation there is no difference in the orbital occupancy of 
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Valence 
n" 
I+(3P2)I-(1S0) RS Ion Pair states 
OD(1) 01(1) 19(1) 1u(1) 29(1) 2u(1) 
I+(3P1,0)I-(1So) 
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Table 6.2. Amplitudes for the transition dipoles from the major spin -orbit 
components of the lowest nine IP states. The values are the appropriate coefficient 
for the microstates present in the two configurations involved: where two entries 
are given the first is for the 11oá 18 
11 
microstate and should be multiplied by (M-{- 
M), the second for the 11 1á 1' 1 microstate and should be multiplied by 2M. 
Values in brackets are for perpendicular transitions and should be multiplied by 
M.The ordering of the valence states is the same as Table 1.3; the fl degeneracy 
of electronic states has not been included. 
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u/g pairs, and we can now demonstrate the inadequacy of the RS scheme for 
describing the ion pair wavefunction. 
Analysing the four gerade states D'29(1) , 019(1) , E0,;(1) and f0;;(2) , we see 
from equations (6.12) -(6.14) that their parallel transition moments depend only 
on the coefficient c of the ilp .p,3,ß 11 microstate since they have the I M, - MQO 1 
term in common. The ratio of the cl coefficients for the four states under Russell- 
Saunders coupling is 1 : 0.5 : 0.33 : 0.66 while the observed ratios for ,,Ef i (R) 
are 1 : 0.780 : 0.516 : 0.511. The discrepancy between the E049-(1) and f Og (2) 
states is particularly significant: these have only the one valence state available 
for a parallel transition, the BOu (ab) state, so there is no chance that a missing 
transition could distort the experimental result for En En /12z (R). It is clear that 
the RS coupling scheme does not give a sufficiently subtle description of the ion 
pair configuration. The breakdown of this scheme for I2 has been discussed in 
Chapter 3, and in the remaining sections we shall apply the eigenfunctions derived 
there to improve the predictions for Ent/Er) ¡bz(R). 
6.3.2 Breakdown of the RS scheme: spin -orbit coupling 
The free ion I+ clearly has a significant degree of j j mixing since it shows an 
anomalous ordering of the ground 3PJ multiplet [42, p.108] and we now include 
this interaction to improve our description of the IP configuration. 
If free from perturbations the intervals between the cationic terms can be 
fitted by two parameters, C6p, the spin -orbit interaction for a valence electron in 
a 5p orbital, and F2 the Coulomb repulsion between the 5p electrons [41]. It 
proves impossible to reproduce the 5 I+ term values in this over -determined case 
(see Chapter 3), however on leaving the 1So term out of the fit, the remaining 
terms are successfully reproduced and the effects of the spin -orbit coupling on the 
free ion configurations can be found: the interaction mixes 3P2 with 1D2 and 3P0 
and 1S0 configurations, leaving the dominant RS component with a coefficient of 
approximately 0.9, see Table 3.3. 
As the IP states exhibit a strong tendency to cluster with other states of the 
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Valence 
n" 
I+(1D2)I-(1S0) RS Ion Pair states 



















































.573 326 3 37 3 3 
Table 6.3. Amplitudes for the parallel transition dipoles from the minor spin - 
orbit components of the nine lowest IP states. The values are the appropriate 
coefficient for the microstates present in the two configurations involved: where 
two entries are given the first is for the 11Oá Mi microstate and should be mul- 
tiplied by 2M, the second for the 11 1 1q microstate and should be multiplied 
by 2M,. The ordering of the valence states is the same as Table 1.3; the S2 
degeneracy of electronic states has not been included. 
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RS State 
I -(1S0) and I+ cl 4 c3 
3P22 1 0 0 
3P21 0.5 0.5 0 
3P2o 0.33 0.66 0 
3Poo 0.66 0.33 0 
3P1i 0.5 0.5 0 
3P10 1 0 0 
1D22 0 1 0 
1D21 1 0 0 
1D20 0 0.33 0.66 
'Soo 0 0.66 0.33 
Table 6.4. c; coefficients for the Russell -Saunders p4 configurations 
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same ionic parentage, even down to R and the clusters themselves are separated 
by a similar energy gap as that between their dissociation products, we might 
expect the spin -orbit coupling at the cationic centres in the IP wavefunction, 
in low y, to be close to that of the free ion. We therefore use the cationic 
configurations of Table 3.3 to form our molecular wavefunction over this range 
of R, neglecting the effects of intramolecular interactions. The inclusion of the 
spin -orbit interaction changes the c; coefficients in the cationic, and therefore 
molecular, configuration (Table 6.5). 
Even with the inclusion of spin -orbit coupling we cannot account for the 
observed values for the summed transition dipoles, &Hen µi(RéP). If we concen- 
trate on the four gerade states once more, the iipóp ,311 content is little changed 
and the predicted ratios turn out to be 1:0.607:0.334:0.619; the discrepancies, 
particularly between the E09 (1) and f O9 (2) states, remain. The reconciliation 
of the experimental results with the theory must therefore lie in the degree of 
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JM state' ci cZ 4 
I 2g,u(1)) 0.902 0.098 0 
I 
19,u(1)) 0.548 0.452 0 
I 049-,,,(1)) 0.301 0.634 0.065 
1 0g u(2)) 0.558 0.387 0.055 
1 1g,u(2)) 0.5 0.5 0 
I 0g,u(2)) 1 0 0 
I 2g,u(3)) 0.098 0.902 0 
I 
1g,.(3)) 0.935 0.065 0 
I 09 u(3)) 0.032 0.366 0.602 
I 0::(4)) 0.109 0.612 0.278 
°equation (6.18) 
Table 6.5. ci coefficients after partial jj coupling at I +. 
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intramolecular interaction between the two ionic centres, ie on the breakdown of 
the (JAMAJBMB) scheme itself. 
6.4 Interpreting the IP->Valence transition dipoles 
Although quantitative values for the configuration mixing coefficients are subject 
to assumptions about the composition of the S2 = 2(1) states, and of the change 
in the transition moments Map as a function of R, qualitative conclusions can 
be reached concerning the change in electronic structure of the IP states as they 
approach Re. The relative strengths of the Map integrals can also be derived. The 
reconciliation of these conclusions with the experimental results of other groups 
studying hyperfine interactions and heterogeneous coupling in the IP states will 
be discussed in later sections. 
6.4.1 The Mao integrals 
The parallel transition moments: Mo and Mir,, 
The primary intramolecular interaction in the IP states, after the Coulombic at- 
traction between the opposite charges of the two ions, is an r -3 charge -quadrupole 
coupling. This mixes cationic states of the same spin multiplicity and M.7, and 
so will not couple the 3P22 and 1D22 RS states. Each has a diagonal matrix ele- 
ment in the charge -quadrupole coupling matrix however, with the 1D22 configura- 
tion having the larger positive interaction on account of its higher pa occupancy 
(Chapter 3). Since the 1D22 RS configuration also has a larger inter -electron 
repulsion, being a singlet state, the charge - quadrupole coupling will reduce the 
spin -orbit components of the S2 = 2 IP states and a sufficiently large interaction 
would completely uncouple the spin -orbit interaction. However at these inter - 
nuclear separations the strength of intramolecular interaction will be small, and 
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consequently we can assume that they adopt essentially their spin -orbit configu- 
ration at the cationic centre even near Re.2 We can therefore use the u/g ratio 
of the summed dipoles for parallel transitions from the two SZ = 2(1) states to 
derive values for the MQ . and M integrals. 
From equations (6.12) -(6.14) we find 





V : 2(n "))2 c [M,(Re) -M (Re)]2 
(6.29) 
with ci = 0.902 and 4 = 0.098. Since the observed summed dipole for the D'29(1) 
state is greater than that for the 62u(1) state, it is clear that the two integrals Moo 
and MAx must take opposite signs at this R. On substituting the observed values 
for >,,,,En_2 12 we find that MPS = -0.731eA and M, = 0.190eA, where the 
signs of the integrals have been chosen to agree with the negative (Ua lo b) overlap 
integral in a right -handed axis set. 
The ci coefficients we have taken for these states are consistent with the ab 
initio calculations published by Li and Balasubramanian who found 4. = 0.95 
for the D'29(1) state at R = 3.75A [118]. The Mac, integrals are not particularly 
sensitive to the choice of c; coefficients, for example the pure RS configurations 
with c1 = 1 and c2 = c3 = 0 give values of -0.700eÁ and 0.173eÁ respectively, and 
our assumption for the 2(1) electronic configurations is not too critical. However 
we have assumed that the two sets of transition moments were recorded at the 
same R, and the 82 (1) state is the one state in the first IP cluster to have an 
anomalously large Re: we should take this into consideration before deriving final 
values for M. 
King et al suggested a value in the region of 4.01 [34], though the theoretical 
work of Jaffe gave 3.77A [19] for Res. This latter figure is consistent with results 
from this laboratory [143]: the OODR pumping scheme for the 52 (1) state uses 
2The charge -quadrupole interaction predicted for these states at Re leads to only a 3% change 
from the spin -orbit configuration at the cationic centre, assuming a point charge model at both 
centres. It would be preferable to use the unique 0/9 pair in the second cluster since these 
remain pure RS states even in the presence of spin -orbit coupling and the charge -quadrupole 
interaction, however only the g09 (2) state has been observed spectroscopically (see Table 1.4). 
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the B c coupled intermediate state (see Section 4.3) and the Franck- Condon 
factors for a perpendicular transition from this state are much too weak for the 
larger Re. We shall therefore take Rse as having the value 3.77A, ie about 4% 
longer than the other states in the first duster. Ishiwata et al have reported 
the Re value of the equivalent state in Bra excited through its heterogeneous 
interaction with the 1u(1) state [142] and for this halogen too the S2u(1) state 
appears to have an anomalously large Re value, this time about 5% larger. 
Returning to the two electron model we used earlier in discussions of the 
transition dipole moment, we find from equation (6.8) that the Maa integral 
comprises of two terms: 
(0a; IILz 'Kg) _(a I pz I A)Sa'B' + (a Ipz I B')SaA 
+[(á I A. I A,,SaB + (a I B)Sa'A'] 
= Maa + MpQ, (6.30) 
one a one -centre transition dipole multiplied by a two -centre overlap integral 
and the other a two - centre dipole multiplied by a one -centre overlap integral. 
It should be remembered that the orbitals in each integral are associated with 
anionic and neutral centres and so are not translationally equivalent. However if 
they were (a' 
I 
p, I B') would be identically zero and we see that the strength 
of the Maa integrals derives from the one -centre dipole; the increased overlap of 
the po orbitals when compared with the p,. in the two -centre terms gives the Maw 
integral a larger value than the M. 
If we neglect the two -centre transition dipole, then the expression for Maa 
simplifies to 
Maa = (a A) Sa'B' ^' eRSaiB' (6.31) 
Calculating the overlap integrals from Huzinaga's Gaussian basis sets [43], we 
can estimate how the change in Re between the two SZ = 2(1) states affects the 
transition dipole moments M, and M. Huzinaga's bases may not be reliable 
at such large R, however the calculations suggest the overlap integral (cra UA) 
is reduced by about 10 %, and (lraIlA) by as much as 20 %, between the two 
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Re values. When we include this and the change in R in equation (6.31), then 
Maa(S) N 0.94M ,(D') and M,r,r(S) ti 0.83M(D'). Substituting these values in 
equation (6.29) we find Mac = -0.739eÁ and MT,,. = 0.181eÁ at RDA. 
The perpendicular transition moment: M 
The sum over all final states for the squared dipole moments of perpendicular 
transitions from Sl = 0 1 is 
nn Et1=1 




c+ c,, + 4c3,uJ Qa f 
- - r 3z z 
, 
z 




Observing perpendicular transitions from the E0(1) and f0(2) states but not 
from their ungerade partners is consistent with these predictions if the 
I I I I 
component dominates the configurations. However only the strongest perpen- 
dicular transitions are detectable and only then if they are not swamped by the 
stronger parallel systems so we may simply have overlooked fluorescence from the 
D0/(1) and F0/(2) states. The complete manifold of perpendicular transitions 
has not been observed for any of the IP states, so rn,EO =1Iµ1 12 is unavailable, 
however we can set a lower limit for Maa using the A- coefficients from the E0g (1) 
state system: we find Max > 7 x 10 -2eÁ using the ci coefficient derived in the 
next section. 
6.4.2 Intramolecular interactions: the IP configurations 
The y1u(1) and H1u(2) states 
Like the S2u(1) and D'2g(1) states, the SZ = 1 states are composed of only two of 
the three types of 0(4) microstate: and IlpóplI, however in this case the 
charge - quadrupole interaction couples the 3P21 and 3P11 RS configurations and 
we must use the values for the Mao and M integrals derived in the previous 
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section to determine the extent of interaction. The y1 (1) and H1 (2) states 
have slightly larger Re values than the D'29(1) state and we need to allow for the 
consequent changes in Maa: similar calculations to those above suggest that only 
the smaller M, integral is significantly reduced (to about 0.93 of the value at 
RD`) at the larger Re value of the 71 (1) state. We shall use the adjusted values 
for Maa in the following calculations. 




= ci,u[Mvv(Re) + M,r,r(Re)]2 + cz, [2M]2, 
nuE0 =1 
and the value of the coefficients can be determined completely because of the 
normalisation condition, ci, -- c2 = 1; we obtain ci = 0.867 and c2 = 0.133 
(if the Maa integrals are not adjusted we find ci = 0.844 and c2u = 0.156). The 
same equation holds for the H1 (2) state and in this case we find ci, = 0.555 
and c2 = 0.445. 
The H1 (2) state therefore has ci coefficients close to those of the free cation, 
ci, = 0.548 and 4, = 0.452. This disagrees with the ab initio results of Li et 
al which gave ci as high as 0.88 by R = 4.0A, however their H1 (2) state has a 
significantly larger Re than found experimentally and is already close to the MO 
configuration it adopts at small R, 1342. 
The values for the y1 (1) state give close to a pure 11póp3,r i I ipagli configura- 
tion: the state has adopted some combination of the 1342 and 1432 MO config- 
urations. At smaller R the 71 (1) state adopts a 2332 configuration [118] (see 
Table 1.2), ie I1pop.IIIlprì4II occupancy, which implies a {I 3P21)+ 13P11)} con- 
figuration at the cationic centre: the spin -orbit interaction has been completely 
uncoupled in the presence of the strong Stark field of the anion. 
We are finding that around R = 3.6A, the final MO ordering has yet to be 
established and the lowest IP states of each symmetry achieve their low energy 
configurations by minimising the number of p, orbitals occupied since these have 
a larger quadrupole interaction with the anionic charge than the p,. This stabil- 
isation in the presence of the anionic charge will be balanced against the larger 
inter - electron repulsion energies and weak spin -orbit interactions in some of the 
(6.34) 
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microstates with low pa occupancy. For the S2 = 1 states, both the IlpórJl and 
lip .p,2r11 configurations have the same number of electrons occupying the same 
space orbital, and so are likely to have similar inter -electron repulsion energies, 
though that of the lipag may be slightly higher from interactions with electrons 
at the anionic centre. Consequently we would expect the intramolecular charge - 
quadrupole interaction to reduce the 4 component in favour of the ci in the low 
energy IP states of a given symmetry, as has been found above. 
The 019(1) state 
We can find the value of the ci coefficient for the ¡319(1) state since it determines 
the summed transition dipole uniquely: 
E 749-4u 12 = 4[Mr7r(Re) - Maa(Re)]2. (6.35) 
n"Ef2=1 
However the observed value for En EO_1 µ9-+u 12 is not sufficiently well known as 
fluorescence to the 1u(bb) state was not recorded and it is uncertain what contri- 
bution this would make to the sum. Using the value of n EO =1 I µ9_u 12 for the 
states observed, ie assuming a negligible contribution from the 019(1) --> 1u(bb) 
transition, we find ci = 0.703 and so c2 = 0.297. Li and Balasubramanian were 
unable to make a convincing assignment for the /31g(1) configuration from their 
calculations [118] though a 19 state at approximately the correct energy is as- 
signed c2 = 0.89 for R = 3.75A. This is in complete disagreement with our results 
and even including an estimate for fluorescence to the lu(bb) state in our calcu- 
lation only increases the ci coefficient. Although no definitive conclusions can be 
reached about the ¡319(1) state configuration at .Re, it is clear from our results 
that as with the -y1u(1) state, the 11póp!11 component is considerably enhanced 
over the 11710-p,2, when compared with the free ion configuration, ci = 0.548 and 
cZ = 0.452. Again this reflects the drive to minimise the number of pa electrons 
to achieve a lower energy configuration in the presence of the anionic charge. 
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The S2 = 0 states 
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The two SZ = 0úg pairs in Table 6.1 cannot be analysed quite so completely since 
all three of the 0(4) microstates are present in their molecular configurations after 
jj mixing. 
The sum of the parallel transition dipoles for the u -p g transitions becomes 
N E µ u-,g 12 = ci,u[Muo(Re) -I- Mx(Re)]2 + ci,u[2M,]2 + cs,u[2Mo,]2. (6.36) 
n"EC2=0 
The c3 coefficient in the final term of equation (6.36) can have a significant 
effect on the sum since the transition dipole moment, 2M, is the largest of 
the two electron transition moments, 4MO0 ti 2.2e2Á2 whereas the next largest 
[M, - Mvv]2 is approximately 0.85e2Á2. The lifetimes of the SI = Oú states in 
the first and second cluster will therefore be particularly sensitive to the degree 
of spin -orbit coupling since the c3 coefficient is only present in the 11D20) and 
I 'S00) RS states. The effect is not so important for the other states in the first 
two clusters as the IIp.II configuration is not available for their charge transfer 
transitions. 
The sum of the transition dipoles for the gerade states is once more equation 
(6.35), and we can use this to calculate the ci component for the EOg (1) and 
f O(2) states as the M Q integrals do not change significantly over the small 
variations in Re: we find 4,9 = 0.466 and 0.461 respectively. If we now assume 
the E09-1-(1) and DO(1) states have the same composition we can determine the 
complete electronic structure from the observed value of 7n,En_0 µu -g 12 for 
the D state. This gives c.Lg = 0.466, c = 0.444 and c3,g = 0.090 (including 
an estimate for the unknown fluorescence to the 0(bb) state will increase the 4 
component at the expense of the 4). There is an appreciable p4 component to 
the configuration, and once again we find a considerable enhancement in the p, 
occupancy over the pQ when compared with the free -ion composition (4s = 0.301, 
c2,9 = 0.634 and 
c3,g 
= 0.065). However the microstate with lowest po occupancy, 
11/4 11 , also has a high degree of inter -electron repulsion and so the extent to which 
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it is adopted by the lowest 0 9 state will reflect the balance between the inter - 
electron repulsion and the charge- quadrupole interaction. 
Li and Balasubramanian found a large difference between the E09+(1) and 
DOú (1) state configurations at R = 3.75A [118]: for the E049-(1) state they found 
ci = 0.95 and for the DO(1) 4 = 0.88. This is surprising in the light of 
the close clustering of these states and their common ionic parentage: it is not 
clear from [118] whether the ab initio calculations were able to reproduce this 
clustering. Although we expect the DOú (1) and E0g (1) states to have similar 
electronic configurations, until the orbital overlap between centres draws out 
their 'differing MO states at small R, they are not expected to show the same 
transition dipole strengths: the 
II /41 component, which is expected to increase 
in the presence of the anionic field, is only active for charge transfer transitions 
from ungerade IP states (equation (6.12)). Consequently only the fluorescence 
from the DO(1) state will gain strength from the large the contribution of the 
4Má ,, ie c3, component (cf the FO(2) state below). 
A similar proceedure for the f Og (2) and F0/(2) states gives 4,9 = 0.461, 
c29 = 0.351 and c3 = 0.188, compared to ci = 0.558, c2 = 0.387 and 4 = 
0.055 in the free ion. Li and Balasubramanian also find considerable enhancement 
of the ilp,4 11 component though they assign both states to singlet structures around 
Re [118]. This must surely be incorrect because the singlet cationic configurations 
can only arise in the second cluster through the spin -orbit interaction and the 
3P00 configurations should continue to dominate the Sl = Oú,9(2) configurations 
at these R; the dominant (triplet) MO configurations will only develop at much 
smaller separations (see Chapter 7). 
One of the most striking features of the ion pair lifetimes reported in Chap- 
ter 5 is the short lifetime of the F0ú (2) state. This can now be attributed to 
the enhanced 
11P7r11 
component, which contributes almost 70% of the total dipole 
strength although forming less than 20% of the electronic configuration. The elec- 
tronic structure of the F0(2) state around Re reveals the emergence of a 1441 
occupancy (equivalent to 11g/41111g/3.11i in the (JAMAJBMB) scheme), which has 
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a strong one -electron transition to the ground state configuration, 2440. The 
1441 configuration is adopted by the D0ú (1) state at smaller separations and we 
would therefore expect corresponding changes in the F -> X and D -> X transi- 
tion dipole functions as the internuclear separation reached R Rex (see Chapter 
7). The F0ú (2) state appears to adopt more 
II p °px II component than the D0(1) 
state in the presence of the charge - quadrupole interaction, suggesting that the 
increased inter -electron repulsion of this configuration is not sufficiently compen- 
sated for by its negative charge- quadrupole energy at these R to be adopted by 
the lowest energy state. However a discussion of the u/g splittings between the 
IP states (Appendix A) suggests that the c3 coefficient is under -estimated here 
for the D0ú (1) state due to the missing fluorescence to the third valence limit. 
The intramolecular electronic charge -quadrupole interaction 
In Chapter 3 we discussed the interaction between the electronic quadrupole at 
the cationic centre and the field gradient due to the anionic charge, and were 
able to predict the degree of mixing of RS states at the cationic centre assuming 
a point charge model at the two centres. This charge -quadrupole interaction 
favours pr over p, occupancy in low energy states and we can now compare the 
percentage of p, occupancy revealed by the experimental results in this Chapter 
with the predictions of the theory (see Table 6.6). 
It should be remembered that a number of assumptions have been made in 
deriving the IP configurations from the experimental results, and given these 
there is acceptable agreement between the predictions and the results, however 
the most reliable IP configurations, those of the 1 , states, have a significantly 
lower p, occupancy than that predicted from the charge -quadrupole interaction. 
This can be seen as a breakdown of the point charge model assumed for the 
two centres: the anionic valence shell is penetrating the cationic configuration 
such that the field gradient experienced by a cationic p, electron is stronger 
than predicted and the occupancy of pr orbitals is even more favoured. The 
tendency will therefore be for low energy states of a given symmetry to adopt 






C2 C3 pa 
Charge -Quadrupole, Re 
2 2 2 
C1 C2 C3 pa 
R -- o0 
pa 
82u(1) 0.902 0.098 0 0.275 0.931 0.070 0 0.268 0.275 
D'29(1) 0.902 0.098 0 0.275 0.931 0.070 0 0.268 0.275 
y1u(1) 0.867 0.133 0 0.283 0.713 0.287 0 0.322 0.363 
019(1) 0.703 0.297 0 0.324 0.713 0.287 0 0.322 0.363 
D0(1) 0.466 0.444 0.090 0.339 0.467 0.472 0.060 0.353 0.392 
E049-(1) 0.466 ? ? n/a 0.467 0.472 0.060 0.353 0.392 
//1'(2) 0.555 0.445 0 0.361 0.382 0.618 0 0.404 0.375 
F0ú (2) 0.461 0.351 0.188 0.291 0.619 0.328 0.053 0.319 0.333 
f0(2) 0.461 ? ? n/a 0.619 0.328 0.053 0.319 0.333 
Table 6.6. Experimental and theoretical pa occupancy in the IP states. 
pi occupancy even more than predicted: consequently the theory underestimates 
the 4 component in the D0(1) state and the ci component in the S2 = 1u,9(1) 
states. As expected we find the members of the first cluster are stabilised to 
a greater extent by the charge- quadrupole interaction than those of the second 
cluster: the change in pa occupancy between R = Re (column 2) and R -> oo, ie 
no intramolecular interaction (column 4), is greater than in the equivalent states 
of the second cluster.' The D0ú (1) state pa occupancy revealed by experiment 
is probably overestimated: including a significant dipole strength for transitions 
to the 0-9E(bb) state would increase the 4 component of the configuration at the 
expense of the 4 
3We have assumed in the analysis above that the SI = 2 configurations are independent of 
electronic charge- quadrupole interaction. 
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Comparison with hyperfine experiments 
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The hyperfine spectroscopy of the ion pair states can be used as a sensitive probe 
of the state's electronic structure: the theory of the interaction between the nu- 
clear quadrupole moment, Q, and electronic field gradient at the cationic centre, 
q, is well established and has been used to deduce the major Russell- Saunders 
components of the cationic configurations in the E09 (1) [48, 50], f O9 (2) [49] and 
ß19(1) states [50]. Early results in this field were among the first to confirm the 
dominance of the diabatic dissociation products in the molecular configurations 
of the ion pair states, though the analyses did not then derive a complete de- 
scription for the electronic structure [48, 49]. Later studies were to include the 
spin -orbit coupling at the cationic centre and arrived at improved predictions 
in some cases, though still some way from the experimental result [50]. A clear 
problem in the interpretation of results was the large vibrational amplitude of the 
states studied since the theoretical analyses assumed an electronic configuration 
unchanged from the separated atom function. Though this may be close to the 
true configuration at the outer turning point of the vibrational motion, we have 
found that even by Re significant mixing of states occurs at the cationic centre 
driven by the electronic charge- quadrupole interaction which favours p, occu- 
pation over po. The influence of this intramolecular coupling will only increase 
as the bond shortens and consequently the configuration at the inner turning 
point is likely to differ significantly from the separated -atom configuration. A 
more detailed analysis would therefore need to take this into account, perhaps by 
weighting the contribution of configurations at the turning points of the motion 
according to the fraction of the vibrational period spent exploring them. This 
approach has been used for near dissociation levels in the X09 (aa) valence state 
[26]. Although no experimental data is available for the ground vibrational levels 
of the IP states these should prove the best test of the theory of hyperfine interac- 
tions for these states since the electronic configuration should hardly change over 
the small vibrational amplitude (0.15A); consequently it would be instructive to 
predict the hyperfine interactions for the eigenfunctions derived in the previous 
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section. 
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The nuclear quadrupole moment, Q, interacts with the electronic field gradi- 
ent at the nucleus, q, in an analogous manner to that of the electronic quadrupole 
at the cationic centre with the field gradient of the anionic charge (see Chapter 
3). For the hyperfine interaction the contribution of electrons associated with 
the anionic centre to the field gradient at the cationic nucleus is neglected, and 
q depends only on the cationic configuration [26] 
q 2(2S+lLJM I2_, V20(a, e) I 2S+1LJM) 
e 
(6.37) 
where a labels one cationic centre and the summation runs over all valence elec- 
trons at that centre, and 
V20(a, e) 
4zr e 
Pzo(eQe, Oae) (6.38) 
5 47reoróe 
Oae and Oa, are the angular coordinates of the electronic vector r6C, and P20 
is the Legendre polynomial. The rie dependence of the interaction gives the 
justification for ignoring the contribution of the anionic configuration to the field 
gradient at the cationic centre, (r(5p))I- = 1.42A. With this assumption, the 
molecular coupling constant eQq in the separated atom limit can be equated to 
the coupling constant of I+ in its 3P2 state. 
The field gradient operator q is the sum of single electron operators so we 
can simplify the calculation by considering the contribution of each electron in 
turn. Knowing the spinorbital occupancy of the ground RS term we can calculate 
q 1ß(I +) from 
and 
(Yil1P201Yll) = -5' 
(1' 1P201Yio) =5, 
(6.39) 
(6.40) 
and the eQq constant for the state: thus eQq(3P22) = -ZeQg510. Unfortunately 
the experimental value of eQq(3P2) has not been reported for I+ and it must 
be estimated from the hyperfine structure of the neutral atom. Townes and 
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¡319(1) < -384 
D0ú (1) 82 
E0g (1) < 400 
H1u(2) 221 
F0ú (2) -382 
f0g(2) < 400 
Table 6.7. Predicted eQq constants for the some IP states around Re. 
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Schwawlow have given eQQ610(I) = 2293MHz [144, p.243] and suggested a scale 
factor of 1.15 for the cation [144, p.239]: thus eQg610(I +) = 2637MHz. 
Since the strength of the hyperfine interaction depends on the orbital angular 
momenta of the electrons, and not their spins, we can calculate the eQq constants 
for the three AO) microstates available to the p4 configuration 
-1 
Ili,P,,li ... eQq 
2 
eQQslo 6.41 
= - 1318.5MHz 
11P20-P -11 ... eQq = eQg510 
= 2637MHz 




Table 6.7 gives the predicted eQq strengths for the electronic configurations de- 
rived in the previous section: only the 52 (1), D'2g(1), ry1(1), 010(1), DOú (1), 
F0ú (2) and H1u(2) are sufficiently well known (within the assumptions of the 
analysis); the values for the E09 (1) and f Og (2) states cannot be predicted as 
only the ci coefficient has been derived, though upper limits for the interaction 
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State eQq /MHz 
EOg (1) v= 8, J= 98 492 
v=10,Jti14 484 
v = 11,J = 106 483 
v=13,Jti14 481 
v=16,Jti14 467 
ß19(1) v= 16, J ti 14 136 




Table 6.8. Experimental eQq constants for the E0g (1), 01g(1) and fOg(2) 
states. 
can be given. The measurement of hyperfine interactions is very sensitive to 
the electronic configuration and, given the assumptions required in the analy- 
sis above, a close correspondence with experiment is not expected. Rather we 
have demonstrated a framework in which an eQq experimental result could be 
interpreted. 
Experimental values of eQq have been reported for vibrationally excited lev- 
els of the EOg(1)(v = 8,10,11,13,16) [50, 48], fOg(2)(v = 44,46) [49] and 
ß19(1)(v = 16) [50] states (Table 6.8). The study of the fOg(2) state hyper- 
fine structure showed a significant dependence on rotational excitation, while a 
strong dependence on vibrational excitation has also been found in the valence 
states [16, 26]. It is therefore not particularly meaningful to compare the eQq 
predictions of our eigenfunctions at Re with these experimental results since their 
vibrational motion samples regions of the potential where the cationic configura- 
tion is likely to have changed significantly from that at the equilibrium separation. 
However knowing the eQq values for the EO94-(1) and f 0g (2) states in y = 0 would 
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allow us to complete the description of their electronic configurations 
eQq(IP) 




since in both cases ci is known and the normalisation condition would make a 
complete solution possible. Not sufficient data is available at low enough y to 
make an estimate of eQq for the ground vibrational level of either of these states, 
however our results give upper limits for the interaction of around 400MHz. If 
the f Og (2) state has the same configuration as the FOú (2) then its eQq values 
would be -382MHz: unlike the transition dipole moments the eQq interaction 
is independent of inversion parity and would make a good test of the similarity 
between the electronic configurations of a u/g pair around Re. 
Significantly the predicted value for the 019(1) state is of the opposite sign 
to that found experimentally for y = 16. Our result arises from the large 11/9/13x11 
component in the molecular configuration around Re (e = 0.703 and 4 = 0.297), 
which has a negative eQq interaction and counters the positive interaction of the 
IIpoP4 I component. The enhanced ci component develops since the electronic 
charge -quadrupole interaction favours px occupation increasingly as the bond 
shortens: at the separated atom limit the cationic configuration has ci = 0.548 
and 4 = 0.452 which gives an eQq value if 469MHz. Bacis et al have suggested 
[26] that the strength of eQq interaction for vibrationally excited states arises 
largely from contributions at the two turning points in the vibrational motion, R1 
and R2, the internuclear separations where the molecule spends a large proportion 
of its vibrational period. They therefore suggested that 
eQq(v) ^' PieQg(Rl) + P2eQq(R2), (6.45) 
where Pi are the weights attributed to each turning point. They took the weight- 
ing as proportional to the time spent by the molecule between the turning point 
and the equilibrium separation for the motion: 
R, 
Pi = f 7,bv d-r. (6.46) 
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The vibrational wavefunction can be calculated from the known potential of the 
¡31g(1) state and we find that for y = 16, P1 = 0.463. Assuming the electronic 
configuration at the outer turning point is close to the separated atom limit 
(eQq = 235MHz) then we can estimate the eQq at RI; we find eQq(R = 3.26) 
20MHz. This implies an electronic configuration around R = 3.26A of ci = 0.66 
and 4 = 0.34, close to that found earlier for the equilibrium separation (Re _ 
3.61A). 
The strength of eQq interaction in the f09-1-(2) state at the separated ion limit 
is zero, and its positive value for y ti 45 therefore reflects the contribution of 
the electronic configuration at the inner turning point (R = 3.06A). For this 
vibrational level we find P1 = 0.450 and so eQq(R = 3.06) ti 350MHz. The large 
positive value for the eQq interaction around R = 3.05 suggests that the 
component, the only microstate with positive eQq interaction, is dominating the 
electronic configuration. This is consistent with our picture of the lowest IP state 
of a given symmetry adopting lower po occupancy in the presence of the anionic 
field. The f09(2) state, being in the second cluster, cannot adopt the lipPp.11 
configuration which is reserved for the lower energy E09-1-(1) state. The only 
gerade lii ì4M configurations at these internuclear separations correlate with the 
high energy 0442 or the ground state 2440 MO occupancy and we expect this 
component to disappear from the 09 states as the bond shortens. 
These conclusions can only be tentative since the contribution of the anionic 
configuration to the field gradient at the cationic centre may no longer be neg- 
ligible at the inner turning point and the analysis stands on the validity of the 
approximation in equation (6.45). Furthermore the value of eQgsio(I +) has had 
to be estimated. 
Comparison with estimates for heterogeneous coupling 
The pure precession model of van Vleck [145] has been used successfully by Brand 
and coworkers [40, 146, 147] and by Ishiwata et al [142] in estimating the strength 
of heterogeneous interaction between ion pair states of IBr, ICI and Br2. Brand 
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et al have shown that the coupling between states of different SZ is mediated 
through off diagonal terms in the rotational Hamiltonian 
A h2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A2 A A A 
Hr°t = 87r2µr2[J -JZ+L -LZ+S -SZ-J+(L_+S_) 
A A A A A A A - J_ (L+ + S+)+ L+S_ (6.47) 
with the ladder operators taking their usual form. The heterogeneous interaction 
therefore becomes 
a 
(SZ ± lv'J ISrotl ftvJ) = (2 + 1 ILf + Sf 
I 




x [J(J + 1) - S2(S2 + 1)]', (6.48) 
and the strength of interaction reduces to three terms: the third in equation (6.48) 
is known and the second can be calculated numerically provided the potential 
functions are known. Brand et al then treated the electronic term as a parameter 
to be found from experimental data and a remarkable similarity with the value 
predicted by the pure precession hypothesis was found. 
In the pure precession model L -{- S(= Ja) is assumed to be a good quantum 
number, and the electronic term simplifies to 
(ft f 1 ILf + SfI 1/) = [Ja(Ja + 1) - 2(2 + (6.49) 
Thus the rotational Hamiltonian can only couple electronic states having common 
Ja and the strength of interaction is independent of the extent of j j mixing since 
this conserves Ja (but not L). Consequently the success of the pure precession 
model is not inconsistent with the significant coupling of J states found above, 
though we have found that, in contrast with the rotational coupling between IP 
states, the strength of the IP -*Valence transition dipoles can be very sensitive 
to L state mixing. 
Orthogonality of the IP eigenfunctions 
Although the true ion pair eigenfunctions will necessarily be orthonormal, it is 
not possible to test the functions derived above for their orthogonality since the 
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electronic configurations are not known in sufficient detail; the exact nature of 
the configuration is ambiguous since two of the three A(4) microstates conceal 
their Russell- Saunders components. For example: 
11p/gII = x111+1-0+1-11+ 1- x2111+1-0-1+11, (6.50) 
for s/ = 1 and for 1 = O+ 
11g, II = yII1 +0 +0 -1-II + 1- y2II1- 0 +0 -1 +II (6.51) 
The mixing coefficients x and y will vary from state to state and so equation 
(6.18) does not define the electronic wavefunction sufficiently accurately for or- 
thogonality to be established: 
ClCl + C2C2 + C3C3 0 0, (6.52) 
even for two orthogonal functions. 
Consider the 11(1)) and I 1(3)) configurations after partial jj mixing: 
and 
I 1(1)) = 0.950 
i 3P21)RS - 0.312 I 1D21)RS, 
I 1(3)) = 0.312 I 3P21)RS + 0.950 I 1D21)RS 
(6.53) 
(6.54) 
These two configurations are clearly orthonormal however if we expand them to 
calculate their ct coefficients we find 
and 
1 1(1)) = 0.950 13P21)RS - 0.312 11D21)Rs 
= 0.950[0.707II1+0+0-1+II - 0.5II1+1-0-1+II - 0.5111+1-0+11i 
-0.312[0.707II1+1-0+1-II - 0.707II1+1-0-1+II] 
= 0.672II1+0+0-1+II - 0.696II1+1-0-1+II - 0.254111+1 -0+1.- II, 
I1(3)) = 0.312 I 3P21)RS + 0.950 11D21)Rs 
= 0.312[0.707II1+0+0-1+II -"Merril - 0.5111+1-0+1-M 
-F0.950[0.707111+1-0+11 - 0.707111+1-0-1+II] 
= 0.221111+0+0-1+11 +0.516111+1-0- 14-11-0.828111+1-04-1-11. 
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If we were able to perform a similar series of dispersed fluorescence experiments 
on these hypothetical states as those described above then the analysis would 
give their c; coefficients: ci = 0.548 and 0.935, c2 = 0.452 and 0.065 respectively, 
and thus would know that 
and 
I 1(1)) = 0.740IIpa741l ± 0.672IIpPpxll, (6.55) 
I 1(3)) = 0.967IIpóp,3I1 + 0.255II23,2p,2Il (6.56) 
We cannot demonstrate the orthogonality of the two functions (6.55) and (6.56) 
without knowing the detailed composition of the I123/14I1 and Ilp!pirIl microstates: 
for the same reasons we cannot test the orthogonality of the configurations derived 
in the previous section. 
6.4.3 Intramolecular interactions: the Valence states 
The longest range breakdown of the (JAMAJBMB) model when applied to the 
valence states is the r -5 interaction between electronic quadrupoles at each 
atomic centre. This mixes states of the same symmetry in the (JAMAJBMB) 
scheme [25, 116]. We shall not derive the strength of interaction and consequent 
eigenfunctions from first principles but rather use our knowledge of the upper 
state wavefunction and the transition dipole strength to each lower state in the 
(JAMAJBMB) basis to derive the degree of mixing amongst the basis functions. 
In general we cannot derive the valence state configurations from the experi- 
mental transition dipole strengths again because the ion pair configuration is not 
sufficiently well known. Without the detailed knowledge of the upper state wave - 
function the degree of mixing of lower state basis functions cannot be deduced. 
However for the SZ = 2 ion pair states we expect the charge -quadrupole interaction 
to have little effect and the degree of state mixing due to intraionic perturbations 
should be relatively small on account of the large 3P2 -1D2 separation. Assuming 
the I JM) states of Table 3.3 are close to the molecular eigenfunctions at Re, we 
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can find the lower state eigenfunctions for SZ = 2; this is not possible for any of 
the other IP states studied here. 
The 2g,u valence states 
Considering parallel transitions from the D'29(1) state first, then the spin -orbital 
occupancy at the cationic centre is given from Table 3.3 
I 2(1)) = 0.950 I 3P22)RS - 0.312 I 1D22)RS (6.57) 
We find from equation(6.12) that the 1D22 component of the D'29(1) state, 
having lIgpII occupancy at the cationic centre, cannot contribute to the charge 
transfer transition dipole. Table 6.2 gives the amplitudes for the projection of 
the Az 3P22) state vector onto the (JAMAJBMB) basis set for the valence states 
and, in the absence of any mixing in the valence state basis, we would expect the 
transition from the D'29(1) to the 2u(aa) state to have twice the dipole of that 
to the 2u(ab). The experimental results give this ratio as 3.33:1. 
If we write the true valence states as a linear combination of the basis functions 
and 
I 2u,g(aa)) = x I 2u,g(1)) + y I 2u,g(2)), (6.58) 
2u,g(ab)) = y 2u,g(1)) -x I 2u,g(2)), (6.59) 
where 12u,g(1)) refers to the basis function at the first valence dissociation limit 
and 12u,g(1)) that at the second dissociation limit, then we find 
(V29(1) I pz 12u(aa))2 = 0.902[M(Re)- Maa(Re)12 x {- 2x-ß 1 02, (6.60) 
and 




Substituting the observed values for the left -hand side we find x = 0.993 and 
y = -0.114, assuming the component at diabatic dissociation still dominates the 
wavefunction. Thus there is surprisingly little mixing (< 2 %) of the two valence 
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state functions by Re/p, though this mixing causes a relatively large change (7 %) 
in the observed transition strengths. 
Turning to the 52(1) state we need to consider the contribution of the spin - 
orbit component of the IP configuration as this can undergo a charge transfer 
transition from an ungerade upper state (equation (6.12)). Equations (6.60) and 
(6.61) become 
(52u(1) 
I µ: I 2u(aa))2 = 
1 
and 
0.902[M,r,r(Re) -}- Mao(Re)]2 x { ax - y}2 
+0.097[2M,r,r(Re)]2 x {-*x - 402, (6.62) 
(52u(1) I µz 12u(ab))2 = 0.902[M,r,r(Re) + MoP(Re)]2 x{ Vfy + 3x}2 
+0.097[2M,r,r(Re)]2 x {-*y + 3x}2. (6.63) 
The experimental evidence shows that the ratio of these two transition dipoles is 
1.5 : 1, so solving for x and y we find: x = 0.998 and y = 0.062. Once again a 
small degree of mixing (< 1 %) of the two basis functions has caused a significant 
change (7 %) in the transition dipole. 
The large effect of such small coupling on the transition dipole serves as a 
caveat against interpreting the other IP- +Valence dipoles measured at this R in 
terms of the electronic nature of the lower state: the influence of even a small 
degree of configuration mixing could effectively disguise the major electronic com- 
ponent. This small degree of mixing between valence state functions is consis- 
tent with the large energy splitting between the dissociation limits (both valence 
states are essentially anti -bonding), 2P312 - 2P112 = 7603cm -1 , however as the 
nuclei approach each other we would expect the dominant MO configurations to 
develop: 2341 and 2422 for the 29(aa) and 29(ab) states respectively, 2431 and 
2332 for the corresponding 2 states (see figure 1.2). Though the final MO states 
may not be achieved until internuclear separations of less than 2.75A [118], these 
configurations imply that at such R complete mixing of the two basis functions, 
12u,9(1)) and 12u,9(2)), has taken place. 
Chapter 7 The Transition Dipole as a 
function of R 
In the preceding Chapter we were able to calculate the relative Einstein A- 
coefficients for the majority of the strong IP(n') -.Valence(n ") charge transfer 
transitions from their relative fluorescent intensities since 
f I fl(v)dv = Nn, E An,,,,nv,,, min v 
Myna. 
(7.1) 
and the ratio of the integrated fluorescence intensities, Sn,n (ü'), will give the 
relative Einstein A- coefficients provided the upper state population, Nn,, is con- 
stant. The fluorescence lifetimes, Tn,v,, of these ion pair states are related to the 
Einstein A- coefficients through 
Tn,v, = 1/ E An,v,nv, 
n"v 
and so can be used to calculate the absolute coefficient 
Sn inn (v,) -1 
EAn,v,nv - 
(( ¡Tn,v,' 
VII n Sn,n\v'/ 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
The Einstein coefficient itself can be related to the transition dipole moment in 
the Born -Oppenheimer approximation 
647E-4 Sy 
An/Vint/v/1 - 
3hc3 2J' + 1v3(v' I µntn "(R) 
I 
v")2, (7.4) 
where Sy is the rotational Hönl- London factor, and 
1-tn,n(R) = (n' I µ I n//)) (7.5) 
The work covered in this chapter has been submitted to Chemical Physics Letters [148]. 
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where p = Ei eri. With the effect of configuration mixing among the valence 
states removed by summing the transition dipoles for all possible electronic tran- 
sitions from a given IP state, we were able to derive the ion pair electronic 
structure near its equilibrium separation. It was found that although the sep- 
arated atom configuration proved a fair description, significant mixing of the 
Russell -Saunders microstates occurs at the cationic centre under the influence of 
the anionic charge. Thus by RAP the electronic configuration has departed from 
that of the free ions by up to 20% in the first IP cluster. The analysis in the 
previous Chapter aimed to derive the ion pair configurations at RAP and so was 
concerned with transition moments from low vibrational levels, however we can 
see from equation (7.5) that any change in the electronic configuration of a state 
with R will be reflected by suitable changes in the transition dipole function, 
thus deriving the dependence of pns, Is on R can be used as a diagnostic for the 
changing electronic structure of a state as the bond stretches. 
Few transition dipole functions have been reported for the ion pair states of 
iodine possibly because the first descriptions of new states have tended to come 
from absorption spectra and those experiments where fluorescence has been dis- 
persed have been analysed for the lower state potential, the influence of the 
slowly changing dipole function being neglected. Even with this limited infor- 
mation some idea of the change in dipole function with internuclear separation 
can be inferred: for example it is well known that the FO(2) state cannot be 
populated readily through absorption from the ground state, ie at Re (2.66A), 
yet fluorescence from this state back to the ground state at Re , (3.60A), gives 
one of the most intense transitions of the IP-- *Valence manifold (see Table 6.1). 
The FOú (2) -* XOe (aa) transition dipole must have undergone a large change 
in strength over the 1A. 
A more quantitative picture for the transition dipole as a function of internu- 
clear separation can be achieved with an ion pair population in a high vibrational 
level: having a large vibrational amplitude fluorescence from this state will ex- 
plore a large range of the dipole function and, provided the two state potentials 
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are sufficiently well known, the R dependence of the transition dipole can be de- 
rived. When the fluorescence is to a monotonic Mulliken potential the analysis is 
relatively straightforward and typically uses the r- centroid approximation [108]; 
where the difference potential is double valued iterative comparisons of quantum 
mechanical simulations and the experimental spectrum are required (see Chapter 
2). However, as the fluorescence spectrum cannot be corrected for the upper 
state population, this technique will only give the relative change in the transi- 
tion dipole with R and as before the fluorescence lifetime, together with the ratio 
of the fluorescent intensities, is required to achieve an absolute calibration. 
The only transition dipole functions for transitions from iodine's ion pair 
states reported in the literature are from the E0g (1) --> B0ú (ab) transition [88, 
91], the D0ú (1) -4 X0D (aa) [101], the /318(1) -- A1u(aa) [91] and the f0 (2) - 
B0ú (ab) [15] transitions. Unfortunately for all the functions reported, except that 
for the f -> B transition, the wavelength dependence of the detector response, 
F(v), was unknown. This is significant since the square of the dipole function is 
proportional to the envelope of the spectrum, and hence to F(v): the true dipole 
function will not have been derived without this correction. Since the spectra 
presented in this thesis have all been corrected for the detector response and the 
power dependence of the PM tube output, the true transition dipole function can 
be derived from dispersed fluorescence spectra: we analyse the spectra for the 
F0ú (2) --> X 0g (aa) transition for upper state vibrational levels y' = 0, 4, 9,19 to 
find the transition dipole function over the range 3.13 < R < 4.12A. 
7.1 Results and Analysis 
State specific excitation of the F0ú (2) state was achieved using the two colour 
OODR scheme described in Chapter 4: 
X0g (aa)(0, 21) B0ú (aó)(59, 22) N c18(ab)(14, 22) F0ú (2)(v', 23), (7.6) 
with y' = 0,4,9 and 19. The experimental configuration and data acquisition 
for dispersed fluorescence spectra are described in Chapter 2. It is important 
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to ensure signal stability for the duration of these slow scans as shot -to -shot 
fluctuations in the laser signal will lead to changes in the IP population and so to 
anomalous local spectral intensities. The signal stability was tested by recording 
the intensity of a strong peak at the red and blue ends of the spectrum before 
making the scan: if the intensities of these test peaks differed significantly at the 
end of the scan the spectrum was rejected. Each scan was then repeated until 
a consistent set of spectra was achieved. While spectra subject to a large signal 
drift may be rejected in this way, the random shot -to -shot fluctuations cannot be 
removed completely and this should be borne in mind in the interpretation: after 
much' analysis a dipole function could be derived that exactly reproduced the 
spectral envelope, however such a dipole function is unlikely to have a physically 
realistic form and will be convoluted with the random population fluctuations. 
By ensuring that the dipole function is satisfactory for a range of scans, and for a 
range of different vibrational levels, this problem of interpretation can to a large 
extent be avoided. 
7.1.1 The F X transition dipole function 
Both the FOu (2) [32] and X09 (aa) [23] states are well known and their potentials 
can be derived from the available RKR data. The functional form of the transition 
dipole moment can then be deduced by the iterative comparison of experimental 
spectra with quantum mechanical simulation (see Chapter 2). 
The lowest vibrational levels were analysed first (y' = 0, 4). Having fluo- 
rescence spectra that sample monotonic Mulliken potentials, their intensity en- 
velopes can be analysed in a straightforward manner to give the relative transition 
dipole moment at the r- centroids, (y' r I y"), of each transition y' -f v" (Chapter 
2). In this way the dipole function can be resolved over 3.38 < R < 3.83A, the 
classical amplitude of the y' = 4 level. As higher vibrational levels are excited 
the transition dipole function can be routinely extended over their greater vibra- 
tional amplitudes until the Mulliken difference potential becomes double valued 
and the spectral intensity over certain wavelengths can no longer be attributed 
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to one semi -classical transition point. Fluorescence from the y' = 9 level samples 
a difference potential double valued over the range 3.76 < R < 3.95A. The max- 
imum in the Mulliken potential occurs at R = 3.85A so in this case the relative 
strength of the dipole function is known for one of the semi -classical transition 
points over the majority of the polytonic region of the difference potential. There- 
fore the contribution from the second transition point can be inferred: we find 
that the wavelength region corresponding to the change over from reflection to 
interference structure is particularly sensitive to the amplitude of µ , at large R. 
The monotonic range of the y' = 9 difference potential can be analysed routinely 
as before and extends the dipole function to shorter R, down to 3.28A. 
By y' = 19 the vibrational motion samples the transition dipole over 3.13 < 
R < 4.12A and the difference potential is now double valued over the range 
3.64 < R < 4.12A (see Figure 2.7). The maximum in the Mulliken potential will 
still lie at R = 3.85A since moving to a higher vibrational term merely raises the 
whole difference potential vertically by the energy AG,,,: the red extremum re- 
mains invariant of y' once a double valued difference potential has been achieved. 
Analysing the y' = 19 fluorescence spectrum in the same manner as that for the 
v' = 9 level we arrive at a first estimate for the F -* X transition dipole function 
for 3.13 < R < 4.12, however an error in analysing the reflection spectra would 
be compounded when analysing the interference regions of the more vibrationally 
excited spectra. In practice such errors are not large and a final round of itera- 
tive comparisons of quantum simulation with spectra leaves a smoothly varying, 
physically plausible dipole function. 
The relative fluorescent intensities for all the radiative systems available to the 
FOu (2) state were recorded in Chapter 6 and combined with the radiative lifetime 
to give the transition dipole moment at Rr , µF_,x(Re) = 0.725eA. This is used 
to calibrate the dipole function (see figure 7.1 where the FOu (2) --> XOe (aa) 
transition dipole function is compared with the f O9 (2) -+ BO,u, (ab) function); the 
knot points for the function are given in Table 7.1. Note that although probably 
exaggerated by the spline fitting, the change in the function's gradient around 
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2.0- 
FO+u -+ XO+q 
1.5- 
0.5- 
f0+9 - B0+u 
0.0 i 
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
R /Angstroms 
Figure 7.1. FOI (2) --> XOg (aa) and f 08 (2) --; BOú (ab) transition dipole func- 
tions. 
Re is required to reproduce the fluorescence envelope of the y' = 0 spectrum, 
probably the most reliable in terms of signal stability on account of its shorter 
scan time: it appears to presage a significant configuration change in the IP state 
(see below). 
Qualitative Features of the Fluorescence 
Figures 7.2 to 7.5 show the dispersed fluorescence spectra for the four vibrational 
levels along with their quantum mechanical simulations. These spectra are not 
calibrated for wavelength. 
The fluorescence dispersed from the two highest vibrational levels show the 
expected features of fluorescence to a polytonic Mulliken potential: an invariant 
red extremum and interference structure at the higher wavelength end of the 
spectrum. The reflection structure of a monotonic difference potential is clear in 
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R/A 1f4-,,x1/e1 R/A lµF-x1 idi 
3.08 2.02 3.60 0.725 
3.14 2.16 3.65 0.69 
3.30 1.59 3.80 0.59 
3.40 1.24 4.10 0.38 
3.50 0.98 4.30 0.28 
Table 7.1. Knot points for the F0ú(2) X09(aa) transition dipole function 
(valid over 3.13 <R<4.12A). 
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Figure 7.2. Dispersed fluorescence spectrum for the F0ú (2)(v' = 19, J' = 23) 
X09 (aa) transition, with quantum simulation (dashed). 
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Figure 7.3. Dispersed fluorescence spectrum for the FOI (2)(v' = 9, J' = 23) -> 
X0g (aa) transition, with quantum simulation (dashed). 
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Figure 7.4. Dispersed fluorescence spectrum for the F0ú (2)(v' = 4, J' = 23) -> 
X0g (aa) transition, with quantum simulation (dashed). 
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Figure 7.5. Dispersed fluorescence spectrum for the FOI (2)(v' = 0,J' = 23) --> 
XOg (aa) transition, with quantum simulation (dashed). 
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Figure 7.6. Quantum simulation of the F0ú (2)(v' = 19,J' = 23) --> X 0g (aa) 
dispersed fluorescence spectrum, assuming a constant dipole function. 
the fluorescence spectra of the lower levels, y' = 0 and 4. No bound --> free flu- 
orescence is observed in any of the spectra, though the vibrational interval near 
the X state dissociation limit is so small that the individual transitions y' -+ y" 
are not resolved near the red end of the y' = 19 spectrum. Figure 7.6 shows 
the simulation of fluorescence from the y' = 19 level assuming a constant dipole 
function and clearly demonstrates the influence of the true transition dipole func- 
tion. The true function attenuates transitions at longer internuclear separations 
where the gradient of the difference potential is smallest. Without the effect of 
the dipole function, transitions in this region would therefore have the strongest 
fluorescence intensity (equation (2.20)). The influence of the true dipole function 
is therefore to emphasise the blue end of the spectrum. 
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7.2 Interpretation 
The F --> X transition dipole function shows a dependence on R typical of a 
charge- transfer transition. In equation (6.8) we find that the dipole moment for 
a parallel charge transfer transition is a function of two - centre and one -centre 
integrals 
(01g1,:, I fiz I95u e) = (a I ftz I A)Sa'a, + (a' I µz I B')SaA 
+[(ce I µz I A'),Sas + (a I µz I B)Sa'Ad, (7.7) 
where' I a) and I b) are the two orbitals on the anionic centre corresponding to the 
holes in the cationic configuration, and I A) and I B) the equivalent orbitals for 
the neutral centres. We therefore expect the dipole function to reduce to zero for 
R - oo since the overlap in the two centre integrals will tend to zero. The charge 
transfer terms of the dipole function will also vanish at the united atom limit 
(R -* 0) though the transition dipole may still have some strength if the valence 
orbital becomes Rydbergised. Between these two limits the build up of overlap 
between the two centres will allow the dipole to acquire a significant moment 
provided the transition involved is dipole allowed. In the following discussion we 
will describe the changing dipole as the bond shortens from large to small R. 
Comparison of the f -> B and F -j X dipole functions 
The f -> B transition dipole function (figure 7.1) has been reported in a com- 
panion experiment to that described here [15]. This function shows a relatively 
small rise as the bond length approaches its equilibrium separation and the or- 
bital overlap between the two centres increases; the subsequent decrease in dipole 
moment beyond the equilibrium separation shadows the emergence of the f O(2) 
state's dominant MO configuration at small R, 2242 (see Table 1.2). Transitions 
from this MO configuration to that adopted by the B state at similar internuclear 
separations, 2431 [118], is one -electron forbidden thus the dipole function decays 
as these MO configurations become established. 
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In comparison we find a dramatic increase occurs in the F -* X transition 
dipole around RQ , with it rising steeply to a large dipole moment of about 2.16eA 
by R ti 3.14A. It seems the dipole function peaks at this value since a decrease 
with shorter R is just accessed from the highest vibrational level studied. As with 
all charge transfer dipole functions we expect the F --> X dipole to increase from 
zero at large R, then return to zero by R + 0, however the form of the dipole 
function between these limits can again be interpreted in terms of configuration 
changes in the electronic states involved. 
At' large R both the F0(2) and f0(2) states should adopt close to their 
separated atom configurations and we would therefore expect these u/g partners 
to have the same orbital occupancy. Consequently we might expect the F 4 X 
dipole moment to be smaller than that for the f -+ B transition since there 
are other radiative systems competing for the parallel transition dipole from the 
ungerade state. Counteracting this effect will be the strong transition dipole 
available only to the ungerade state through its lip! II component at the cationic 
centre (equation (6.14)). 
As the internuclear separation decreases from large R to the equilibrium value 
we find the F -* X function builds up in a similar manner to the f + B function, 
though the F -X dipole is already the stronger suggesting a significant contribu- 
tion from the 11/4ii iigN411 component of the electronic configuration. Around RAP 
this component contributes almost 70% of the F -- X dipole strength, though 
forming less than 20% of the electronic configuration (Chapter 6). Although 
this contribution is not available to the f state the f --- B dipole maintains its 
strength since there are no other valence states of 0ú symmetry competing for the 
oscillator strength. The two dipole functions are therefore of comparable moment 
until close to ReP where they display markedly different character, the F -- X 
increasing dramatically and the f ---t B dying away. This must reflect changes in 
the electronic structure of at least one of the states involved. 
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We found in Chapter 6 that the FOI(2) state configuration has a signifi- 
cantly larger HAMPIA component at Re when compared with the free ion 
configuration. A II pópir 
II 
occupancy is equivalent to the 1441 configuration 
in MO terminology, and will have a dipole allowed charge transfer transition to 
the ground state configuration 2440. 2440 is presumably the major component 
of the X09 (aa) state configuration by R ti 3A: Li and Balasubramanian have 
suggested it forms 66% of the configuration at R = 4A [118], while Das and Wahl 
have suggested the 'E9 configurations (2440 and 2422) form the major compo- 
nent from R 3.7A [47]. As the bond shortens we expect the pre -eminence of the 
2440 configuration in the X09(aa) state to increase. The sudden increase in the 
F -> X dipole therefore reflects significant changes in the IP configuration: as 
the FOI (2) state increasingly adopts a lip,r11 configuration at the cationic centre 
it gains oscillator strength for transitions to the 2440 ground state. The charge 
transfer transition from a occupancy has the strongest dipole moment 
available to an IP state (Chapter 6), consequently its contribution dominates the 
F --> X transition dipole function. The 11/41111pó7411 occupancy is not active for 
charge transfer transitions from the f09(2) state (equation (6.14)) and we there- 
fore see no dramatic change in the f -* B dipole function: the divergence in the 
two transition dipole functions does not necessarily mean the two IP states have 
dramatically different electronic configurations. 
As the bond continues to shorten the orbital overlap between the two centres 
will increase and a dominant MO configuration will emerge for each IP state, 
2332 for the FOI(2) state and 2242 for the f0-{g-(2) (see Table 1.2). Both transi- 
tions therefore become one electron forbidden and the transition dipole functions 
decrease as these final MO configurations become established. At these internu- 
clear separations, the W IVA occupancy is the lowest energy configuration 
available for an ungerade IP state and so is taken over by the DOI(1) state: 
consequently as the F -X dipole function decreases we would predict a syn- 
chronous increase in the D -> X dipole function. This is consistent with the ab 
initio studies of Das and Wahl who found a 50% increase in the D state 1Eú 
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component (MO configurations 1441 and 2332) between R = 3.4A and R = 2.6A 
[47]. 
The form of the F -> X dipole function with R therefore reflects the changing 
contribution of the lipx11lip;gi component in the IP configuration, in contrast 






Chapter 8 The Ion Pair States of 
Iodine 
This thesis has shown how the ungerade ion pair states of I2 can be populated in 
low vibrational levels through a two photon Optical- Optical Double Resonance 
excitation scheme from the gerade ground state and employing a u/g coupled 
intermediate step. The intermediate level pumped in this excitation scheme was 
first suggested by Danyluk and King in 1977, and the hyperfine Hamiltonian first 
discussed for the B0ú (ab) state of iodine by Broyer et al in 1978, however this is 
the first experimental rationalisation of a hyperfine facilitated pumping scheme. 
With the symmetry and potential function of the gerade coupling partner now 
established, OODR excitation schemes for any of the ungerade IP states can be 
proposed: a new pumping scheme has been suggested to access the Ou (2) state, 
a state previously unattainable through OODR excitation. The derivation of 
potential functions for unknown ungerade IP states from fluorescence excitation 
experiments should now be possible. The dominant electronic configuration of 
the c1g(ab) state has been deduced to be 03/2 around R 5.5A, and the major 
Dunham parameters of a new ion pair state, the H1u(2) state, have been derived 
for low vibrational levels. 
The radiative lifetimes of nine ion pair states have been reported, four for the 
first time in low y, and these have been combined with the relative fluorescence in- 
tensities of the IP -*Valence charge transfer transition manifold to derive absolute 
Einstein A- coefficients for these transitions for the first time. A theoretical model 
has been developed to describe the charge transfer nature of these transitions, 
and been used to predict the relative transition dipoles of the various transitions 
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e e' i O Ae _ 2 zZ F zz 
2(1) 30990 32630 
1(1) 30808 31592 
0+(1) 30809 31633 
0+(2) 31360 31812 
1(2) 31208 31488 
Table 8.1. Experimental and point charge values for De. 
available to a particular IP state, assuming a separated atom description applies. 
The model has been used to deduce the electronic configurations of the IP states 
around RAP and the transition dipole moments for the per H pc and px * p.,. elec- 
tron transfer between the two centres. Although subject to various assumptions 
regarding the electronic configuration of the Sl = 2(1) states and the R depen- 
dence of the dipole functions, the analysis draws out broad trends suggesting the 
ion pair configurations have departed from the free ion configuration by as much 
as 20% in the first cluster. This is unexpected given the close clustering of IP 
states with others of the same diabatic dissociation product, and accounts for the 
failure of a point charge model in reproducing the splittings between IP states' 
(see Table 8.1) and for the inadequacy of the free ion configurations in the theo- 
retical analysis of hyperfine eQq interactions. The ion pair configurations around 
Re 3 suggest that the final MO ordering of states has yet to be achieved and the 
lowest energy states of a given symmetry achieve low energy configurations at 
the cationic centre by adopting as small a pc occupancy in the presence of the 
anionic field gradient as the inter -electron repulsion and spin -orbit interactions 
will allow. 
'though this is subject to the accuracy of the ab initio value for (p') +. 
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It has not been possible to establish whether the two states of a u/g pair have 
similar electronic configurations at Re, but the large differences in summed tran- 
sition dipole moments observed for certain u/g pairs is not inconsistent with them 
having closely similar configurations: the theoretical model clearly demonstrates 
that certain, potentially strong, transitions are only allowed for the ungerade 
state. This is seen in the transition dipole functions for the F04-(2) -X 0g (aa) 
and f Og (2) --> B0ú (ab) transitions: only the F - X dipole grows strongly be- 
tween R = 3.6 and 3.1A reflecting the increasing contribution of the iiP! I Igpi i 
component. At ReP this is found to contribute 70% of the dipole while making 
only 20% of the configuration. The component can make no contri- 
bution to charge transfer transitions from a gerade IP state and consequently the 





Appendix A The u/g splitting of Ion 
Pair states 
In Chapter 3 the experimental order of the I+ atomic states was rationalised 
in terms of the inter - electron repulsion and spinn -orbit interactions: the larger 
inter -electron repulsion in the singlet configurations leaves the 1D2 and 1S0 states 
highest in energy, with the 1D2 term below the 'S0. The 3PJ states are split by 
the spin -orbit operator with the 3P2 term lowest of all; the 3P0 state comes next 
on account of the strong 3P0 - iSo spin. -orbit interaction, though the 3P1 is not 
much higher in energy. The energy ordering of the IP dusters at equilibrium is 
the same in I2 as found in I +, with the separation between clusters similar to that 
between the cationic states on dissociation.' Consequently it has been assumed 
that on forming the molecular electronic wavefunction the IP configuration at the 
cationic centre around R. is close to that of the free ion. However we have found 
in Chapter 6 that there is significant jj mixing at the cationic centre through the 
intramolecular charge- quadrupole interaction which favours p, occupation over 
p,. This stabilisation in the presence of the anionic field gradient is offset by the 
increased inter -electron repulsions and weak spin -orbit interactions associated 
with some of the p4 configurations with low p, occupancy. Thus, for example, the 
lowest energy configuration in the charge - quadrupole interaction, pQp4, implies 
a relatively large inter -electron repulsion at the cationic centre; consequently 
the final configurations adopted by an IP state at a particular R reflect a play 
'Although the second IP cluster comprises of the six states dissociating to 3P, and 3P0 
cations, the cationic order is still preserved as the two molecular states dissociating to 3P0 ions, 
the f0ÿ (2) and F0,1(2) states, are the lowest and third lowest members of the cluster. 
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off between the stabilisation energy in the anionic field and the inter -electron 
repulsion and spin -orbit energies. 
At this stage of our description the IP states are stacked in clusters as u/g 
pairs at S1(n)- dependent energies (see Section 3.4), this Appendix discusses the 
terms that split these u/g pairs to give the final energy ordering observed exper- 
imentally. 
In the complementary two electron problem in which X- has two electrons 
and the cationic centre none, the molecular electronic wavefunction of an IP state 




where the wavefunction is assumed to be normalised and 
= .A {Iaa') +Ibb') }, 
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
with the positive sign taken by the gerade state; the coefficients ci will depend on 
R and will vary from state to state. The symmetry labels are defined in equation 
(1.4) and a)(-I mjm,)a) denotes the spin orbital occupancy of electron 1 at 
the anionic centre. The normalisation and anti- symmetriser will be assumed 
throughout the rest of this section. 
The energy of an IP state is given by the Schrödinger equation: 
E _ (111 IHI) 
E ci ci ('Oi I H I 
i.i 
(A.3) 
with H the molecular Hamiltonian for the two electron system. The few off - 
diagonal terms arise through the inter -electron operator, 1 , and the energy of a 
particular molecular configuration, T, is essentially determined by the diagonal 
terms. The energy of the component, ?Ji, is 
(7/),u,gjg 7/)u.g)=(aa'IH ad) f (ad HIbb'), (A.4) 
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with a gerade state taking the positive sign, and so 
E E (A.5) 
However we need not make this final approximation and, provided a given u/g 
pair have the same molecular electronic configuration, the origin of their energy 
splitting is now clear: the two states will be split, one up and one down, from 
the St(n)-dependent energy, En(n)(= t c=ci(07«7' I H I (4c7')), by an exchange 
integral for electron exchange between the two centres, Eexc(= Ei jeic;(ç; «° 
H I Oljg)). The coefficients c; give the spin orbital occupancy of the state and 
therefore the energy En(n) will include all the spin -orbit, electron repulsion and 
intramolecular interactions common to the u/g pair and will represent a tier 
average from which the exchange integral determines the final energies of the two 
states. The nesting of the IP states in the first cluster suggests that the En(n) 
integral is similar for all states in the first cluster and that the exchange integral 
gets progressively larger with SZ (see Table A.1). It is the sign and strength of the 
exchange integral that determines the u/g splitting amongst the IP states and 
will be discussed in more detail in the next Section. 
This analysis relies on the u/g pair having the same electronic configuration 
and we were unable to establish this in Chapter 6 since the complete molecu- 
lar configuration of no u/g pair could be derived. However we do expect some 
difference between IP u/g configurations since in most cases they do not have 
identical Re values. Any difference must reflect some interaction between the 
electron clouds of the two centres: as the bond shortens and a single MO con- 
figuration is observed the pair will necessarily have different configurations and 
consequently differing energies. For example the 11p °.74 ligA4 I configuration is 
a low energy MO occupancy for ungerade IP states, but the highest energy MO 
occupancy for gerade IP states, however the close clustering of IP states suggests 
that even down to Re the differences in configuration between u/g pairs are small 
and we shall persist in assuming they are identical when discussing the exchange 
integral. 
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State Te(cm 1) ? (cm-1r ?OTC'g(cm -1)b 
first cluster 
D'29(1) 40388 41039 -650 
¡319(1) 40821 41221 -400 
D0ú(1) 41029 41220 -192 
E0:(1) 41412 41220 192 
71(1) 41621 41221 400 
82u(1) 41689 41039 650 
second cluster 
f0g(2) 47026 47122 -96 
F0,4;(2) 47217 47122 96 
G1g(2) 47559 47920 361 




Table A.1. Exchange integrals and u/g tier averages for the first two IP clusters. 
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A.1 The Exchange Integral 
If the two states in a u/g pair have the same electronic configuration then the 
energy difference between them is twice the exchange integral, >i cic; (0707' I 
H l ckljg)). The strength, and sign, of the exchange integral will depend on 
the IP configuration: the experimental values for Te give the gerade state the 
lower energy of the pair for every case known bar one, the Outs pair in the first 
cluster, and the size of ulg splitting seems to increase with 1 (Table A.1). To 
rationalise the size of the u/g splittings within a cluster we need to consider the 
exchange integral in more detail; in the following analysis we shall concentrate 
on the diagonal terms in the energy matrix, however the off -diagonal terms can 
be readily included and will be discussed later. 
In a two electron system the exchange integral gives 
(aá IHIbb')=(aa'I-Z` Z` Z` Z` 1 Ibb') , 
ria rib r2a r2b r12 
(A.6) 
where r10 is the radial coordinate of electron 1 relative to centre a, and r12 is the 
inter - electron separation; ZZ is the effective nuclear charge experienced by the 
electrons. The exchange integral therefore separates into two familiar terms 
(aa'Ixibb') = -(al Zb I b)(a'Ib') -(a'I zZb l b' >(alb) 
+(aa' I I bb'). (A.7) 
r12 
We can see that the off -diagonal terms can only arise from the rig operator and 
that the sign of the exchange energy itself will depend on the relative magnitudes 
and signs of the integrals in equation (A.7) above. In general we expect the 
integrals to be dominated by the extent of orbital overlap between the two centres 
in each one electron distribution çaçb (see calculations later) and so exchange 
terms involving pa. orbitals should be larger than those involving p,. Thus we 
expect the absolute values of 
(0-alo-b) > frakb), (A.8) 




+ ZC I ub) > (Ira I Z` + Z` (7rb) (A.9) 
T2a T2b T2a r2b 





ubub) >( (Tara I 
1 




r12 r12 Tie 
though the (7rarra 
I riz 17rbirb) integral may be large if the II 1 +1- II configuration 
is involved. The signs of these integrals are discussed in the next sections. 
The overlap integral 
As with their strength, the sign of the overlap integral between the two centres 
depends on the orbital involved: the overlap between two 7r orbitals is positive 
over all space, while that between a orbitals is negative between the two centres 
and positive elsewhere if a right -handed axis set is assumed at each centre. Con- 
sequently the integral (ira I7rb) is positive for all internuclear separations, whereas 
(aalcib) is negative at intermediate R and positive at short R: we have found in 
Chapter 6 that around RelP the (cialcib) overlap integral is still negative. Both 
integrals tend to zero as R -+ co and to one at the united atom limit where they 
become the normalisation condition. 
The Coulombic attraction integral 
This integral will follow the same sign as the overlap integral above and so (aa 
I 
rsa + ,;b I ab) will be negative and (Ira I *a + r2b 17rb) positive around Re in the I 
ion pair states. 
The inter -electron repulsion integral 
This integral calculates the repulsion between the two one -electron distributions 
ÇaÇb and Çaq4,. The strongest repulsion will be expected when both distributions 
have significant amplitude in the same region of space, ie when both electrons 
occupy the same space orbital at a centre. Consequently the pá and p,r occupan- 
cies, when the p, orbitals both have the same m1 value, will have large repulsive 
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integrals. For the IP clusters studied the 111+1-II microstate can only occur in the 
2(1) states, and even then only through their spin -orbit components, and the 
p . occupancy will more typically have orbitals with differing mi values giving the 
weakest of the inter -electron repulsions. The Alp, configuration may be expected 
to have a repulsion integral whose strength lies somewhere between this and the 
large p integral. The signs of these integrals will be determined by the relative 
phases of the two distributions around their maxima provided the r12 separation 
is not too large. Thus we expect the (civia 1z Qbob) and (zrara 1 lrblrb) to 
be positive and (craira I r17 oj,7rb) to be negative. 
Oft-diagonal terms can arise between configurations with related spin orbital 
occupancy, for example 110 +1 -11 and HO- 1 +II, and the inter -electron repulsion 
found for ii 1 +1- II will differ from that of II 1 -1- I1, however calculations (see later) 
suggest that these differences are small and the repulsion integrals can be sepa- 
rated into three families in order of increasing strength, depending on whether 
none, one or both po orbitals are occupied. 
The detailed energy ordering of the members of an IP cluster will therefore 
reflect two factors, the En() and Eezc energies. The former will determine the 
how `focussed' the cluster is: the first IP cluster in I2 shows a small spread of Te 
values with the S2 = 0 states nested in the St = 1, which are in turn nested in 
the f2 = 2 states. This suggests that the En(n) energy is similar for all members 
of the first cluster. The varying size and sign of the exchange energy will depend 
on the various integrals contributing to it and the reconciliation with experiment 
is considered in more detail in the next Section. The second IP cluster shows a 
similar range in TT values but the cluster is no longer nested: the Eo() energy 
varies significantly with S2 in this group of states as would be expected since the 
lowest u/g pair have different diabatic dissociation products from the others. 
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A.2 Reconciliation of observed u/g splittings 
If we describe the IP state electronic wavefunction according to 
I f2g,u) = P b[clg,ullppriII + c2g,ullP0.142II + c3g,ullppxilla (A.11) 
then we need to discuss the exchange integrals for each of the possible configu- 
rations 
II p7 p,r: II . 
We found in Chapter 3 that the St = 2,1 states of the first IP cluster cannot 
adopt the Ilppxll and around Re their electronic configurations are dominated by 
the IIP1px II component (Chapter 6). Furthermore we find that the gerade state of 
the u/g pair is the lower in energy and consequently the exchange integral must be 
negative. The integrals (tea 
I -*ie -rlb I Ub)(1ral7rb) and (Ira I -rie -rib I b)(al) 
are both positive and consequently the negative inter- electron repulsion integrals 
must be dominating the electron exchange for these states, even though the two 
electrons occupy different space orbitals at a given centre. If we assume that 
the repulsion integrals also dominate the exchange interactions of the other two 
Il P7 Pn II configurations, where the electrons may occupy the same space orbitals, 
then their exchange interactions will both be positive. We expect the exchange 




component since the electrons both occupy 
the same space orbital, giving large repulsion energies, and there is strong orbital 
overlap between the centres. We would expect the exchange interaction for the 
IIP, II configuration to be the next strongest, but in this case negative, and that 
for the 
II ps14, II component to be small, positive and negligible when the two p,. 
orbitals have different m1. Calculations of the II1 +1- II exchange integral suggest 
it too is small, presumably on account of the weak p,. overlap between centres, 
and so the exchange interactions of the IIp °p.II components can be neglected. 
Therefore in this model, the exchange energy of the SZ = 2(1), 1(1) configura- 
tions are negative on account of their large II II components, with the SZ = 2(1) 
states having the larger u/g splitting since they have the larger ci component (Ta- 
ble A.2). We found in Chapter 6 that the SZ = 0 +(1) states have a reduced ci 
component and a significant c3 coefficient compared with the other members of 
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S2(n) Tg - Tu e e 1 cz z C2 a C3 
2(1) -1300.7 0.902 0.098 0 
1(1) -800.3 0.867 0.133 0 
0+(1) 383.2 0.466 0.444 0.090 
1(2) -721.2 0.555 0.445 0 
0+(2) -191.5 0.461 0.351 0.188 
Table, A.2. u/g splittings and electronic configurations for some IP states of 
iodine. 
their cluster. The 4 configuration, Ipp° has the largest inter -electron repul- 
sion energy which will therefore make a significant positive contribution to the 
S2 = 0 +(1) exchange energy. From Table A.2 we find that the exchange integral 
for this pair has changed sign: the c3 component must make the dominant con- 
tribution overriding the negative contribution from the 
I IP/P7,1 component. It 
is not surprising in the light of this that the 0 +(1) states have the smallest u/g 
splitting, ie the smallest Eexc energy. 
Outside the first cluster, the only other u/g pairs known experimentally are 
the S2 = 1 and S2 = 0+ states in the second cluster. Once more the S2 = 1 states 
can only adopt Ilr p .II and II p ,211 components: that the gerade states still lies 
below the ungerade suggests that even a reduced cl coefficient determines the 
sign of the exchange energy; the contribution from the Ilp °p.II component is small. 
The separation between the 12 = 1 states in the second cluster is smaller than 
that of the first cluster as expected given their reduced cl coefficient, however it 
is not as small as might have been anticipated. This may reflect the various off - 
diagonal terms that have been neglected along with the small dependence of the 
exchange integral on the detailed spinnorbital occupancy within a iipQ p11 family. 
The 5-2 = 0 +(2) states do not show the anomalous u/g ordering displayed by the 
0 +(1) states, in spinte of their similar electronic configuration: if anything the 
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analysis of Chapter 6 suggested that the c3 coefficient was even larger in the 0 +(2) 
states than the 0 +(1) and we would therefore expect a similar reversed ordering 
with an even greater u/g splitting in the second cluster. This is not observed 
and the most likely explanation is the missing contribution of fluorescence to 
the (bb) dissociation limit in the analysis for the DO,++ (1) state configuration. 
Including this contribution would enhance the cg component of the DO,++ (1) state 
at the expense of the c2 component giving a larger positive contribution to the 
exchange integral of the St = 0 +(1) state. 
It should be remembered that this description assumes the two states of a 
u/g pair have the same electronic configuration: although the configurations are 
similar (Chapter 6), this is dearly not exactly true as the IP states do not have 
identical Re values. Consequently their exchange integrals will be slightly dif- 
ferent, and the model of an equal and opposite energy shift from some 11(n) 
dependent average will not hold. A complete account of the IP energy ordering 
awaits an accurate ab initio treatment to derive the exchange integrals and the 
extent of intramolecular interaction between the electron distributions at each 
centre, however this qualitative picture should point to the important terms de- 
termining the experimentally observed IP order. 
Numerical Integrations 
The various terms contributing to the exchange integrals of the various con- 
figurations can be calculated numerically using a Gaussian basis set, however the 
basis sets available may not be reliable at such large R since they are optimised 
for ground state energies and will be most accurate at short radii from the nu- 
cleus. Calculations using the basis sets of Huzinaga [43] for the I- ion give the 
exchange energies shown in Table A.3. The large range in each value demon- 
strates the unreliability of the Gaussian function for a valence orbital at such 
large R: the range arises from the differing results using each of Huzinaga's three 
basis sets, all of which give similar total energies for the I- ground state. Note 
that in these integrations the electrons are each in a molecular distribution çbackb 
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0 0' (0a0a I r4 I 0b4) 
(cm-1) 




o-" o43 11900 ± 615 9500 ± 1275 4290 ->510 
a" R-I3 -2850 + 330 -2545 ± 615 -1250 -+ 640 
a" 7r" -1470 + 330 -2545 ± 615 130 -- 2020 
Ira 7143 790 ± 130 660 ± 110 370 ---> -110 
ir" 7r" 330 f 110 660 f 110 -110 --> -550 
Table A.3. The exchange integrals for the p2 configuration at Re/p; confidence 
ranges' reflect the results using each of the different basis sets given by Huzinaga. 
about two cationic centres; 4 are anionic orbitals. The estimation of the screen- 
ing constants for such a distribution is not straightforward and the calculations 
assume both electrons are completely screened from the nuclei, ie Ze = 1. The 
integrals have been calculated numerically in a stepwise fashion over a segment 
of R- space, using the cylindrical symmetry, and the final result estimated by ex- 
trapolating the step size to zero. Unfortunately the results of are 
inconclusive though they do reveal the strong (I páp° II exchange energy, and the 
sign change for the 
II páplr II integral lies within the range of values calculated for 
this energy. Except for the IlggII configuration the repulsion energy is of the 
same order as the Coulombic attraction integrals suggesting that the long range 
behaviour of the orbital is not correctly reproduced in Huzinaga's basis functions. 
Appendix B Hyperfine Hamiltonian 
for a heavy molecule 
We aim to derive an expression for the general matrix element of the hyperfine 
Hamiltonian for a heavy diatomic molecule. The result (equation (B.11)) has been 
given by Bacis et al [122, equation (6)] in a comprehensive paper discussing the 
theory of the hyperfine interactions and u/g perturbations of a heavy diatomic. In 
a companion paper [102] this theory was applied to near dissociation vibrational 
levels of the B01 (ab) state of I2, where a u/g symmetry breaking perturbation 
was proposed coupling the B with a 1g(ab) state. In a recent paper studying 
the hyperfine structure of the E09+(1) and Qlg(1) states Tiemann et al re -wrote 
Bacis' result to simplify the appearance of the reduced matrix elements [50]: their 
result is similar to that derived here. 
A detailed derivation is written out to gain an understanding of the origin 
of the terms in the final equation: it can then be used to calculate the strength 
of the B c coupling interaction for comparison with experimental results (see 
section 4.2). Throughout this derivation reference will be made to some general 
theorems on the matrix elements of irreducible tensor operators; these can be 
found in standard texts [114, 149, 150, 151], but are repeated in Appendix C for 
ease of reference. 
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B.1 The hyperfine matrix elements 
For heavy diatomics such as I2 each electronic state 52, (= MJA + MJB), can be 
described in terms of separated atom basis functions (see section 1.1.1): 
I nOSZvJT(IAIB)IFMF)u +'') = (i)1EI {I ¡3SZvJT(IAIB)IFMF),,,g 
+elß- SZvJT(IAIB)IFMF),,,g}, (B.1) 
where I is the total nuclear spin, I = IA + Ig; F the total molecular angular 
momentum, F = I -I- J, with J = st + N and N the nuclear rotation; y is the 
vibrational quantum number. 0 and T are other quantum numbers pertinent to 
the electronic and nuclear wavefunction respectively; e = 0 for SZ = 0 states and 
e = Xav = +1 for SZ i 0 states, where v, is the symmetry operation of reflecting 
through a molecular plane in the pooh group. 
The hyperfine Hamiltonian Hhf can be written as [121] 
Hhf = Hhf(A) + Hhf(B) + Hhf(A, B), (B.2) 
where Hhf(A) is the hyperfine interaction between the electrons and the nucleus 
labelled A, and Hhf (A, B) the interaction between the two nuclei. This latter 
term is small and can be omitted in a first approximation, allowing Hhf to be 
expressed as [121] 
Hhf = 
k 
( ¡¡ ¡¡ ¡¡ (-1)qhSqlla)Vkqlea), 
a=A,B k q=-k 
(B.3) 
where the tensorial operator Qk(Ia) acts only on the nuclear spin of atom a and 
Vk(ea) acts on the electrons. 
The hyperfine matrix element coupling two electronic states, I nil) and I n'SZ'), 
is therefore given by 
(n'il' I Hhf I nSZ) = (B.4) 
>a =A,B >k(n'ß'il'v'J'T'(IAIB)I'F'MF` I Qk(Ia).Vk(ea) I nßivJT(IAIB)IF MF) . 
We have a composite coupling system with two subsystems, the nuclear and 
the electronic, each with an irreducible tensor operator acting on the one, and 
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not the other, subsystem's space so we can separate the two subsystems using 
equation (C.2) from Appendix C. The subsystems are characterised by I and J 
respectively, which couple to give F, so 
+F F J' I' (n È' I Hhf I nSZ) _ E E FFsMFMF, (-1) I+J i 
a=A,B k k I J 
x(T'(IAIB)I' 
I Q(k)(Ia) I T(IAIB)I)(nWSZ'v'J' I V(k)(ea) I n/30vJ). (B.5) 
We can now treat each coupling subsystem separately to derive the matrix ele- 
ments on the right -hand side of the equation. The tensor operator Q(k)(Ia) acts 
on the nuclear spin of the molecule, I, which is the vector addition of the nu- 
clear spins of the individual nuclei, thus we need to apply equation (C.3) from 
Appendix C to reduce the problem to the reduced matrix elements of operators 
acting at each nuclei: 
(T'(IAIB)I' I Q(k)(IA) I T(IAIB)I) _ (B.6) 
Ia+Ia+I k 1 IA I' IB (k) (-1) [(2I -}- 1)(2I + 1)] (T IAIIQ (IA)IITIA), 
I IA k 
and similarly when Q(k)(IB) acts on nucleus B. The reduced matrix elements on 
the right -hand side can be related to experimental data for the iodine atom by 
using the Wigner -Eckart Theorem (Appendix C equation (0.1)) which gives: 
(T'IAMIA = IA 
I Q(k)(IA) I TIAMIA = IA) = 
(-1)IA-ZB IA k IA (TIAII Q(k)(IA)IITIA) 
l -IA 0 IA 
(B.7) 
The matrix element on the left -hand side is the nuclear dipole magnetic moment, 
,N91AIA, for k = 1, the nuclear electric quadrupole moment, z eQIA, for k = 2, 
etc, all of which are known experimentally for the iodine atom. Thus, 
(T1IAII Q(k)(IA)IITIA) _ (T'IAMIA = IA I Q(k)(IA) I TIAMIA = IA) 
-1 
x 
IA k IA 
-IA 0 IA 
(B.8) 
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Next we return to equation (B.5) to consider the matrix element for the electronic 
subsystem. In Hund's case (c) SÌ is the z- component of the total molecular 
angular momentum without nuclear spin, J, so we can apply equation (C.4) from 
Appendix C to give: 
(n' J' I V( h)(21) I nßílvJ) = [(2J + 1)(2J' + 1)] - SZ q SZ 
x (n'3'SZ'v' 
I 
V(h)(eA) I n/3SZv), (B.9) 
where the matrix element on the right -hand side contains the MJ dependent 3- j 
coefficient and can be related to experimental data for the iodine atom: this will 
be developed in the next section. We can now combine equations (B.5), (B.6), 
(B.8) and (B.9) to get the final result: 
J' k J 
, 
(n'Sl' I ghf I nst) 
I-J'+F+I-{-k F J' I' k sFF'sMgMgr (-1) 
k I J 
, 
x [(2I 1)(2F 1)] 
{IA I A 
I IA k 
IA 
x (T'IAMrd = IA I Q(k)(IA) I TIAMrd = IA) -IA 








since I2 is homonuclear. 
(B.10) 
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On rearranging we get 
(n/S2' 
1 
Sh} I nil) = 
Ek SFF'SMFMF,(-1)F+OI+OJ+k-il' 







¡1 ¡ IA k IA X(T'IAMIA -IA I`°6IA) I TIAMIA - IA) 
-IA 0 IA 
x [(2J + 1)(2J' -{- 1)]; 
, J k J 
-SZ' q SZ 
(B.11) 
x[(n'ß'SZ'v' I Qk(eA) I nßsZv) +(n'ß'0'v' I Vk(eB) I nßSZv)], 
where q = ASZ = fl'-fl, DI = I -I' and AJ = J -J'. In equation (B.11) the first 
line includes terms relating to the coupling of the two subsystems in the composite 
coupling scheme, F = I -}- J; the second and third lines contain the terms relating 
to the nuclear spin subsystem, the fourth and fifth lines those terms relating to 
the electronic coordinates. All the Wigner coefficients in equation (B.11) can 
be calculated from standard formulae and the matrix element for the nuclear 
subsystem has a known value from experiment: the evaluation of the electronic 
matrix element is considered in the next section. 
B.2 The electronic reduced matrix element 
The general expression (B.11) line 5 involves a ( Vk(ea)) term that needs to be 
evaluated before fits with experimental data can be made. Vigué et al [152] have 
shown that to a good approximation 
E(n'ß'EVv' 1 Vk(ea) I nß°v) _(v 1 v') E(n'ß'w I 4k(ea) I 71,ßS2), (B.12) 
a=A,B a=A,B 
for k = 1 or 2. (y 1 y') is the Franck - Condon overlap between the interacting 
states and the matrix element on the right -hand side, ( Vk(ea)) , involves only 
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the electronic wavefunctions and a MJ dependent 3 -j coefficient. The Franck - 
Condon overlap between the two states can be calculated numerically from the 
potential functions for the two states: the (VQk(ea)) term can be related to known 
experimental data. 
Since we are concerned with highly excited vibrational states, the molecule 
will spend a large amount of its vibrational period near the outer turning point 
of its motion. Furthermore the significant Franck - Condon overlap between the 
interacting states also lies at the outer turning point of their vibrational mo- 
tions, so, to calculate the (gk(ea)) term, we should best describe the electronic 
wavefunctions using the separated atom basis set outlined in section 1.1.1. In 
this basis the 10 states at the (ab) dissociation limit have normalised electronic 
wavefunctions of the form (see Table 1.3) 
I nSZ = 0)(://8) _ A z{(I ZZ)A I i- i)B± ( z- z)A I zz)B) 
+(I 2- 2)A I 22)B± I 22)A I Z- 2)B)}, 
I 
nSZ 0)/g = A .*{I ZMi)A 12M2)B± 12M2)A I ZMl)B}, 
(B.13) 
(B.14) 
with the ungerade taking the positive inversion term. All 10 states can therefore 
be written 
I nQ) _E Cm I .JmMm)A I JmMi'n)B, 
m 







_E1,m Ea-A,B C1Cm(J1M1 I gk(ea) I JmMm)a(JiMi I JmMm)Q 
= 1,m Ea=A,B MiC1Cm(J1M1 I gk(ea) I JmMm)a' 
(B.15) 
(B.16) 
The matrix elements on the right -hand side contain the MJ dependent 3 - 
coefficient from equation (B.9) 
(JM' g(k) I ") = J J ((.11117111.1)- -M ' 0 M (B.17) 
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The reduced matrix element can be calculated from the experimental magnetic 
dipolar and electric quadrupolar hyperfine parameters, aj and qj, 
(JM = J 







J k J 







where 'µN is the nuclear magneton and gj the appropriate nuclear g- factor. For 
I2 a4 = 827MHz, al = 6591MHz [153] and eq,Qi = 2292.8MHz [144, p.243], so 
a complete calculation of the matrix elements on the left -hand side of equation 
(B.16) can be made for all 10 (ab) states that couple with the B0ú (ab) state, 
with k = 1 and 2. The results are given in Table 4.4. 
Appendix C Some Theorems on the 
Matrix Elements of 
Irreducible Tensor 
Operators 
The results given below are quoted from standard texts [114, 149, 150, 151]. 
The Wigner -Eckart Theorem 
For the basis functions I Tjm), with jm as angular momentum quantum numbers 
and T the additional quantum numbers needed to completely specify the state, 
the Wigner - Eckart theorem states 
, 
(T,j,m, 
I ne) I rim) = (-1)3'_m' 3 k 9 (T'.lII T(k)II Tj) -m q m (C.1) 
where the symbol in brackets is a Wigner 3 -j coefficient and (rTIIT(k)ilrj) the 
reduced matrix element of the irreducible tensor operator, T(k). Numerical values 
for the Wigner 3 -j coefficient can be calculated from the algebraic formulae for 
the related Clebsch- Gordan coefficients given in Brink and Satchler [114, p.36], 
and are non -zero only if the elements in the second row sum to zero; the term 
on the left -hand side is usually known from experimental data for Ti = r and 
j' = j = m' = m, so the reduced matrix element can be evaluated. The matrix 
elements of the tensorial operator therefore factorise into two parts: the projection 
(geometry) dependent terms are contained in the Wigner 3 -j coefficient while the 
reduced matrix element depends on the detailed physical interactions themselves. 
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Reduction of matrices for composite systems 
If the tensor operators T(k) and U(k) act on subsystems 1 and 2 respectively 
of a system, with subsystem 1 characterised by the angular momentum ji and 
subsystem 2 by angular momentum j2, then the matrix elements of the scalar 
product of these two tensor operators in the coupled basis J = ji J2 are given 
by 
(Tij Tij J'M' I T(k).U(k) I TIj1T2j2JM) = (C.2) 
45JJs8mm,(_1)ii +3; +J J 2 1 T1. i1IIT (k)IIT1j1)(T2j2IIU(k)IIT2:72), 
k %1 32 
where the symbol in braces is a Wigner 6 -j coefficient and Ti represents additional 
quantum numbers characterising subsystem i. Numerical values for the Wigner 6- 
j coefficients can be calculated from the algebraic formulae for the related Racah 
coefficients also given in Brink and Satchler [114, p.43]. Note that the two tensor 
operators must commute. 
For a tensor operator T(k) acting only on the space of subsystem 1, the rela- 
tionship between its matrix element in the coupled and uncoupled representation 
is 
(1-1.02j2J' I T(k) I T1j1T272J) = ( -1)i +7s +J +k[(2J + 1)(2J' + 1)]' 
x 
{..71 J' 72 
(T1j1IIT(k)Hrlji). (C.3) 
J jl k 
Note that the states have common quantum numbers in the subsystem not acted 
upon by the tensor operator, all other terms are zero. 
Rotation Matrix Elements 
From Brink and Satchler [114, Appendix 5] 
fDZ,(a13y)D ,,(a,3^y)DB,(aß -y) sin,ßdßdady = 
A B C 
[(2C + 1)(2B + 1)] á 
A C 
a b c a' b' c' 
(C.4) 
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The separated atom or (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme is applied to the electronic structure of both ion pair and valence states 
of the heavier halogens and rare gas halides. Relative transition moments from low vibrational levels of selected ion pair states to 
all the valence states and the resulting radiative lifetimes are derived. a-a electron transfer between atomic orbitals is assumed 
for parallel transitions. Russell- Saunders coupling is used for the atomic or ionic basis functions in the reference model. Depar- 
tures from the model arising from partial ji coupling in the halogen positive ions and from intramolecular electrostatic effects 
each produce characteristic changes in the relative intensities of the various fluorescent systems from a given ion pair state. The 
effect of J and M1 state mixing between asymptotically degenerate valence states is discussed and ion pair -.valence transition 
intensities are shown to be a sensitive function of this mixing. 
1. Introduction 
The spectroscopy of the ion pair (IP) states of diatomic molecules is unusual in that, depending on the am- 
plitude of the vibrational motion, two quite different descriptions of the electronic configurations are explored. 
At small separations, typically vertically above the equilibrium separation of the ground state, re(X ), a descrip- 
tion in terms of single molecular orbital configurations is appropriate with some mixing due to spin -orbit cou- 
pling and electron correlation. At larger separations the most compact description of an IP state is the product 
of atomic ion states, A+ (JA,tíA)B-(JBMn), which implies separate spin -orbit coupling on each ion as required 
in the dissociation limit. In the case of valence and Rydberg states such an asymptotic configuration, then the 
product of neutral atom states is only reached well beyond the equilibrium separations and is difficult to access 
experimentally. The evidence for an essentially unperturbed product ion description of IP states around their 
equilibrium separation, rr(IP), is slightly indirect, being mainly drawn from the perturbations observed in vi- 
brational term values due to Coriolis coupling [ 1 ], from the hyperfine splitting [2] and, more directly, from 
the general arrangement of molecular electronic term values which closely follows that of the separated ions. 
The principal application of the model has been to the 1+ ion in 12 and ICI, though JA still seems to remain a 
good quantum number for Br+ in Br2 [3,4]. In section 3 we apply the (JAJB) coupling scheme as a limiting 
model to both IP and valence states of the halogens and rare gas excimers and derive some lifetimes and inte- 
grated intensity ratios for the fluorescence that is such a striking feature of the spectroscopy of these states. 
The treatment of Coriolis coupling in the low vibrational levels of ion pair states has invoked the pure preces- 
sion model of Van Vleck [ 5 ]. For our purposes, in which rotational coupling of the electronic motion to the 
overall molecular rotation can be neglected, the relevant part of this model amounts to treating J and AI of the 
two ions separately as good quantum numbers and if the negative ion is a halide ion (JB =MB =0) the ion pair 
state is classified by (JAMA) alone. Furthermore, in calculating transition matrix elements we will apply the 
same model to the lower valence states, which will thus be specified by (J':,M' JB,ti18) and are. in effect, atom - 
pair (AP) states with symmetry imposed interchange of the labels A and B in the homonuclear case. This has 
been called simply the (JAJB) model by Herzberg [6 ] who introduced it as a hypothetical case and by Saute and 
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Aubert- Frecon [ 7 ] in discussing the asymptotic behaviour of the valence states of iodine. Gordeev et al. [ 8 ] 
earlier used this model for the valence states of chlorine and bromine and its principal application has been to 
the asymptotic energy splitting of these states, though the JAJB coupling scheme has also been applied to the 
magnetic predissociation of the B state of iodine [9]. The longest range breakdown of the JAJB model arises 
from the r -3 quadrupole- charge interaction in IP states and the r -s quadrupole -quadrupole interaction in AP 
states. These are discussed briefly in section 3.3 and in appendix C. Overall, the smaller the spin -orbit coupling 
the larger the separation at which the model breaks down. Among the halogens the model will thus hold better 
for compounds of Br and I; in Cl2 the model, if applicable to any useful extent, could only be used beyond the 
outer minimum of IP states and not at the inner rydbergised minimum [10,11]. 
The '(JAJB) coupling scheme has not been applied to the IP- valence transitions of the halogens apparently 
because Mulliken's influential paper "Iodine Revisited" [ 12] was couched entirely in MO terminology and 
addressed mainly IP-X absorption. However, fluorescence from low vibrational levels y' of IP states and even 
some regions of dispersed fluorescence (e.g. the red extremum) from very high y' levels is dominated by tran- 
sitions around re(IP). We suggest that the (JAJB) coupling scheme is appropriate in these cases rather than 
Hund's case (a) or case (c) (in which the atomic states are not specified). In contrast, Dunning and Hay [ 13] 
use an MO basis with configuratión interaction in their discussion of the spectroscopy of the rare gas halides. 
2. Transition dipole moments in the JAJB coupling scheme 
Ion pair state wavefunctions for the homonuclear halogens in the (JAJB) model are of the form 
InQ2 > &U= d{IJM )A100 >s 100 >AIJM>B} /V2- 
and for the interhalogens or rare gas halides, A +B -, 
InQ >= .s>;IJM)A100 >B1 , 
(1) 
(2) 
where .1 is the partial antisymmetriser for electron permutation between the two ions and S2= I M1. n sequen- 
tially numbers states that have the same Q value in ascending order of energy. Thus in the halogen IP(04) 
states, 0g(1 ) correlate with A +(3P2o), Og(2) with A+(3Poo), 0g(3) with A +('D20), 0g(4) with A +('So), 
the unique pair OB.,, with A +(3P10) and so forth. The index n thus also numbers the cluster to which the state 
belongs, a cluster referring to a group of different Q states correlating with the same J state of the positive ion. 
An essential ingredient of the (JAJB) coupling scheme for IP states is that there is no mixing of different J states 
of A+ under the strong Stark field of the neighbouring anion. 
The valence state wavefunctions in the homonuclear case are similarly approximated by 
InS2>a.=s1¡ VIM, >AIJ2M2>B±IJ2M2>A VIM' >B±1J1M2>AIJ2/Ni>B?'IJ2M1>AIJiM2>B)/2, (3) 
where 0-=.1 M, +hí21 and the last pair of terms will only be present for D =0 states and then only if new config- 
urations are thereby generated. In (3) n numbers states of a given S2 value in the order, with one exception, 
given in table 1 of ref. [7] in which the energy ordering at very long range (R> 6 Á) in 12 is discussed. Our aim 
here is simply to establish a numbering scheme based as closely as possible on the energies of states at long range 
so we have reversed the order in ref. [7] of the first two configurations, X (Og ( 1 ) ) and a' ( 0 : ( 2 ) ) 
X(Og(I))= (1/)[13/2, 1/ 2>A13/2,- I/2 >B- I3/2,- 1/2 >AI3 /2, 1 /2 >B] , (4) 
a'(Og(2)) =(I /f )[I3/2,3/2>A13/2,- 3/2 >8- 13/2,- 3/2 >A13/2,3/2 >B] (5) 
The former now has what is almost certainly the dominant configuration of the ground state at intermediate and 
large separations - both for the reasons discussed by Saute and Aubert- Frecon [7] and from spectroscopic 
evidence to be presented in section 3. Once again it is assumed that there is no mixing off. 3/2 and J=1/2 
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atomic states which at long range could be induced by multipole fields or dispersion forces. In these AP states. 
unlike the IP states, there will be long range mixing between asymptotically degenerate states of the same S2 
value that correspond to different combinations of ,Llq and MB, e.g. 0 +(I) and 0 +(2) in the first cluster of 
table I below, and we return to this point in section 3.2. The numbering of the AP states in the (JA.blAJBMB) 
approximation for heteronuclear diatomics is given in table 1. The orthogonality of IP and AP states, together 
with the related question of IP- valence configuration interaction is discussed in appendix B. 
The atomic and ionic wavefunctions are now used explicitly in the Russell- Saunders (RS) coupling scheme, 
as was done in the applications [ 1-4] of the pure precession model to IP states. Although there is clear evidence 
in I+ and to a lesser extent in Br' of incipient jj coupling mainly through 3P2 -' D2 and 3P0 -'S0 mixing (respon- 
sible for the anomalous order of J levels in the ground state multiplet of I +, see ref. [ 14, p. 30 1 ], we will use the 
Russell- Saunders description in terms of (LSJMJ) as the basis in which these perturbations can be discussed. 
The general form of a p" configuration valence atomic wavefunction, the filled core levels omitted, is then 
Its +'Lim) = E <kMLMsILSJM,)dt "I(kMLMs), (6) 
k.ML.Ms 
where dt "1(kt-ILt1Is) is a single Slater determinant of n p -type spin -orbitals with resultant components Mt and 
M,. The overall sign of any 4t "1 is based on the canonical order 
4(6)= 
III +1- 0 +0-- 1 + -1 -II (7) 
Table I 
Diatomic valence (AP) wavefunctions in the (JAMAJwI 4) coupling scheme for the heteronuclear case illustrated by ICI 
Electronic state Case (c) 

























(10 )(13/2, 1/2),13/2.-I/2)a 
(1/,/i)[13/2. 3/2)113/2, -3/2>0 
(1/1i)(13/2, 1/2),13/2.-I/2)a 
(1/,/i)(13/2. 3/2), I3/2. -3/2)a 
13/2.3/2),13/2, -1/2>a 
13/2. -1/2>,13/2.3/2>a 
13/2. I/2)113/2. 1/2)a 
13/2, 3/2>113/2. I /2)a 
13/2, 1/2),13/2.3/2)0 
13/2, 3/2),13/2.3/2)a 
- 13/2. -I/2>,1312. I/2>al 
- 13/2. -3/2)113/2. 3/2>a] 
+13/2. -I/2),13/2.1/2)al 
+13/2. -3/2)t3/2,3/2)J 
(1/1i)(13/2. I/2)111/2. -I/2)0+13/2. -I/2),I1/2. 1/2)0) 
(1/f )[13/2. 1/2)111/2. -1/2>a-13/2. -1/2),11/2. 1/2)a1 
13/2.3/2)113/2. -1/2>a 
13/2. 1/2)111/2.1/2)a 
13/2. 3/2)111/2, 1/2)a 
( 1 /f ) [ I l /2. -1/2>113/2. 1 /2 )a + 11 /2. 1/2)113/2. - I /2 ) a 1 
( I/f )[ 11/2. -I/2>113/2. 1/2)0-11/2.1/2),13/2. -1/2)a 
11/2. -1/2)113/2.3/2)a 
11/2. I /2),13/2. 1 /2>a 
11/2. 1/2)113/2. 3/2)0 
(1/,/i)[11/2, 1/2),11/2. -I/2)a-11/2. -I/2)111/2.1/2)a] 
(10)111/2. I/2)1I1/2. -I/2)a+l I/2. -1/2>111/2. 1/2)01 
11/2. I/2)111/2. 1/2)a 
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If more than one combination of the spins and spatial orbitals is possible for a given value of ML and MS, the 
index k numbers these sequentially, e.g. for ML =MS =0 
dt4)(100)=111+1--1+-1-II, d(4)(200)=111+0+0--1-11, d(4)(300)=01-0+0--I+11 (8) 
The rules for generating the coefficients <kMLMSI LSJMJ> are quite standard (see e.g. Condon and Shortley 
[14] ) but specific values for the p4 and p5 configurations used here do not seem to be readily accessible. They 
will be frequently referred to and so are enumerated in appendix A. A complete transition dipole matrix element 
in. forinstance, the heteronuclear halogen case 
P12= <A 
+(J1MI)B- Ii=IA(J7M7)B(J'MD> (9) 
is thus composed of a sum of transition moments between primitive determinants, 
Mr M IL'J'Mí> <k7M', M, Lr,J <krrMrr Mrr Lr,J 31,r l2= <k; LI SI 11 I A 1 LI SII 1 1 I A 2 L2 S21 2 2 2 >B 
(3) r rr 3) n n rr 6) 4) r 
'X <dA (kïMí141s1)dh (kzML2Ms2)I E fz;ld d (kíMLIMsI)>> (10) 
where the first sum is over all k, ML and MS compatible with S2 and the second over all p electrons. In the 
homonuclear case when J1 =J2 or M1 = M2 the interchange offs or Ms between A and B, as in eqs. (I) and (3), 
must be included with the appropriate overall normalization. In an IP-.AP dipole allowed parallel transition an 
electron is transferred either between two p, atomic orbitals, one on each centre, or between two p. AOs. For a 
perpendicular transition the transfer in the (JAJB) model must be pQ ")HpP). The evaluation of (10) is much 
simplified by the following approximation. Since we are concerned with transitions occurring at separations 
around re of the IP state ( typically 3 -3.5 A) where the overlap of atomic orbitals on the two centres is already 
quite small (otherwise the JAJB model would not hold for the IP states) we assume that p, p, transfer is 
dominant. Theoretical plausibility can be given to this assumption by considering the one electron integrals 
involving the overlap of Slater orbitals (x, y, z) exp( -aR) with exponents empirically adjusted to give the 
known radii of the atoms or ions involved. <P. Pn>2 is then found to be between I% and 5% of <pal u :I Po> 2 
at aRe2r. 4. Dunning and Hay [ 15 ] find that a -a charge transfer transition moments in the Xe halides are about 
10 times larger than it -it moments, with C1-7t transition moments only a few percent of a -a values. With this 
assumption the one electron operator in eq. (9) or (10) can only connect IP and AP configurations that differ 
by the transfer of one electrón from one atom to the other with spin unchanged and which have an unchanged 
p, occupancy. A typical non -vanishing contribution to the dipole matrix element in (10) for AB(52 =0)- 
A +B- (Q =0) would be 
<IIl+I-o--1 -IIA 111+I-0+0--1+-1-IIBli=III+I-o+0--1-IIAIII+t-o--1+-1-IIB> (11) 
(but no A -B+ configuration is accessible by o-electron transfer from this AP configuration). A perpendicular 
transition e.g. IP(S2= 1 )- AP(S2 =0) would typically involve the electron transfer 
<111- 0 +0- -1 -II" 111+ 1 -0 +0-- I +- 1 -IIBY- 1111 +1- 0 +0 --1- 11"111 +1- 0-- 1 +- I -11B> (12) 
In evaluating (1 1 ) we can write the operation of II. on an atomic p orbital as 
p:IPo>A.B =± I Po>B.AMoo(r) , (13) 
where 
II1oo(r)= <Po(A)Il121 Po(B -)> (14) 
and the p,, orbital on A is that of the neutral atom but p,(B- ) has the more diffuse character of the negative ion. 
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In the operation on the product of Slater determinants the number of column interchanges N, as the electron is 
moved to the canonical form of the final state must be counted and the antisymmetrisation factor (- I )'v° 
included. Thus, the only ß -ß transfer possible from the AP (JA =JB =3/2, I MA I = IMa I =1/2;0=0) config- 
uration to A -B+ would involve 
l+1-0+-1+-I-IIAlll+1-0--1+-1-Ila 
_ (-1)4../111+1-0+0--1+-1-IIAIII+1---1+-1-IIaMao(r)<B+IB>4<A1A>s, (15) 
where the overlap integrals <A +IA> = <p(A +)Ip(A)> etc., represent the relaxation of the remaining p elec- 
trons when one is transferred. If the electron is transferred from A to B, an extra sign change is introduced 
_ -(- l)°../ II1+ 1-- 1+- 1- IIAIII+ 1- 0+ 0-- 1 +- 1- IIaMoo(r)<A +IA >4 <B -IB >S. (16) 
The operation ofµ_ 1 on the ket in (12) for a perpendicular transfer A-B would similarly result only in the IP 
configuration 
- (-1)bs/n1-0+0--1-IIAIII+1-0+0--1+-1-IIaM.< BIB >S<A+IA>4 (17) 
but the operation ofµ +1 would nullify the ket. The resultant combination of products of determinants on the 
two centres is then resolved with the help of the inverse of eq. (6) into (SLJM,) states to identify the contri- 
bution of each molecular state in the (JAJB) coupling scheme. It is slightly easier to do this if the dipole operation 
is carried out on the AP state since in the resulting combination of IP structures 4(4) (kMt,Ms)d(6), only the dt41 
configurations have to be resolved into the spectroscopic states (SUMO of the positive ion. The transition 
moments to the various states represented are then proportional to the overall coefficient Ç . -n of each IP( n'S2) 
state in the expansion, 
< IP( n' Q) I/ tz1AP( n Q) >= s . - QM0Q(r) <A +IA >4 <B -IB >5, (18) 
with the positive ion relaxation term replaced by <A+ I A> S in the rare gas (Rg) halides. A corresponding set of 
coefficients -n can be defined for 70-M electron transfer and would be associated with Mn. 
As a simple application of the model, we first calculate the relative transition amplitudes of the nine possible 
IPA-valence transitions in the rare gas halide excimers. The numbering of the states and their wavefunctions in 
the (JAMAJBMB) coupling scheme are given in table 2, together with Hay and Dunning's notation [13,15] and 
the coefficients C -n are listed in table 3. AS2= 1 transition dipoles are to be multiplied by the two centre integral 
M as introduced in eq. (17 ). The corresponding results for the first cluster of IP states of the homonuclear 
halogens are given in table 4. Table 5 contains the relative amplitudes of all the 0 -.0g transitions from all the 
homonuclear halogen IP states. Table 6 covers some of the same transitions as table 3 but for the heteronuclear 
Table 2 
Wavefunctions for the rare gas halide valence and excimer (IP) states in the JAJO coupling scheme. The energy ordered sequential 
numbering of states, used in table 3, is given on the left and the corresponding spectroscopic notation on the right 
S2(n) Valence state wavefunctions 
}(l) I0,0)R113/2, 1/2)x X(l/2) 
3(1) 10,0)RB13/2, 3/2)x A(3/2) 
1(2) 10,0)R.I I/2, I/2)x A(I/2) 
S2(n) Ion pair state wavefunctions 
1(3) 13/2, 1/2)R.+10,0)x- B(I/2) 
3(2) 13/2, 3/2)Rs C(3/2) 
1(4) 11/2, I/2)114 10,0)x- D(1/2) 
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Table 3 
C coefficients (eq. (18)) for parallel and perpendicular transitions in the rare gas halides. The type of electron transfer is indicated as 
a suffix. Although the 2(1) (2) transition is a parallel one, it requires It-n transfer and the electronic matrix element is M(r) 
IP Valence 
}(I) i(I) }(2) 
}(3) -[2/3],,,, 
1(2) [ 2/3]e, [I],. - 
1(4) [0/3]w -4.1M] -[1/3)... 
Table 4 
The amplitudes C. ...a (eq. (18)) of the transition dipoles connecting the lowest cluster of 1P states (correlating with A' (3P2) ) and all 
the accessible valence states in the homonuclear case. Values in brackets are for perpendicular transitions and must be multiplied by 
M(r). Valence states in the first block correlated with JA= 3/2, 4=3/2 atomic states, those in the second block with JA= 3/2. JD= 1 / 
2 and the final pair of states with JA= 1 /2, Ja =1 /2 
Valence IP 
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case A+ (JA )B -. The JAJB model predicts exactly the same coefficients 4 for the corresponding states correlating 
with A- B +(JB) when JA =JB. 
3. Discussion 
3.1. Radiative lifetimes 
Transitions will either be bound -bound or bound -free. For the former we can write for the total fluorescent 
intensity associated with a given electronic transition n' -n and summed over all lower vibrational states u 
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Table 5 
All the (IP) 0 -.valence 0¡ transitions in the homonuclear halogens. The coefficients for a -.a electron transfer are given. Zeros indi- 
cate that the necessary e- transfer is a-.a. The spectroscopic state of X+ in each IP state is given at the foot of each column 
Valence IP 
00 (1) 01(2) 0(3) 0(4) 
X:0¡(1) -2/313 } 2/3 -1073 4/313 
a':0¡(2) 0 0 0 0 
0¡(3) I/O - 013 -j 2/3 4/313 
0¡(4) -2/313 ; 2/3 } 2/3 -2/313 
IP(X+) D(3P=) F(3Po) F'(IDz) ?eSo) 
Table 6 
The transition amplitude { .a for the lowest cluster of heteronuclear halogen IP states A +B- correlating with A+ (3P2). The zeros 
indicate that the transition is forbidden to (1.-ocr electron transfer because the p- orbital vacancy on the B atom in the AP state is in a p. 
orbital and only becomes allowed by a -.7t transfer 
Valence IP Valence IP 


































E 1,'... =(64>t°/3hc') E Cv'I1i-(r)Iv">2viue tee xv-Cv' -(r)Iv'> 4n-14-(rI')), (19) 
v- 
where the last two approximations (see ref. [ 16] for the more general expressions) only hold for the lowest IP 
vibrational states and P.. is the v- centroid of the fluorescence (which will have a width AP much less than v.. 
itself ). The same approximate relationship will hold for the integrated area under the continuum envelope of 
fluorescence from a bound -+free transition, measured with the same monochromator slitwidth. The radiative' 
lifetime of an IP (v' 0) state is then, neglecting the contribution of perpendicular transitions, given by 
E Awn- = E (S,n -AMao+ -Ama)21q,'-[<A +IA>4<B- IB >5]2 
and in the following discussion we will drop the term in M,i.. 
(20) 
Lifetimes of the halogen 1P states. The E(0¡) -+B(0 ) transition (IP 0¡ (1) -+AP 0 (I) of table 4) is unique 
in that the B state is the only one of its symmetry among the valence states. There is thus no long range atomic 
J -state mixing due to the quadrupole -quadrupole interaction and the only departure from the (JAJB) model in 
the B state comes at short range from rydbergisation or from configuration mixing with the various IP 0 states. 
These perturbing states are about 40000 cm-' away and such mixing is small [ 17]. The calculated lifetime of 
the E state of 12, using the appropriate C coefficient from table 4, is 
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1/ T( E)=¡( 647°/ 3hc3) véBA1ác (Te(E))[ <1 +II)' <I- I1)5]2 ( 2 I ) 
The product of the three factors M(r), <1+ I I )' and <I- 11) s involving details of the atomic orbitals can then 
be deduced from the observed lifetime of 26 ns for the E state [ 18]. Provided that rr(IP) does not change 
appreciably from one IP state to another so that the M,,,(R) terms in eq. (20) remain constant, the lifetimes of 
all the other IP( y" =0 ) states can be deduced within the framework of the (JAJB) model. Broadly speaking, the 
two IP(Q =2) states have the shortest lifetimes because they have the maximum fractional vacancy in the p, 
orbital of the positive ion, followed by the Q =1 states and then the Q =0 pair. These results are modified to 
some extent by the y3 factor which favours these IP states that can fluoresce to the more deeply bound valence 
states, but the effect of small changes z 500 cm -' in the estimates of on T is only ± 1 ns. 
Similarly, mixing of valence states of the same S2 value that are asymptotically degenerate may redistribute 
some of the fluorescence, but lifetimes are only affected at the 10% level unless transition to the ground state is 
strongly involved. At this level of approximation, the only source of a difference in lifetime between pairs of g 
and u homonuclear IP states that have the same positive ion quantum numbers lies in the v3 factor and the slight 
difference in re of the two states (itself a result of the exchange interaction). 
Taking the example of the relative fluorescence lifetimes of the ß and E states of I2, applying eq. (20) to the ß 
state requires a knowledge of v for all five parallel transitions from this state. The red extremum AM of the 
ß( y' .16 )-A fluorescence has been observed at 3432 A [18], where transitions occur around re of the IP state. 
This corresponds to the A state potential having dropped 850 cm -' below its asymptote. Assuming the other 
four transitions to end in valence states that are bound by z 200 cm - at the point of transition relative to the 
appropriate atomic asymptote, we estimate v(ß-- l(3))= v(ß -+l(4)) =21000 cm -1, v(ß- .1(5)) =13400 
cm -' and obtain for the lifetime of the ß state Tp =12 ns. Perrot et al. [ 18 ] give Tft= 1 1 ns, extrapolated to y' =0. 
Perpendicular transitions not included here can only shorten the calculated lifetime. Other observed lifetimes 
are very sparse in the literature. T =6 -7 ns has been recorded for the vibrationally quenched D' (2,) state of 12 
[19]; with the principal fluorescence from this state, D' -A' (2 (1) ), peaking at 29300 cm -', and the second 
fluorescence system D' (2g) -2 (2) observed to occur at 19600 cm -' [20], we calculate Tp. = 5 ns. Spin -orbit 
mixing of the 3P22 and 'D22 states of I+ will somewhat lengthen the lifetime of the lower 2, and 2 states and 
shorten that of the upper 2g.u(2) pair because (see appendix A) the electronic configuration of the 'D22 state is 
the single configuration II 1 +1-0+0-0 which has no e- orbital vacancy. 
3.2. Relative fluorescence intensities 
Making the same approximations as for the radiative lifetime, eq. (19), the ratio of the integrated intensity 
of two emission systems from transitions originating in the same low vibrational level of an IP state n' to two 
different valence states n" =1 and 2 is 
ln'I //.2 (vn'I /v..2)á[12. (rn )) / /in.2(rén ))]2^ (vn.i /vn.2)3[Sn.In /Crwl2+ 
where the restriction to ßßa transfer has been made. 
(22) 
3.2.1. Fluorescence from the rare gas halide excimer states 
We will not analyse the spectra of the rare gas halides in detail, but only indicate the way in which the { 
elements of the transition dipole matrix in table 3 can be used. In the reference model the relative intensities of 
the B [ 1 /2 ] -A [ I /2] and B[ 1 /2] -X [ I/2] transitions are 
IB- .A /'B -.X ^ (CB- A /SrB -X)2( vB- A /vB -.X)3= 1 3 (vB- A /vB -x)3 , 
and exactly the same coefficient of one half half applies to the ratio of D-.A to D- X fluorescence. The ratio of 
transition moments PD -x: PB -x is seen to be 1/.11 assuming Re unchanged. In the xenon halides all four tran- 
sitions are recorded as being strong, with the B-X fluorescence being the strongest. A quite different pattern of 
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intensities in fluorescence is predicted from the fully spin -orbit decoupled Hund's case (a) type description of 
the two 0.1/2 states. With S, L, Mi. of the halogen atom as good quantum numbers we have 
X[1/2](2E1/2)= II1 +1- 0 + -1 + -1 IIHaIIIP6IIR` =(1 /f )[I2P1/2112> -f I2P3 /21 /2 >]I'S0> 
A[1 /2](2x11/2) =II1 +1 0 +0 -1 IIHalIIP6IIR`= (I /J)[f I2P1/21/2> +I2P3/21/2>]I 'so > (23) 
It is clear that both the D-A and B-.A transitions must now involve itH1< electron transfer. Indeed it can be 
seen at once from the ß--'ß 1 coefficients in table 3 that these same transitions both vanish for the linear com- 
binations of basis states taken in eq. (23). Thus, irrespective of the coupling scheme adopted for the ion pair 
states, two of the four IP [1/2 ] -.AP [1/21 transitions will be very weak in the (SLIb1L) coupling scheme, con- 
trary to observation. When detailed comparison with experiment is made, departures from the ratios predicted 
in the (JAMAJBMB) basis will undoubtedly be observed which can be quantitatively interpreted in terms of J 
state mixing as outlined in section 3.3. 
3.2.2. Fluorescence from the halogen IP states 
We now apply (22) to the dispersed fluorescence from D' (28) state (i.e. the 28(1) state of table 4). Telling - 
huisen [20] has observed fluorescence from the transition D' - 3t1 (2 (2) ) in 12 to be centered at 5100 A and 
the well known D' (IP 28(2) -.AP 2 (1) ) fluorescence has its red extremum at 3400 A. So, from table 4 
we predict the intensity ratio I(D' -.A') /1(D' 3A ) =6.75. Tellinghuisen reports that the former transition 
accounts for 87% of the total emission and the D' -+3A for 8 %, implying a ratio of I 1 :1 in integrated intensity. 
Spin -orbit mixing of the 3P22 and' D22 states of I+ will not alter this branching ratio. Mixing of the J= 3/2 and 
J.1/2 atomic states will decrease the pa occupancy from that in the asymptotic description of the A' state and 
increase it in the orthogonal 2 (2) state. The effect would be further to favour the D' -A' emission. 
lshiwata et al. [21 ] have detected two emission systems in the dispersed fluorescence from the F' state of 12 
(the 0 (3) state of table 5), to X (Og (1)) and to the 0B (2) state with red extrema at 236 and 310 nm respec- 
tively. Using the coefficients of table 5, we predict the relative intensities of these systems to be 2.27:1, and 
there should be a third, much weaker system at around 420 nm with an intensity of 0.1 relative to the 236 nm 
system. Unfortunately, the authors do not record the relative intensities of the observed transitions. 
Several authors [22,23] have pointed out the apparent anomaly that, while the Cordes bands (D .-X) in 12 
are seen strongly in absorption and the F-X transition is never seen, both systems are seen strongly in fluores- 
cence near their red extrema. Fluorescence from the F(0) state of 12 is observed to have a red extremum at 
270 nm [24]. From table 5, the relative intensity is 
IF_x :1D -.X i7-(37310)3:27(31000)3 = 3.49:1 
(neglecting the small difference in re of the two states), assuming equal populations of the two emitting states. 
In the particular spectrum of iodine reported in ref. [24], the relative values of in at the two red extrema were 
roughly equal indicating a population ratio [D]: [F] 3.5. The intensity of fluorescence at AM contains the 
semiclassical factor v(rm)- 'K -2/3 where v(rm) is the relative velocity of the two atoms at the classical point of 
transition rm, so a simple comparison of hi (AM) in two systems assumes that the curvatures of the Mulliken 
difference potentials KFX = V F (r) - V x (r) and KDX = V'(r) -V z (r) at r= re are identical at their maxima and 
that the velocities v(rm) are equal in the two states. The F' (0 (3 ) ),X fluorescence at its red extremum should 
be even stronger. Estimating AM 44700 cm -', we find IFX :/,X =24:1. This enhanced intensity, apart from 
the more favourable p3 factor, comes from the increased pa vacancy in the I +('D2m) state compared with the 
3P2M states. - 
Fluorescence from the D (0 ) state of I2 has been much studied and in principle should exhibit four emission 
systems arising from parallel transitions to the four 0g valence states. However, although the D-.X emission is 
strong (A M 31000 cm' I ), the transition to the weakly bound a' (08 (2 ) ) state, which should lie roughly 4000 
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cm'' to the red of the D-.X red extremum is only weakly seen. This implies that there is very little mixing at 
separations x 3.6 A between the AP configurations 0s (1) and 0` (2), eqs. (4) and (5). In the 0: (2) state (see 
appendix A) the p,, orbitals on both atoms are full and so there is no possibility of ß-.ß electron transfer (all 
Sn2o =0) and any intensity in a charge transfer band must come either from it-.n transfer or from atomic M, 
state mixing between the first two 0: reference states. The relative intensities of the three remaining transitions 
are predicted to be in the ratios 
ID-.0.(3) :ID-.x zi2(21900):27(31000)3=8.81 X 10-2, 
1D- .01(4) :/D_x -4(14300)3:27(31000)3 =9.81 X 10-2 , 
with the wavelength of the hitherto unobserved D-0; (4) emission being displaced by the atomic multiplet 
separation I (2P112) -I (213312) to the red of the centroid of the D-aOs (3) fluorescence. Among the perpendicular 
transitions, D-4a(i ( 1 ) ) is predicted to be unusually strong, 
1D-1s(I):ID_x x 1 (30000)3:22(31000)3=3.06(Ma/Mao)2 , 
and will presumably lie about 1000 cm -' to the red of 2M D- X fluorescence. But the most intense fluorescence 
of all from the lowest cluster of IP states should come from the D' --.A' transition (AM observed at 3400 A ): 
ID' -A' ID-. x z (29400)3:A(31000)3.3.84 
and indeed this system is very prominent in fluorescence from high pressure discharges in 12. 
3.3. Departures from the RS JAMAJBMB coupling scheme 
Configuration mixing in the RS JAMAJBMB basis arises from two causes. Firstly, spin -orbit coupling in the 
free atoms leads to a partial breakdown of the Russell- Saunders description. Secondly, electrostatic effects (in- 
cluding electron exchange) lead to a mixing of atomic or ionic J states in the molecular valence or IP states. 
After an analysis of the atomic term values, spin -orbit coupling can be allowed for almost completely and should 
properly be included in the basic model which will still retain JAMAJBMB as good quantum numbers. We will 
return to this point in a subsequent paper in which new experimental data on the lifetimes of the first cluster of 
ion pair states in 12 will be presented. The longest range source of interionic (JM) state mixing is the r -3 quad- 
rupole ( 9)- charge (q) interaction. In the axially symmetric field gradient of a spherical cation, M, is conserved 
and mixing occurs only between states of the same total spin S. In the p4 configuration of A+ the M, =0 com- 
ponents of the J =2 and J =0 states are mixed, as are the M, =1 components of J =2 and J= I. Only the 3P10, 
31322 and 'D22 and 'D2, states remain unperturbed by these electrostatic effects. In then' configuration of Rg+ 
ions or the halogen atoms the 2P312.112 and 2P112.112 states are similarly mixed. The extent of mixing in first order 
is discussed in appendix C. The coefficient of mixing of the minor component in an ion pair wavefunction 
involving any of the above A+ states will range from about 0.5 to 0.2 in the sequence CI +CI- to I +I-. The model 
has essentially broken down for the IP states of Cl2 and partially for BrCI near their equilibrium separation and 
these are better described in terms of Hund's case (a) configurations, though still with (SALASBLB) as good 
quantum numbers. Departures from the JAJB coupling scheme are handled in the usual superposition of states 
fashion, and we now illustrate the effect of configuration mixing in this basis. 
3.3.1. Configuration mixing in the rare gas halides 
In the Rg halide IP states, the effect of the interionic field gradient is to mix the B [1/21 and D[1/21 states. 
In terms of products of single centre determinantal configurations having ML and Ms as good quantum numbers 
(i.e. 2E,/2 and 2f1, /2 basis) we can write for an Q =1 /2 state 
[ 1/ 2]( n))= I[ cr1IIl +1- 0 +- 1 +- 1- II +cn2II1 +1- 0 +0 --1 II))IX-) (24) 
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Hay and Dunning [15J in an ab initio MO treatment of the Xe halides find c, z 0.84, c2 z 0.54 for the B state 
with rather little change between fluoride and iodide. These values are close to those of the free ion Xe' (213312); 
c1 = 0.816, c2 =0.577. In terms of our (JAMAJBMB) free atom basis (numbered as in table 2), 
IB[I /2]>= cos©BOI[I /21(3)) +sinOBDl[1 /21(4)> 
IDI/ 21 >= -sin OB0I[I /2](3)) +cos9Bp1[1 /21(4)) (25) 
The passage towards the pure E and 11 configurations in the valence states will produce another rotation RAP in 
the [1/2] (I ), [ I /2] AP basis of table 2. The transformed transition dipole matrix is, as usual, RipgRAP. In the 
case of the rare gas halides, we see from table 3 that in the 2X2 matrix of p in the Q.1/2 basis, one row is a 
multiple (f) of the second, i.e. in the (JAMAJBAfB) basis luB A /1lB_x = 11D_A /PD -x Thus, a rotation of the 
IP basis (mixing the B and D states) cannot affect the,uB.A /PB_x ratio. A little algebra shows that in that case 
only we can write 
/13/13_0( -( C31 +tan4x A32 )2( uB-x 
B -tanBxAS3t +(32 y9-A )3' 
(26) 
where tan BXA refers to the mixing between the valence X[1/2] and A[1/2 ] states. In XeBr, Setser and Ku [251 
found the branching ratio for the B-X and B-.A. [1/2 ] fluorescence to be 1 :0.24. The two emission spectra 
peak at 282 and 324 nm respectively. Assuming the upper states to be fully vibrationally quenched so that we 
can interpret the results in terms of state coupling at Re of the B state, we use the ç coefficients from table 3 in 
(26) to find tan 02= 0.161, implying a roughly 16% mixture of the 2P, 12 Br atomic state with the 2P312 state in 
XeBr(X) at a separation of about 3.38 A. 
3.3.2. Configuration mixing in the halogen IP states 
In contrast to the Rg+ ions, spin -orbit coupling in the halogen positive ions produces some S state mixing as 
described in section 3.3, though the quantum numbers JAM,AJB,LÍB remain good. We can illustrate the effect of 
this passage towards jj- coupling by the simple two state problem presented by the mixing in the free ion of the 
3P2,í, and'D2,1j RS states of I+ 
13P2.N > =cl 13P2.N)(RS).C211D2.N >tRS) (27) 
For I +, using the following values for the spin -orbit coupling parameter (5p and the electrostatic interaction F2 
(as defined by Condon and Shortley), S5p =5774 cm -1, F2.1411 cm -1, which reproduce the observed 'P2 and 
'D2 term values in I +, we find c, = 0.952, c2= -0.307 in eq. (27). The transition -dipole (coefficients tabulated 
in the Russell- Saunders basis must be appropriately transformed. From tables 4 and 5, the corresponding { 
coefficients for the first two non -zero transitions from the D state in the homonuclear halogens would be: 
D(0)-.0g (1); SIIO=-(2/3f)c,+(4f/3/3-)c2, 
D(0)-.Os (3) ; C130=(1/3f)c1+(4f/3Ac2 
(the transition to the second valence state 0g (2) remains very weak until mixing of the atomic Al, states is 
introduced). For I+ the effect on fluorescent intensities will be significant if the minor spin -orbit component 
happens to have a particularly large transition dipole moment to the lower state under discussion as in the case 
illustrated here, where the D-X transition dipole is almost doubled. In practice, the matrix of the combined 
spin -orbit and electrostatic perturbations in the IP states must be diagonalised before observed fluorescent 
intensity ratios can be interpreted in terms of J and M state mixing in the valence states of the halogens. We 
reserve a discussion of specific cases until new experimental data on relative intensities in fluorescence are 
presented in a later paper. 
Qualitatively, it is worth noting that the effect ofJstate mixing in the positive halogen ion under the influence 
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of the field gradient of B- is to cause the lowest IP 0+ state (or the lowest g/u pair in the homonuclear case) to 
have an enhanced contribution from the configuration (see eqs. (C.8) and (C.9) ) 
10 +(1 )>= [II 1 +1- 0- -1 -11+ 111+ 0+- 1 +- 1- 111A[III +I- 0 +0- -1 + -1 -use (28) 
(i.e. (1342) occupancy in MO terms for the u state or (1432) for the g state) through mixing of the 3P20 and 
3P00 atomic states while its partner state, 0+ (2) is forced to adopt more of the configuration 
10 +(2)> =[ 111+ 0+ 0 --1 -11 0 +0 --1 +114[111 +1- 0 +0-- 1 +- 1-II]B (29) 
( i.e. (2332 ) or [ (2242) +2422) ] 'Eg ) than is predicted by the (JAJB) model. This will tend to shorten 
the lifetime of the IP 0 +(I) state and lengthen that of 0 +(2), because the configuration in eq. (29) cannot be 
converted to an AP configuration by 6 -6 electron transfer. However, if the valence states are assumed to retain 
their unperturbed configurations given by the JAJB coupling scheme (see table 1), the relative intensities of the 
four IP(0+ )- valence(0 +) transitions from each ion pair state are unchanged by this perturbation of the upper 
state. 
4. Conclusions 
The consistent application to both valence and ion pair (IP) states of the separated atom coupling scheme, in 
which (JAMAJBMB) are good quantum numbers, provides a framework in which the lifetimes of low vibrational 
levels of ion pair states and the relative intensities of major portions of IP- .valence fluorescence can be dis- 
cussed. The model is a limiting one, strictly only applicable as r oo and, if Russell- Saunders coupling is used 
for the atomic JM states, only for cases of weak spin -orbit interaction. In spite of these approximations, depar- 
tures from the model may not be serious around re of the IP states of the heavier halogens and rare gas halides, 
and they will be systematically dependent on the strength of spin -orbit coupling and interionic or interatomic 
electrostatic effects, both of which can be quantitatively allowed for at long range. Breakdown of the model in 
the valence states will probably be more serious even before some IP- valence configuration interaction ensues 
at smaller r. Nevertheless, we suggest that the JAMAJBMB coupling scheme provides the best basis for discussing 
IP-.valence transitions around rr of IP states of the heavier halogens and rare gas halides. 
In charge transfer transitions at long range, overlap between pa orbitals is much better than between p,, orbitals 
on different centres and these overlap integrals remain a parameter after the consequences of the angular mo- 
mentum coupling have been dealt with. The crudest form of the model applied to parallel transition consists in 
neglecting it.-.11 electron transfer in comparison with To complete the model, the Russell- Saunders cou- 
pling scheme is used to describe the atomic JM states. The relative intensities of all the parallel transitions from 
low vibrational levels of any IP state then depend upon a one electron transfer integral Maa(r) (or Mon(r) for 
perpendicular transitions) and the C coefficients giving the projection of the state resulting from this electron 
transfer onto the AP final state in the JAMAJBMB basis. Representative tables of Cn. ,,-n are given from which the 
relative strengths of selected molecular IP-AP transitions can be reduced to ratios of the appropriate electron 
transfer integrals and the characteristic v3 factors. Since all the ion pair states of a given compound have very 
similar re values. the relative fluorescent intensities of the various electronic systems are essentially completely 
determined by algebraic factors. 
The model is intended as a framework in which the extent of the breakdown of atomic spin -orbit coupling 
under incipient bond formation can be quantitatively discussed, although the limited body of experimental 
evidence on lifetimes and relative fluorescent intensities from low vibrational levels if 12 and ICI is not incon- 
sistent with the model in even its crudest form. 
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Appendix A 
The details of the atomic configurations in the Russell- Saunders coupling scheme which form the basis of 
the discussion of the diatomic halogens at long range are as follows, where the numerical coefficients are the 
<kAfLMSI LSJrbi,> of eq. (4). 
pJ configuration: 
21'3/2.3/2 = 111 
+ +0- -1 +II , 
2P3/2. 1/ 2=( l/ f)[ II1+1- 0 +0-- I- II- f2111 +i- 0 + -1 + -1 -111 , 
2P1n.u2 =(1 /f )[Ilf II1 +1- 0 +0 --1 -II +111 +1- 0 +1 + -1-Ill 
p° configuration: 
'So =(1 /f )[ 111+ 0+ 0- -1 -II- 111- 0 +0 --1 +11 +111 +1 --1+ -1-111 , 
'D2.2= 11 +1- 0 +0 -II , 
'D2.1 =(1 /f )[II1 +1- 0 +- 1- II- II1 +1 -0 --1 +III , 
'D2.0 =(1 /f )[- 111+ 0+ 0 --1-11+ 111- 0 +0 --1 +II +2111 +1 --1 +- 1-111, 
31'0.0 =- (1 /J) [II 1 +0 +0-- 1-II +II I- 0 +0-- 1 +11 +f 111 +0 +- 1 + -1 -11+ f II1 +1 -0 --1 -III , 
3P1.t =- [f II1 +0 +0 --1 +11 +111 +1- 0 --1 +II +111 +1 -0 + - 
31'i.o= (1 /,ñ)[- II1 +1 -0 -- 111 +111 +0 + -1 + -1 -III 
3132.2= 111 +1- 0 + -1 +II , 
3P2.1 = ![111 +1- 0 --1 +11 +111 +1- 0 +- 1 -II -f 111 +0 +0 --1 +0 l, 
31'2.13 =(1/ 6) [111+1-0--1-11+111+0+-1+-1-11-,A11+0+0--1-11-./i111-0+0--1+111 
Appendix B 
The simple product IP and AP wavefunctions used above are not orthogonal: 
(IP(n'S2)IAP(n "Q) >= E < k' ML MsILJ'M') >w <k "M'MflL 
"J "M 
>A <k "Mí Ms IL "J "M " >B 
X < 1.65)( k" M7MD45)(k "MZMD14116)44)(k'M;MO> (B.1) 
Making the same restriction to p.-Pp, electron transfer that led to eqs. (13) and (14), we can formally project 
a p, orbital for the purposes of evaluating the overlap integral as follows 
Ipa>A.B= I pa>B.ASaa(r) (B.2) 
where Sa,(r) is the two centre overlap integral between p,, orbitals analogous to MQO(r) in (18). The overlap 
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between AP (n "Q) and IP( n'S2) will thus be proportional to exactly the same Ç "" -A coefficients that govern the 
transition dipole. Furthermore, from standard first -order perturbation theory in a non -orthogonal basis, the 
extent of mixing of a given pair of AP and IP states is also proportional to { "" -r, and so the relative transition 
moments between various upper and lower states are unchanged. 
Appendix C 
In the p" atomic positive ion configuration, with mean square electron radius <pIP2Ip) +, the matrix ele- 
ments of the charge -quadrupole interaction under Russell- Saunders coupling are (see e.g. ref. [26] for the 
diagonal terms in the J =3/2 case) 
<J1I1 e__F__IJz)=e2<2s+1Ln,N1 E Y2o(Bi)12s+ILn,)<P2)+/rwa, 
iml.n 
(C.1) 
where rAB is the ionic separation; FS2 the'field gradient and it is assumed in the off -diagonal elements that the 
radial p- wavefunctions are identical in the two J states of the positive ion. Using the expansion for the atomic 
ion states in terms of Slater determinants given in appendix A we have explicitly for the angular integrals in eq. 
(C.1) for the triplet states of A+ (p4) ions 
<3P2o1 E Y20(ei)13P20 ) =1/5, <3P2o1 E Y20(61i)13P00) =\///5, 
<3P211 E Y20(0,)I3P21) =1/10, <3P211 > Y20(0,)13P11) =3/10, 
<3P221 > Y20(e,)13P22) = -I /5, <3P1o1 E Y20(01)13P10) = -1/5, 
<31'111 E Y20(e,)I3P11) =1/10, (C.2) 
and for the Rg+ (p5) ions 
<2P3/2.3/2I E Y20(0,)12P3/2.3/2)=-11/5, <2P312.112I E Y20(0,)I2P3/2../2 )=1/5, 
<2P3/2.1/2I E Y2o(B,)I2P1/2.1/2)=i`-/5 (C.3) 
(zero elements omitted). In all cases only mixing between two J states having the same spin multiplicity is 
induced if spin -orbit coupling is neglected. The first -order expression for the coefficient c of J state mixing, 
ILSJIM)c11= ILSJ,M)tot+ctllILSJ2M)(0) 
is then 
C111=(e2<LSJIMI E Y20(e,)ILSJ2M)<P2)+lr3Ae)[E;°j(LSJ,M)-EX 1(LSJ2M)] , 
(C.4) 
(C.5) 
where we have assumed that the zeroth -order splitting between the two states at a finite r ( i.e. with the Coulomb 
interaction included) remains that of the ionic electronic term values. Then, in the following cases we find for 
the extent of electrostatically induced mixing in the (JAMAJBMB) basis used in this paper 
12(D); [I +(3P2o) +cI1 +(3Poo)], c =0.21 ( <P2 > += 1.87A2), 
IC1(E); [I +(3P2o)) +cll +(3Poo)] , c =0.28 ( <P2 > += 1.87A2), 
Br2(D); [IBr +(3P2o)) +clBr +(3Poo))], c =0.39 (<P2> += 1.34A2), 
Xel(B(1 /2)); [ IXe +(2P3 /21 /2)) +clXe +(2P, /zl /z)), c =0.11 ( <p +) += l.66Á2), (C.6) 
where the atomic radii are taken from ref. [27]. For Cl2 the first -order treatment will break down near re. 
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Diagonalizing the 2 X 2 matrix of the charge -quadrupole interaction among triplet positive ion RS states 3P20 
and 'Poo at an estimated re = 2.9 A [ 10] gives 
C12(0:(1)); [ctlCl +(3P2o)> +c2ICl +(3Poo)>], et =0.70 ((p2>+ =1.05 A') . (C.7) 
Although the full four state coupling problem with the spin -orbit operator explicitly included, should be solved 
(see Chang [ 28 ] for the corresponding treatment of valence states at long range), there is no doubt that a better 
description of Cl+ in the lowest IP(f2 =0) state near the outer minimum is the fully L- Sdecoupled Hund's case 
(a) one. 
ICI +> =(I /f )[III +I- 0- -1 -II+ III +O +- I +- 1- IIl =(1 /f )[I3P20> )l (C.8) 
and the overall state classified as'flo . The wavefunction of the second root would be 
IC1 +(0 +(2)))= (1/f)[111 +0 +0- -1 -11+ 111- 0 +0 --1 +111= (I /1j)[f13P2o) +13Poo)1, (C.9) 
making the complete state 3EcT . Combined with the Cl- p6 wavefunction, the overall configuration of Cl2 in its 
lowest 0:u pair of IP states becomes the simple molecular orbital one agreir and aire, ß,,. These triplet 
structures are reached in the heavier halogen IP 0: (1) and 0 (1) states only on the repulsive wall of the poten- 
tial. From the result of an ab initio calculation, Balasubramanian [29] attributes the configuration 3E6- (2332) 
to the lowest IP 0 state if Br2 at its calculated re of 3.14 A, whereas the above diagonalisation of the quadru- 
pole- charge interaction predicts the 3i70+ state to lie lower. It is not clear what effect the full inclusion of spin - 
orbit coupling would have on the ab initio result. 
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Determination of the radiative lifetimes 
of nine ion -pair states of I2 
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Received 20 August 1990 
The radiative lifetimes of 9 out of the 20 possible ion -pair states of 12 have been measured using two -colour optical -optical 
double -resonance excitation. A pulse -shortened dye laser was used to populate the final state. Lifetimes for all six states in the 
first cluster - 6(2), y(10, D(0 ), D' (2.), ß(Iß) and E(0¡) - have been measured again in view of the often discordant 
literature values. The lifetimes of three states in the second ion -pair cluster (H(10, F(0,) and f(0¡ )) are reported for the first 
time. No significant pressure dependence was found up to 100 m Torr, with the exception of the longest lived y state. 
1. Introduction 
Halogen and interhalogen excited -state radiative 
lifetimes have been used to calculate collision cross 
sections and to elucidate kinetic schemes [1-10]; they 
have guided the development of laser systems [9-10] 
and have been used by early workers to locate and 
quantify couplings between electronic states [ 1 1 ], in 
particular the B ( 0 ) valence state [ 8,12 -15 ] where 
lifetimes are shortened by predissociation. These 
couplings are important in the application of the op- 
tical- optical double -resonance (OODR) technique 
since they allow a large range of further excited states 
to be reached in the second resonant step. This is par- 
ticularly pertinent for 12 whose complete first ion -pair 
cluster, comprising the six states dissociating to 
I+ (3P2) and I- ('S0) ions, can be populated from the 
B(0 ) intermediate state, in some cases indirectly 
using states accidentally coupled to the B state. Life- 
time studies of these ion -pair (IP) states were ini- 
tially pursued for the development of a laser based on 
the D-X transition in 12 [9 -10]. More recently, 
Einstein A- coefficients of individual electronic tran- 
sitions deduced from lifetime measurements have 
' Author for correspondence. 
2 Permanent address: Laser Research Laboratory, KFUPM /RI, 
Box 732, 31261 Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. 
been used to put transition dipole moment functions 
obtained from dispersed fluorescence data on an ab- 
solute basis [ 16 -18 I. This last step completes the 
interpretation of dispersed fluorescence data [19,20], 
but is only possible when the lifetime of at least one 
vibrational level of the upper electronic state has been 
measured. Although the lower vibrational levels of the 
halogen and interhalogen IP states are not predisso- 
ciated, their lifetimes are expected to be short ( 10 
ns) since they are both highly energetic and all have 
strong spin -allowed charge transfer transitions to one 
or more valence states. This may be contrasted with 
the longer lived valence excited states with radiative 
lifetimes of about 100 ns. In low vibrational levels, 
the detailed difference in lifetimes between IP states 
reflects subtle changes in their electronic configura- 
tion within the broad context of their ion -pair nature 
and also in that of the valence states at large intera- 
tomic separations to which they fluoresce. 
As part of a continuing study we report the life- 
times in low vibrational levels of nine out of the 
twenty ion -pair states of I2. We include the six states 
of the first ion -pair cluster [D'25, v= 2 ), ß (1" v=2), 
D(0,; , v =0), E(0:, v =0), y(lu, v =0) and 8(2u, 
v =2) ] correlating with I +(3P2) +1- ('So), and three 
of the six states in the second cluster [f(0:, v =0), 
F(0+, v =0) and H(lu, v =0) correlating with 
I +(API.°) +I- ('So)]. In a second paper in prepara- 
0301 -0104/91 /S 03.50 0 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North -Holland) 
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tion [ 21 ] we shall present the relative fluorescent in- 
tensities and detailed Einstein A- coefficients for 
transitions from these states to all the accessible lower 
valence states. Relative IP to valence transition di- 
pole moments will then be analysed in terms of the 
mixing of pure Russell- Saunders ionic or atomic 
states under the influence of interatomic and spin - 
orbit forces [22]. 
2. Experimental 
2.1. The pump and probe lasers 
Two -colour optical -optical double resonance was 
used to excite the ion -pair states of I2, employing the 
B( 0: ) state as the resonant intermediate level. The 
experimental configuration is shown in fig. 1. The 
pulsed output from a high -power excimer laser 
(Lambda Physik EMG 201 MSC), operating on the 
308 nm XeCI (B-+X) transition, was used to pump 
two dye lasers simultaneously. The first dye laser 
(Lambda Physik FL2002) selectively excited single 
rovibronic levels of the B(0) state; the second dye 
laser (Lambda Physik FL3002E) with pulses short- 
ened to 4 ns half width (measured on a Tetronix 2445 
oscilloscope) by a pulse compressor (Lambda Phy- 
sik FL90), pumped molecules from the B state to the 
EMG 201 MSC 
various ion -pair states. Coumarin 307 and Coumarin 
102 were used as the pump and probe dyes to access 
the D' and D states, Coumarin 307 and Coumarin 
47 for the 7 and 8 states, Rhodamine 6G and Bis MSB 
(stilbene) for the E(ß) states, Rhodamine 6G and 
PTP for the f state and Coumarin 307 with DMQ for 
the F and H states. The 12 samples (0.05 and 0.1 Torr) 
were held in cylindrical glass cells with spectrosil 
quartz windows and the path lengths so arranged that 
the collinear, counterpropagating pulsed outputs from 
the two dye lasers arrived together. Fluorescence was 
collected at right angles to the laser paths and imaged 
on to the entrance slit of a monochromator (Jobin- 
Yvon HRS2; f /7, 0.6 m ); dispersed fluorescence at 
the exit slit was monitored by a photomultiplier (Ha- 
mamatsu R928: rise time 2.2 ns, whose transient out- 
put was fed into a Stanford Research Systems SR250 
gated integrator (gate width less than 2 ns), inter- 
faced to an IBM PC microcomputer. The gate scan- 
ning and data collection were controlled by a Stan- 
ford Research Systems SR265 software package; after 
down loading to the local mainframe, data were ma- 
nipulated as described below. The boxcar gate was 
scanned across the fluorescence decay profile col- 
lected at the wavelength of the strongest transition in 
each ion -pair system over 50, 75 or 100 ns, depend- 
ing on the lifetime of the state. The transitions mon- 
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Table I 
Radiative lifetimes for nine ion -pair states of 12. Experimental uncertainties are given in brackets ( ) 
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" t v=1. °t v= 7. " v=4. dt By extrapolation." v unknown [ 2,9 ]. rt v46, [261." Measured at 60 mTorr. 
Table 2 
The OODR pumping scheme; the B(v.J') levels used and their perturbations (see ref. [23]) 
Parent state 
X (r, J) 
Transition 
energy (cm -') 
Pumped 
intermediate 
level B(v, j) 
Intermediate 
state 
energy (cm - ) 
Ion pair 
destination 
(0,21) 19888.41 (59,22) 20012.85 s(2.) 
y( l.)F(0: ) 
D(0: )H(1.) 
(0,7) 20037.77 (78,8) 20146.85 D'(;) 
(1,70) 17339.81 (17,69) 17845.00 E(0¡ ) 
f(0; ) 
ß(1.) 
perturbing I.(ab) level (14,22) 20013 
2.2. The intermediate stale, B(0 ) 
In this OODR study we use the B(0) state as the 
intermediate state to reach all nine ion -pair states; the 
particular intermediate levels pumped are given in 
table 2. To populate all five ungerade IP states from 
the same rovibronic level, B( v= 59, J=22), requires 
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coupling between the B state and a 18(ab) state t ". 
There are two such states, the lower is shallowly bound 
and the other purely repulsive. The perturbation 
comes from the bound state because we have ob- 
served that in the 460 nm region the transition 
y(v'= O,J' 23)- lg(v"= 14,J "x 22) lies under the 
probe pulse (the 16 vibrational assignment comes 
from vibrational term values derived from dispersed 
fluorescence data to be presented [21 ] ). The B and 
1g(ab) rovibronic levels in question are nearly reso- 
nant, have strong Franck -Condon overlap near their 
outer classical turning points and can couple through 
the hyperfine nuclear magnetic dipole [27]. This 
coupling is clearly efficient enough for collisional 
transfer out of the resonant B rovibronic level, which 
competes with the probe stage, not to be significant 
at our sample pressures; at 100 m Torr a B state mol- 
ecule has about a I in 60 chance of collision in the 
duration of the probe pulse, assuming a generous col - 
lisional cross section of 75 A2 [ 8 J. An ion -pair state 
of ungerade symmetry is then accessed near its po- 
tential minimum ( 3.6 A ) by a vertical transition 
in the final excitation stage from the very shallow 
bound 1( ab) state. 
The OODR scheme to populate the D' ion -pair 
state uses a rovibronic level, B( v= 78, 3=8), close to 
the B state dissociation limit as the intermediate. Ro- 
tational coupling to a 1(ab) state at large R gives 
access to the D' (2g) ion -pair state near its potential 
minimum [ 25 ] by excitation at the inner turning 
point of the l state. The E and f states are readily 
accessed with two parallel transitions using the 
B( z)=- 17, J=69 ) level as the intermediate. 
3. Results and analysis 
Representative examples of the shape of the time - 
resolved fluorescence, I$°s (t), are shown in figs. 2- 
4, for short-, intermediate- and longer -lived states, 
respectively, together with their simulation, If (t), 
a pulse profile P(t) and the residual, I? (1,_ 
Ir (1). The complete fluorescence decay was sim- 
ulated by convoluting the pulse profile with a single 
E Here a refers to a ground and b to a spin -orbit excited -state 
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1'0 20 30 
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40 50 
Fig. 2(a ). Fluorescence decay curve for the D' -.A' emission (full 
line) following excitation by a compressed pulse (....), before 
impedance- mismatch ripple removed. The best-lit simulated de- 
cay is also shown ( -), together with the residual signal along 
the baseline. (b) Fluorescence decay curve for the D' -.A' emis- 
sion after the impedance mismatch ringing has been removed ( full 
line). 
exponential decay to give a best -fit lifetime, t, and 
the pre -exponential factor, A: 
h""(t)=AJ P(t )exp(t'-t)/tdt' , 
where to is the pulse arrival time. A first estimate of 
the lifetime was obtained either by the method of 
moments [28], or by a simple fitting of the exponen- 
tial tail of the fluorescence signal after the excitation 
pulse is over. A steepest- descent parameter search was 
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A +t, 
TIME /ns 
Fig. 3. The fluorescence decay curve for the H-a emission after 
the impedance mismatch ringing has been removed. Key as in 
fig. 2(a). 
10 20 30 40 50 80 
TIME /ns 
Fig. 4. The fluorescence decay curve for the 5 -.21(aa) emission 
after the impedance mismatch ringing has been removed. Key as 
in fig. 2. 
70 80 90 100 
then used to minimise the standard deviation be- 
tween signal and simulation. The best -fit values of r 
showed no significant dependence on the upper time 
limit for fitting (generally taken to be 3r), nor on the 
choice of initial lifetime, except for the y state. For 
this state the long lifetime left a significant cut-off er- 
ror and the method of moments calculation was not 
used. A slight ringing, possibly resulting from a small 
impedance mismatch in the collection electronics, was 
found in all the decay curves recorded and this was 
filtered out numerically since this did not signifi- 
cantly alter the best estimates of r, but did reduce the 
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standard deviation of the fit (fig. 2b). At each pres- 
sure for each state, at least nine separate fluorescence 
decays were recorded in three groups of three scans. 
The uncertainty in a particular fit for r was ±0.1 ns, 
as calculated following Bevington [29 ]. This reflects 
the low shot -to -shot variation in a group of three se- 
quential scans though the levels of uncertainty given 
with our results suggest a larger overall mn -to -run 
scatter. The rotational dependence of the lifetimes was 
not investigated, though Perrot et al. have shown that 
the f- dependence is not significant for the low -v life- 
times of the E and ß states [ 16 ] . 
Table I gives our results for the states studied and 
a comparison with previously published data where 
available. Only the long -lived y state showed a signif- 
icantly pressure- dependent lifetime: the values given 
in table I, assuming a linear extrapolation, suggest a 
zero -pressure lifetime of 38.6 ( ±0.6) ns. At 100 
mTorr a y state molecule has a 5% probability of col- 
lision during a single lifetime, assuming a state - 
changing collision cross section of 200 A2 [ 30 I. The 
F state lifetime is too short for reliable determination 
by the experimental technique used here as the fluo- 
rescence decay has a similar width at half maximum 
to the pulse profile. Although the impedance mis- 
match ringing significantly distorts the decay profile, 
our experiments suggest the F state lifetime lies in the 
range 3.5 to 5.5 ns. Self- quenching studies after ini- 
tial pumping of the f state (pt= <0.3 Torr), also per- 
formed in this laboratory, have shown that near -res- 
onant f-- F collisional vibronic energy transfer is 
much more efficient than F-.f transfer. Such a short 
F state lifetime suggests that radiative decay is suc- 
cessfully competing with collisional transfer for the F 
state population at these low I2 pressures. 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Comparison with other measurements 
Two of the previous lifetime measurements re- 
ferred to in table 1 used non -state -specific excitation 
schemes [2,9]. Sauer and co- workers [2] used an 
electron beam to excite an Ar /12 mixture and then 
monitored the D' -.A' fluorescence at 342 nm. They 
used high buffer gas pressures ( 344 and 700.Torr) to 
quench the excited ion -pair molecules collisionally to 
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the lowest state in the lowest ion -pair cluster, the D' 
state. These high pressures with a non -state -specific 
excitation scheme will give a less reliable result when 
compared with the state -specific excitation possible 
with the OODR technique. Callear et al. [9] used a 
7 keV collimated electron beam to excite low I2 pres- 
sures (1 -10 mTorr), again with no state specificity. 
Rousseau [26] performed an early OODR experi- 
ment, acousto -optically modulating the probe beam 
to pulses of 100 ns then using a delayed coincidence 
technique to analyse the E-+B fluorescence decay. 
Chevaleyre and co- workers used an OODR pumping 
scheme similar to ours and a low cell pressure (30 
mTorr) to record the fluorescence decay from the E 
and ß states [ 25 ]. More recently the same group pre- 
sented a thorough analysis of the lifetimes and radia- 
tive intensities of the same states between 10 y' <33 
and 0 5 v' S 28 respectively [16]. Their results are the 
most recent available and are in good agreement with 
those presented here. They found only a small depen- 
dence of t on y' and for comparison with our results 
the extrapolation y' =0 introduces only a small cor- 
rection of less than 1 ns. Early in the application of 
OODR techniques to these ion -pair states, King et al. 
[24] also presented a series of lifetime measure- 
ments using an excitation scheme and method of 
analysis closely similar to our own. Although some of 
their vibronic assignments have since been revised, it 
is not easy to explain the discrepancy between their 
lifetime results and those presented here and by 
Broyer's group [27]. 
4.2. Interpretation of results 
Radiative lifetimes of states free from predissocia- 
tion depend on three factors: the Franck -Condon 
overlap integrals, the radiative frequencies and the 
transition moments of each of the dipole -allowed 
transitions of the state 
I /te 
_(647r4/3hc3) E <c l u,-(r) I v,. >zv,1 v 1- 
All the ion -pair states have very similar Re and We 
values and so the dominant factor in determining the 
differences in lifetimes of electronically similar states 
is the v3 factor. This is clearly an important factor 
and is responsible for the lifetimes of the states in the 
second cluster, with term values roughly 6000 cm- 
greater than those in the first cluster, being consis- 
tently shorter than the corresponding state in the first 
cluster. Based solely on this factor, the 0 state in 
each cluster, which alone can fluoresce directly to the 
ground state, should have the shortest lifetime in its 
group. In the first cluster the D state does have one 
of the shorter lifetimes, but not quite the shortest. 
Furthermore, if we compare the E(0: ) and D(0 ) 
states, in which the I + ion is in the same iM., state, 
the lifetimes should be very similar after allowing for 
the y3 factor. The 0 -0 band of the E -+B fluorescence 
is at 23 412 cm-' and that of the D-X emission is 
at 32 049 cm' so the v3 factor would predict a life- 
time ratio tE /to2.56 compared with the observed 
ratio of 1.98 ( ±0.2), which is not too dissimilar. In 
contrast, the pair of 52 =2 states of the first cluster, S 
and D', have their principal fluorescence originating 
at 340 nm and 342 nm, respectively, so the v' factor 
would lead to a lifetime ratio of unity, but r,s/r0. is 
observed to be 3.2 ( ±0.2 ). Relatively small depar- 
tures from the simple ion -pair model for the excited 
states (and the atom -pair model for the lower va- 
lence state) have clearly produced large changes in 
the transition dipole together with some redistribu- 
tion of the oscillator strength among the final valence 
states. A fuller discussion of these points will be made 
in a paper reporting the relative fluorescent intensi- 
ties of transitions from the ion -pair states to their re- 
spective valence states [21 ]. 
5. Conclusions 
Radiative lifetimes with a precision of at least ± 1.5 
ns for nine out of the twenty ionLpair states of 1, have 
been determined, (table 1 ). In every case the decay 
data could be adequately fitted by the convolution of 
the excitation pulse with a single exponential decay 
function. No significant pressure dependence of the 
lifetimes was found up to 100 mTorr, except for the 
longest lived state, the y(1) state. There is almost an 
order of magnitude range in the lifetimes, from the 
shortest lived F state (z 4.5 ns) to the y(1) state 
(38 ns). Considerable differences in lifetime of ap- 
parently closely related ion -pair states (e.g., g/u pairs 
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in the same cluster) remain after allowing for the y3 
factor in the Einstein ,9- coefficients. 
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